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Bulk density measunements detenmined fnom 2884 samples
of diamond drill cone f:rom the metamonphic nocks of the B::oken
Hill l-ode sequence l^Iere used to consh:uct subsurface density
modetrs which wene used in computen modefling of the expected
gnavitational attnaction. This was then numerically companed
with obsenved gnavity pnofíIes with stations as close as fifty
feet to pr.oduce nesidual gnavity pr:ofiles. The detailed gnavity
suivey covened an anea of 20 sq miles whilst local- tnavel:ses
of two hundned foot spacing and negional tnavenses of half
mile to two mile spacing extended covenage to 600 sq miles.
Conrelation between aeuomagnetic, gnavity and geological data
was attempted.
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SECTITN 1 GENERAL TNTRODUCTION
The dimensions of geological samples ranged from irandsize
to regional scale. Many bufk density measurements were determined
From diamond drill- core only a few inches Iong. Using computer
modeJ-ling of the subsurface density distribution these smal-l scale
measurements were compared with gravity data along traverses with
station spacing from fifty to two hundred feet and al-most seven mj-l-es
in total- length. These traverses were in turn compared with regional
gravity traverses with station spacing from half a mil-e to one miJ-e,
and of length of the order of twenty miles. Finally gravity data was
examined on a regional- area basis and compared wj-th reglonal geological-
maps and regional aeromagnetic maps.
This study was undertaken to determine whether other Broken
HiIl type orebodies coul-d be detected using gravimetric data and also
whether the country rock formations could be characterized by gravity
anomalies. Other such studies had been conducted [0. Weiss, D.W.
Smellie). These studies were conducted after the major gravimetric
survey had been completed in 1949 by O. Weiss and Associates on behalf
of the Zinc Corporation. Previous studies had suggested that the
Broken Hill orebody could be detected using the gravimetrj-c method,
but no final- report had been made on i-nterpretations of the O' Wei-ss
data. No other orebodies have been found using this method in the
Broken HilI district. The author deci-ded to undertake ri-gorous
quantitative evaluation of the extensive gravimetric and density data
and geological data. The University of Adel-aider s CDC 64OO computer
was used to cal-culate the expected gravitational anomal-ies of sub-
surface density distributions. These distributions the author inferred
for numerous density determinations made on unweathered diamond drill
core and geological data. Such studies would be possibl-e in other
areas where diamond drill core was available near an orebody. However,
¿
often in the literature the computer modelling technique is used to
infer the density contrasts within the subsurface - or if density
data from the subsurface are availabl-e then they are not used with
the intensity of observations undertaken by the author. An extensive
and detailed study was made of the variations in bul-k density.
The results found by the author were not in accord with
those found by previous workers. The author found that because of
variations in bulk density of the country rock the gravity anomaly due
to the orebody was effectively masked by those anomalies caused by the
country rock. Other techniques such as fil-tering are not expected to
have succeeded since the expected gravity anomaly due to the orebody
has no strong spectral characteri-stics. The author suggests in other
areas where subsurface unweathered samples are available and access
to modern computer facil-ities is possible that theoretical expected
responses be cal-culated to suggest whether an orebody could be detected
by the gravity method,
Obher resr,rlts found by the author include the conclusion
that rock formati-orrs in the Broken HiIl- area can be traced using
gravity anomal-ies for over two mil-es j-n many instances, particularly
where the excellent coverage provided by the O. Weiss survey exj-sts.
Excell-ent correl-ation with aeromagnetic data was al-so possible. Good
regional gravity data would heJ-p reduce ambiguity in interpretation
of regional aeromagnetic and geological data.
The. Broken H1II lode sequence is characterized by a positì-ve
l-ocal anomaly and al-so regionally by an area of higher gravitational
attraction. Fegionatly psammitic sequences such as granite gneiss and
aplitic sequences were characterized by gravity J-ows. The largest
positive gravity anomaly occurs in an area where onJ-y one shallow
diamond dril-l- hole exists. The anomaly can be tentativel-y correl-ated
wíth a lode sequence. However, amphibolltes outcrop in this vicini-ty.
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The vol-ume of lode sequence would have to be twice that in the Broken
HiIt lode sequence to account for this anomaly and the density of the
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SETTION 2 BULK DENSTTY DATA
2,1 Introduction to Bulk DensitY
In 1g5O and 1g51 L.A. Richardson presented approximately one
thousand, nine hundred and fifty bulk density values in diagrammatic
form [described in Appendix 1 ) . He also presented average bulk
denslties for rock types commonly found in the Broken HiII Area'
These averages are included in Table 1 whj-ch comprises of a l-ist of
averages which have been given by several workers. o. weiss and L'A'
Fìichardson were two consultants for Zinc corporation in 1949. Bob
wood and G. JenKe were two Honours students at the university of
Adelaide during 1g?2. RaIf Burkett was Acting chief Geologi-st from
North Broken HilI Limited in 1g?2, The authorr who measured density
variations within sj-Il-imanite gneiss in order to dlscover whether any
bulk density variations within the country rock of the Broken Hil-I lode
sequence might produce a gravity anomaly sj-milar to the Broken Hil-l-
orebodies, has given some averages in this tabl-e. The authorrs
reaLizati-on of the dense Zinc Lode Horizon was important because i-t
increases the gravity anomaly expected near the Broken HilI orebody'
Also important to remark was the high bulk density of the amphiboli-te
bodi-es.
The original copies of L.A. Richardson's diagrams are now
not avail-able nor are tables which l-ist the original values. In order
to use these results quantitatively and to present some of the data
for comparison with the data measured by the author values were measured
from dyeline copies. These copies are now too faint to be reproduced'
onethousand,onehundredandeightyfourofthedensity
val,ues presented by L.A. Richardson are plotted on Folio Fig' 1' AIso
plotted on this figure are nlne hundred and thirty four vafues measured
by the author. The data was plotted by the ten inch calcomp plotter
connected to the University of Adelaide CDC 6400 computer. The plotter
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took one thousand and seventy seconds to plot the data and the axes
with labels. ALI values from any one borehole are represented by the
same symbol. For each borehole the density values are plotted in the
same sense, that of plotting more westerly values to the right of the
graph with the horizontal scale as one inch represents four hundred
feet. The vertical scale is one inch represents O.2 granfcm3. Also
diamond dritl holes 16OO and 22OO are plotted one above the other to
allow vertical correlation of density. Horizontal positioning was based
on the positions of these diamond drill holes relative to the rock
types j-ndicated in geologlcal section 2e,2 of the New Broken Hill
Consolidated Mine [fotio Fig. a).
Before discussing some of the features of the bulk density
variations along boreholes it is interesting to consider where these
borehol=s lie in relation to the Broken Hill lode sequence. The one
thousand, two hundrecl density determinations from SectLon 62 were made
on core from a voLume containing the orebody. This volume had a cross-
section of twelve hundred feet and a depth of two thousand, six hundred
feet. Since most of this volume is occupied by lode, A horizon and the
enveloping gneiss, these density values provlde very good information
on the density of the lode zone. Since densi-ty information on the lode
zone is also available in Sectj-on 92 the change in bulk densities of the
lode can be observed along strike.
The bulk density of A lode averages O.16 gm/ct3 lo*tr in
Section 92 than in Section 62. AIso number 1 l-ens group and lead lode
are absent. Therefore a smal-ler gravity anomaly due to the lode was
expected over Section 92.
As a special study of the Broken Hill- Iode sequence in a
section where no orebody was thought to exist Section 262 was sampled
by the author for density determinations. Eì-ght hundred and forty
density determinations were made on core selectecl from two diamond
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dril-I holes. These diamond drill holes, DD 16OO and DD 2200, inter-
sected an equivalent part of the Broken H1II l-ode sequence for a
majority of their length Isee N.B.H.C. Geological section 262, Folio
Fig. a). Therefore, correfation of average bulk densities was made
between these diamond drill holes in order to gain a qualitative level
of confidence for extendíng estimates of average bulk density downdi-p '
A]-soN.B.H.C.descriptionsofmineralogyofcoresamplesfor
density determinations were used by the author. These were used both
quantitatively and semi-quantitativeJ,y. [See Section 2,4'1)'
2.2 Int tation of Densi-t ta from the Bro Hill- de Se nce
Thefirstapproachusedbytheauthortointerpretbulk
density values was to examine the data one borehole at a time' In
one such approach the density data were fil-tered by square ware filters
of various band widths IZurflueh). However, trends cou]-d not success-
fully be removed bY this method'
Inordertodeterminewhetherthedensityofthesil].lmanite
gneisses were spatially rel-ated over distances of around one hundred
feet the author constructed semi-variograms IMatheron, G', 19?1)' The
semi-variogram compares the squared differences between the values
measured at adjacent sample points with the squared differences between
values sampled further apart. The semi-variograms showed that there
was no spatial dependence of sampfes over the range thirty feet to one
hundred and twenty feet - in other words at that range the density
val-ues may be treated as random. The main contribution towards the
spatial- dependence of density val-ues from sampl-es from the ijraken Hil-I
lodesequenceWasfromafewamphibotitestringers,Themostnotable
was a xixty feet wide stringer from the upper Iwest) amphibolite'
formationllrinFig.i'Tirurefo::erthebcstestimatefortheaverage
density of sillimanite gneiss formations was the arithmetj-c averaJe
fordensitiesfoundwithintheformations.Theauthorfoundthatin
I
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Section 262 the average bulk density of sillimanite gneiss was
ã
2.83 gm/cmr. As this average falls within the range reported by other
workers [see Tab1e 1) the average was used as basj-s for comparison for
al-l densities. Since sillimanite gneiss was the most vol-uminous i'ock
in the Broken Hill tode sequenoe this reduced the volume of rock to
be considered anomalous in subsurface density models.
Initially the geometry of for¡nations used in subsurface
density models was that suggested by geological sections [e.g. Fig. 4
and Folio Figs. 2, 3 ù 4). This \^/as necessitated by the insufficient
number of density values. In the rare cases where sufficient derrsity
control- was avall-able boundaries were based on major densi-ty contrasts.
2.3 BuIk Densitv of the Broken Hill Orebodv
An average bulk density was assumed between the boundaries.
Outside these boundaries the bulk density was assumed to be that of
sill-imanite gneiss common to the Broken H1II lode sequence. On re-
examining density data coll-ected by the N.B.H.C. mine the author
realj-zed that the Zinc Lode Horiz-on [see Fig. 1J tras a density
significantly larger than that of sil-limanite gneiss. Thus the ínitial
model was modified by inclusion of the Zinc Lode Horizon with geometry
as drawn in Zinc Corporation Geological- Section 30.
As there was sufficient infonnotion near the foues in Íiection
62 a fi¡al m¡:del u;as based errtirely r-rpon the burl[< density data.
L.A. Riclreirdson f.rom N.B.H.C. mine presented bulk densit,y
values in 1g49 on diagrams wl-rich are now nct avaifable. Also no tables
of the origi,nal val-ues are avail-able. Therefore in order to use this
work quantit.ativel-y all values were read from duplicates ' In Appendix 1
these diagrams and the small- error jncurred in rereading tlre bulk
de;nsity values are described. AII vaLues \Àere used to deduce the
average density distribution. Folio Fig. 1 represents most of these
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vaJLres and those determined by the author'
FolioFig.1il]ustratesthehighdensitiesreccrdedinthe
l-ode rocks. Di.amond drill hol-e nurmLrer 131 contains both A end B 10de'
Density values as high as 4.a gm/cm3 were recorded. The end of DD 131
is in tle Zínc Lode Horizon and the densities are plotted in Fol-io Fig'1
above the minus SBOO feet feducial. These values are also greater- than
those Dommon to sill-imanite gneiss, whj-ch is extensively intersected
by DD 160O and DD 2200. The density vafues recorded on core from these
boreholes are also represented in Folio Fig. 1. The Zinc Lcde Horizon
fFormation number 9 in Fig. 1) fras an average density of 3'O 
gt/tt3,
considering all diamond drills for which density determinations have
been made.
InFciJ-ioFig.litmayafsobeobservedthatalongdiamond
drill 15 the bulk density values remain high between A lode and B l-ode'
In dj-amond drill 1O? the author observed an exceptionally high average
density of J.4? gr/"r3 for just two hundred feet between A lode and
lead lode. Generally the average bufk density for rock between lodes
was greater than that for country rock. Thus as the initial model of
theorebodyzonewasbasedonthegeometryofthelodesasdrawnin
Section 6Z [Fotio Fig. S) tfre total gravitational attraction of the
orebody zone was underestimated. This underestimation was the greater
gravitational attraction of the interlode rock ovBr that of the country
rock,
Sincethenumberofdensitiesrecordedínthevicinityof
the orebody in section 62 was high the geometry of the subsurface density
distrj-bution could be defined using these observed density values'
The averages for consecutive two hundred feet intervals were computed "
These were then marked on section 62. Three subdivisions were then
made on the basis of the type of averages observed [see Fig ' 4) ' The
divisions were considered to be low, medium or high oensity divisi-ons
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of the Broken HiII orebody zone. The relatively low average of
Z.gB gmfcr" *u" found at the near surface extremity of the orebody.
Overesti-mation of the near surface division would have been more
critical- because gravitational attraction decreases as the inverse of
the distance squared. Therefore this division was kept small. The
second division contained the Zinc Lode Horizon over the greater volume '
Also contained were the upper and thinner reaches of A lode and B lodet
which are two divisions of the Zinc orebody. The average bulk density
of this division was 3.O2 gm/cm3.
The lowest part of the orebody Inot including the Zinc Lode
3.
Horizon) was found to have the highest bulk density [S.Ze gm/cm"J.
Thj-s was mainly due to the preponderant vofume of lead lode and partly
due to the presence of dense A lode and B Iode. The geometry of these
three divisions is illustrated in Fig. 4.
2.4 Bulk Densitv of the Lode Sequence
Figure 1 illustrates the disposition of formations in the
Broken Hill Lode Sequence. No bulk densities were avail-abl-e for the
footwall- gneiss [Formation number 1) or for Formation numbe¡2, a
sillimanite gneiss which contains potosi gneiss stringers and banded
iron formation. Therefore no density contrasts were assumed in the
initial model.
The author made ninety-six bulk density measurements through
and around the lower Ieast) amphibolite, Formation number 3. These
measurements were made on core taken from DD 2310 in Section 84' This
core is only 24OO feet along strike from section 62 in which most
density information is known. Therefore, this data is expected to
provide a reasonable estimate of the average bulk density for the lower
[east) amphibolite in that section. The arrerage bu]-k density was
3.1O gm/cr3 orr" an apparent thickness of four hundred feet. Apart
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from the lode this amphibolite has the highest bulk density over
volumes significant when related to gravimeter detection' In Fig' ?,
at feducial minus 35OO feet, the anomalously high density of the
lower feast) amphibolite can be seen. [figure 2 illustrates the
values for average bulk density over consecutive oi-le hundred teet
intervals. )
when a true thickness of four hundred feet was assumed for
the lower [east) amphibolite the gravity anomaly predicted was much
larger than that observed. The density contrast assumed was 3' 10 gm/cm3
for the amphibolite against sillimanite gneiss assumed to be 2'83 gm/cm3
throughout the Broken HilI Lode sequence unless specially re-defined'
The geometry used was that shown in Section 6Z fFolio Fig. 2) '
Ifthegeometryandthicknessoftheloweramphiboliteas
drawn in Section 3O [Fig. 1) was used in the subsurface density model
the residual gravity anomaly was found to be smal-Ier. This true width
can be deduced from the apparent width of four hundred feet which was
observed j-n diamond dri]I 2310, Sectj-on 84. The author observed that
the angle of intersection of the axis of the core with the compositional
layering was forty-five degrees - this compositional layering was
defined by Iight and dark bands. The light bands were believed to be
rich in quartz and feldsPar.
To the east of the lower feast) amphibolite in DD231O a
high density rock cal-Ied "potobalite" was intersected' "Potobalite"
has amphibolite and a potosi gneiss composition. over an intersection
of seventy feet the "potobal-ite" was found to have a bulk density of
3.00 gm/c*3 ¡foti_o fig. 1 at feducial -4BBO). It is possible that
this unit causes a smafl observed gravity anomaly [ris. 5 at feducia]-
-1gOO feet). A high density model for this "potobalite" has been
successfully used by the author in Sectj-on 9Z [fig' 9)'
4a
The initial subsurface density model for the lower Ieast)
amphibolite produced a large residual anomaly. However, re-examinati-or
of the geological evidence suggested modifications which produced a
smaller residual anomaly. In many formations some feedback was all-owed
inthatexcessivelylargeresidualanoma]-iessuggestedinwhichway
the model assumed was wrong'
-orn -ection g2 DD 130 passes through Formation number 4 which
ispredoninantlysillimanitegneiss.Betweenfeduci-als11o0fleetand
23oofeetinFig.2theaveragedensitiesforloofeetintervalsofl
FormatÍon number 4 ate plotted. This twelve hundred feet long inter-
section has an average bulk density of Z'83 gm/cm3' Therefore no
anomalous density need be considered since sil-Iimanite gneiss fron the
Broken Hil'l Lode Sequence averages 2'F,3 gmf cm generally'
Itisinterestingtoobservethatarelativelybroadsection
of Formation 4, between feducials -33oo feet and -2ooo feet, in tÐ 1600
hasahigherthanaveragedensityandisnotencounteredÍnDD22oo'
InthisstratigraphicpositioninSection262thegeologicalsection
suggests that banded iron formation and a Potosi gneiss stringer are
Iensingout.IanJohnson,ChiefGeologistofZinc-N.B.C.C.minesat
Broken HiIl-, first pointed out the correlation of this density anomaly
with lensing of rock types [pers' comm')' This produoes a density
anomary of up to o. o2 gnfcn3 in adjacent diamond drill hores. This
anomaly emphasises the need for cross-correlation of density information
in order to gain an intuitive confidence in the legitimate extrapolation
of bulk density values both along strike and down dip'
TheauthorWasguidedbyProfessorBoydtomeasuredensitiesalong
thoseadjacentdiamonddriLlholes,namelyDD16OOandDDz2OO'The
author was pleased to have examined the correlation down dip' 
The




other formations were common to both diamond drill holes. Also
correlation along strike was possible using densities presented by
L.A. Richardson in Section 92. These correlations will be alluded
to as each formation is discussed. The ultimate validity of the density
models is indicated by the success with which the observed gravitational
field can be predicted fResidual Gravi-ty, Section 3.3)'
Figure 2 shows the broad cc¡rrefation of average bulk density
for Forrnations 5 to 9. A high densj-ty zone over 6O0 feet wide was
defined on the basis of the density values. It has an average bulk
density of Z.eS gm/cm3. It can be seen in Fig. 2 between feducial-s
-1400 feet and -9OO feet for DD 1600' between feducial-s -1500 feet
and -BOO feet for DD 22OO and between feducial-s +1?O feet and 2900 feet
for DD 13O. Much of this unit is composed of rock bul-ked as potosi
gneiss. Since el-sewhere potosi gneiss has a bulk density of 2.?B gnfcns
this may be taken as anomalous. ExpJ-anation may lie in the presence of
banded iron formation. Also this high density zone lies in the fode
horizon [where Formation numbers ] to 9 could occur) '
2.4.1 Geological Description of Core
The N.B.H.C. geological description of core was examined.
The author attempted to correfate recorded visibl-e variations in mineral-
composition with the bulk density.
Qualitative comparison of ea.Gh density determj-nation with
core mineralogy was effected by plotting density values every tenth
of an inch. The data was plotted on fourteen inch wide computer paper
using the ]j-ne printer. As samples were drawn at a regular spacing of
ten feet and the printer pri-nts six lines every inch, this represented
a scale of one inch represents sixty feet. At each footage where the
description of rock type changed an arrow was plotted by hand. Also
between arrows the descriptj-on was annotated. Col-oured asterisks were
1s
used to denote mineralization. It must be stated that the N.B.H.C.
descriptions of core do not explicitly relate to ten foot intervals
of core as the samples for density determination do. Father they
rel-ate to various lengths of core some times of the order of two
thousand feet. Such an example is the Hanging WalI Gneiss. For the
sillimanite gneiss, from which came most of the core sel-ected by the
author, N.B.H.C. descriptions of core mineralogy related to lengths
of up to seventy feet. Often apparent density contrasts or gradiations
existed within such lengths.
Attempts were made to qualitatively correLate such variations
with comments within the descriptj-on relevant to that length of core.
For example whilst the core from a particular length may be described
as a sillimanite biotite garnet gneiss it may be commented that less
sillimanite exists downhole and that the gneiss is more quartzitic
downhole. In such a case the bulk density will be seen to decrease
downhole. The comment that numerous interbeds of quartzite or quartz
gneiss were present amongst sil-Limanite gneiss was often correlated
with higher fluctuatlons in bulk density values than usua1.
The semi-quantitative use of the descriptions of mineralogy
for core consisted of first using the rock classification whether
gneiss, schist, amphibolite or the special classifications potosi
gneiss, granite gneiss and quartzj-Le. Then the relative order of
percentages j-n mineral composition were digitized from the sequenGe in
the list of mi-neral-s written by the N.B.H.C. geologists before the rock
type. Then the average density for each rock classification was taken
for subclasses selected on the basls of mineral composition. Ïhis may
have meant that when a mineral was selected as being first in the list
it had a greater than usual percentage composition rather than actually
occupying the greater volume of the rock. However, the averages do
relate to the reLative composition of the mineral selected. The results
16
TABLE 2 GEOLCGICAL DESCRIPTTON OF COFE
Average Bulk Densities, Section 262




























































N.B. Densities measured in core from ZC DD 16OCr Broken Hill
I
1?
are summarized in Table 2.
For DD 16OO there are severa] factors relevant to the
increase in density of the Potosi Gneiss. Firstly Potosi Gneiss
containing traces of pyrite or phyrrhotite is on average O.06 gm/cm3,
denser than the average for al-l Potosi gneiss including samples which
are mineralized. Secondly, sill-imanite gneiss is O.03 gm/cm3 for
samples where mineralization was noted than for all sillimanj-te gneiss
including samples where mineralization was noted. Thirdly the rel-ative
proportion quartz and garnet can change the density of the sillimanite
gneisses. The sillimanite gneisses are gneisses which contain visibfe
silLimanite crystals. Their actual composition varies over a whole
range of compositions. It was noted by the author that the garnet
rich varie'by tencled to predominate in this l1igh rlensit'y zon=. Al-so
inclucletl in thìs higlr derrsiLy zrne ir; the Belrlded Iron Fonnation.
Al,choug,-r this t'ormatiorr is onI¡,a fevu feert wide i-b nlal, be irrdj,cative
of the L-ìr.Lìximity cf heav;, elemen'Ls, These rna,v þs evident in the for,rn
of iron 'i.n garnet, for examPle.
No rlefinite correlation hetr,veen rjensit;r and original.
geological envj-ronnlent w¡rs possible, llowever, psammit-i c rocks tended
to be l-ess clense. It was pcstulated that for mel;antorphr-rse,:d .sedimenteiry
sequences the more psarnrnitic sr3ctiDns woulcj bu l.ess dense, r'anging from
.¡?
2.6?,Jmfcn'" for.a¡rl.ite to 2.?Z gnfcné for grani-te gnei-ss [-taUte 1), also
thert for metamorpnosed pelitic sequences the density would be as high as
,r?
2.A3 gnfcto fo" sil-Iimanite gneiss to 3.3 gm/cm" for amphibolite-rich
gneì.sses.
2.4,2 Lode Sequence West of the Lode Zone
The lode zone in Section 262 incl-uded the upper Potosi Gneiss
and was a composite of Formations five to nine [see Fi.g. 1). Ther
average of the bulk density values found within these formations in
Section 262 then served as the average for the whol-e hì-gh density zone.
1B
The lower Potosi. Gneiss in Section 262 [see Folio Fig. 4) was con-
sidered as a composite with Formation four.
Formation 1o is a sil_limani-te garnet gneiss. Different
averages for the bul-k density of this formation were found in Sections
62 and 92. The presence of pegmatites and an unconformable garnet
quartzite and gneiss which is one hundred feet thick is believed to
be the cause. The gravity data has a break in O. Weiss gravity line
2A above the formatÍon in Section 92 and there is no anomaÌy above
Formation 1O in line 1 in Section 62. Therefore there is no indication
from the gravity data that this density anomaly extends significantly
distant from DD 130. In Section 262 the average bulk density of core
1
from DD 16OO was 2.83 gnfcm" over 5OO feet. In the same section but
for DD 22OO the formation averaged 2.83 over 500 feet and 2.79 over
another two hundred feet.
Formation 1 1 is the west or upper amphibolite and is composed
of amphibolite stringers and sillimanite gneiss [t<:-ng and OrDriscoll,
1953). There are generally four to five stringers of amphibolite of
variable width which cannot be correlated wi-th assurance between bore-
ho1es. However, one amphibolite estimated sixty feet thick with
average density of 3.20 gm/cm3 can be correl-ated between DD 1600 and
DD 2200. The selection of a wj-dth which incorporated a maximum
anomalous density contrast was avoided. The geometry as presented in
Section ?62 FoTio Fig. 4 and N.B.H.C. geological descriptions of the
core were used to select the intervals of density data. The model
proposed for the west amphibolite in Section 26,2 was 16O feet wide with
average density 2.9? gnfcn3. This high density zone can be seen on
Folio Fig. 1 in DD 16OO between feducials -360 feet and -240 feet and
also in DD 2200 between feducials -12O feet and zero.
Formation number 12 is a sill-imanite gneiss. fn Sectíon 262
DD 1600 intersects this formation over a length of one thousand feet.
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The average buJ-k density for this formation in Section 262 is 2.82 gnfcn3.
As the subsurface density models are related to a standard density of
¡1
Z,B3 gnfcmJ Formation number 12 has only a density contrast of O.O1 gm/cm".
The expected gravitational attraction is not significant so no model is
necessary. However, in Section 92 Formation 12 averages 2.?9 gnfcn3
over a four hundred feet intersection with DD 130. The densities
decrease towards the Hanging WaI1 Granite Gneiss, whereas in Section
262 the average density for 1OO feet sections of core remain more
constant over a length of 1OOO feet. Such a difference j-s not
unexpected because Formation number 12 has a wi-dth of 4OO feet in
Section 92 compared with a width of 24OO feet in Section 262.
In later models for Section 92 the density was averaged over
Formations 11 and 12. The combined unit has an average densj-ty of
ã
Z.B4 gnfcm" for 7OO feet. This model- produced no significant residual
anomaly.
Formation number 13 is a granite gneiss call-ed the Hanging
WaIl Gnej-ss. Density data was available for only the eastern side of
the Hanging Wa1I Gneiss. However, the N.B.H.C. geological sections
suggest that the gneiss is grossly homogeneous. Therefore the average
bul-k density measured on the eastern side was extended throughout the
whole volume. This average was 2.?2 gmfcm3 when given by 0. Weiss and
L.A. Bichardson and as Z.?4 gnfcr3 by B.J. Wood [see Table 1 and
B.J. Wood, 1g?Z). Since L.A. Fichardsonrs individual density values
were avaj-fable they were revj-ewed by the author. Beplotting the data
i-l-l-ustrated the lower mean value and lower variance of the densities
of Hanging WaII Gneiss. Densities averaged over 1OO feet intervafs
from DD 130 Section 92 are illustrated in Fig. 2 between feducials 42OO
,3
feet and 60OO feet. The average density rises by O.O4 gm/cm seven
hundred feet inside the eastern boundary. The author considered that
this high density band woul-d be expected to outcrop only 5OO feet west
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of the boundary and woul-d therefore correlate with a smafl gravity
anomaly mentioned in the interpretation of residual anomal-ies fsection
3.3.1). However, apart from this smal-l high density band the bulk
density of the Hanging WalI Gneiss appeared the least variable when
compared with other formations from the Broken Hill Lode Sequence'
2.4.3 Conclusions to the Interpretation of Density Data
The author has re-examined the density measurements carried
out by N.B.H.C. and presented by L.A. Bichardson. Whil-st the average
densities for rock within the lodes were Dorrectly determined the
author believes that at least one other important observation can be
drawn from this data. The author has noted that the ZÍnc Lode Horizon
[Formation number 9) has an average density slightly in excess of
3.O0 gm/cmr. As it has a volume and bul-k density comparable to that
of the lode and extends further towards the surface then intuitively
it wiII produce a gravi-tational attraction comparable to that of the
orebody. This means that if one assumes that the Zinc Lode Horizon
is largest where there is an orebody present its presence enhances the
liketihood that a residual positive anomaly wilt be observed over an
orebody in the B.H. sequence. A second observation made by the author
was that there were high densities recorded between l-odes. Since the
number of density determinations was large in the vi-cinity of the lodes
it was possible to define the density distribution based only on the
density determinations.
Average bulk density values were consistently correLated
with formations from the Broken Hil-1 Lode Sequence. It is unfortunate
that a diamond driLl hole IDD 3O5 geologi-cal section 92, Folio Fig' 3)
passes through the upper amphiboli-te at a shallow depth above the Broken
Hill or-ebody without density determinations having been made on the
core. The core is now weathered. The author suggests that since
?1
densi.ty determinations are relatively cheap when compared with the
costofdril}ingthatdeterminationsshouldbemadeeverytenfeet
whenever i-t is probable that gravity data will- be collected ' In the
case just mentioned a small residual- anomaly exists close to the
expected position of the anomaly due to the orebody'
Average bul-k density for formations and the geometry of
these formations as described in N.B.H.c. and Zinc corporation sections
were proposed for initial subsurface models. The author believes that
the case studied here does not reach the maxj-mum noT' optimum potential
use of density determinations to detect the type of orebody in question '
NotallspatiallysuitableboreholesWeresampledfor
density determinations and now the core has weathered' In view of the
cost of the gravity survey some concession in the design of the drilu-ng
program (such as spatial location and individual hole l-ength) coul-d
have been made - had the modern computer been avallable to help design
optimum sampling to differentiate the anomalous density of the target
from the anomalous density wÍthin country rock'
¿¿_
SECTION 3 FESIDUAL GRAVITY
3.1 Jntroduction to Besidual Gravitv
The Broken Hil-1 Lode sequence in the New Broken HilI
Consol-idated and Zinc Corporation Mine }eases was covered by a gravity
survey conducted by o. weiss and company in 1949. O. weiss was a
consultant geophysicist to the Zinc Corporation. The author believed
the accuracy of the gravity data was good. The author bel-ieved a
Worden gravimeter was used accurate to O.O2 milÌigals and that staff
and level- were used for elevation and positional control. In Section
3.3 a brief concerning the likely cause of "noise" observed in detail-ed
gravity profiles ISO and 1OO foot spacing) is presented. The author
believed that some of the profiles were too short [for example
profile 24, Fig. g). The author expected the width of the gravity
anomaly due to the orebody is around 45OO at half the maximum height
and since the shorter O. Weiss profiles were about this length they
could not define more than fifty percent of the orebody. Therefore
the author presumed that o. weiss expected the gravity anomaly due to
the orebody to be much sharper than the author predicted. This
illustrated how a computer coufd help plan a gravity survey.
After the o. weiss gravity survey over the Broken Hil-I ore-
body had been completed in 1949, density determinations were made on
diamond drill core from rocks of the lode sequence. Al-most half of
these samples were taken from the l-ode and lode horizon in Section 62
Zinc Corporation. In 195O and 1951 L.A. Richardson presented the bulk
density val-ues. The author belj-eves the data was collected to discover
whether an obvious anomaly shoul-d have been observed above the crebody'
Smellie used this butk density information to calculate the expected
response of the Broken Hill- orebodies [sme11ie, 1960). He assumed
that these orebodies could be satisfactorily represented by a simpfe
rectangular density contrast. As computer technology was not readily




detectable by the gravity method. The author does not agree' whilst
the gravitational anomaly for the lode predicted by the author is
of similar magnitude and frequency content, other gravity anomalies
j-nterfere and mask the anomaly caused by the Broken Hill Lode ' The
author has based his conclusions on a detai]ed study of additionaf
bulk density data, and the use of the university of Adelaiders modern
cDc 6400 computer to accurately predict the expected gravity anomaÌy
caused by complex density distributions'
whil-st the rock formations showed density variations which
wBre essentially two dimensional - or even one dimensional - the
validity of the Talwani-type subsurface mqdels [Tatwani et a1t 1959)
depends also upon whether the density variations are constant in a
direction normal- to the section. since the orebody is known to plunge
at around 20 degrees the author used three dimensional prisms to
determine whether the plunge would produce an appreciable change in
the expected gravity anomaly fAppendix 4 and 5). The results indicated
that plunge and strike variations of up to 2o degrees from the normal
produce variations less than o.o5 milligals in the expected response
to the Broken HiIl orebodY'
The method of computi-ng the gravitational attraction towards
a buried two dj-mensional, horizontal pri-sm of arbitrary polygonal
cross-section j-s discussed in Appendix 3. The author wrote subroutines
to accumul-ate the contributions from many model-s towards each gravity
station and to compare the value with that observed by 0' weiss gravity
traverses. The mismatch between these profiles was called the residual
anomaly and was the arithmetic difference. The residual anomaly was
then examined to deduce the set of possible causitive bodies' The
problem with this inverse process was that the sol-utíon was not unique
.A
since theoretically the number of bodies could have been infinite and
in practice the types of bodies were often significantly diverse in
geological implication. In particufar one wished to know whether an
orebody could produce a given residual- anomaly' However' a suitable
distribution of high density material other than lode could be
producing this residual anomaly. It remained therefore to gain know-
ledge of the geological possibilities likely to produce anomalies
simifar to that of an orebody. cLearly this depended on the locale
and the nature of the expected gravitati-onal attraction towards the
orebody. In the Broken HiIl Lode sequence the anomaly caused by the
lode can be detected. However, only after the good knowledge of the
geology and the density distribution for the subsurface country rock
has been used.
Theauthordoesnotbelievethatthegravitymethodi-sa
powerful exploration method for the detection of a Broken HilI type
orebody, the reason being that in order to detect such an orebody
extensive drilling of the country rock must be obtained in order to
predict the gravity response caused by the country rock. The author
believes that such drilling would have a high probability of inter-
secting the orebody. Furthermore the presence of the dense Zinc Lode
Horizon wouLd cast ambiguity as to whether any residual anomaly had
been caused by an orebody or a larger than expected vofume of Zinc
Lode Horizon.
3.2 E ted vita alA ion To s the Broken Orebod
In 195o smel-l-ie used a model of simple geometry and of one
density contrast to predict the gravitational attraction at the surface
and due.Lo l,tre Brol<en HiII orcbody. Smell-ie (tSAn) stated that the






width 5oo feet and depth 14oO feet. The prism was infinite in extension
atrightanglestotheplaneoftheprofileandwashorizontalin
attitude. The magnitude of smelliers expected response curve compared
favourablywiththatpredictedbytheauthorlsfirstmodelforthe
orebody zone.
This first model used to describe the densi-ty distribution
near the Broken Hil-I orebodies was based on the geometry illustrated
in the N.B.H.C. geologíca} section number oz [rotio rig' 2) and on the
average densities found for the different lodes ffaOfe I ) ' Also
included in the density model near the orebody was the Zinc Lode Horizon
[Formation number g, Fig. 1). The density of tl¡e zLnc Lode 
Horizon was
found by the author to be just greater than S.0 gm/cm3. The total
expected response of these bodies is illustrated in Fig' 3' The maximum
oftheorebodyresponseCurveiso.62milligalsandthewidthathalf
this val-ue is only 28OO feet. The reason that smell-iers half-width
was greater was that his model- had a greater depth to the top of the
body.However,eventheauthor'smodelwithanexpectedresponsewhich
is sharper, the expected orebody response is broad when compared with
the peaks in the observed Profile'
Steepergradientsandlargeramplitudescanbeseenj-nthe
observed Bouguer anomaly profile. The residual curve in Fig' 3 also
illustrates the rel-atively broad nature of the expected orebody response'
Here the residual- anomaly j-s the difference between the expected




to determine the presence or absence of the orebody merely by visual
inspection of these curves. One cannot say that the orebody produces
an obvious and unmistakeable anomaly. Therefore the author consj-ders
it necessary to attempt to predict the observed Bouguer anomaly using
all relevant geological knowledge.
Ideally the predJ-ction could be exact. However, in practJ-ce
it is required that all bodies other than orebodies be sufficientì-y
defined to permit their gravitational effects to be subtracted from
the observed Bouguer anomaly thereby leaving a residual which can
predict the presence or absence of an orebody. The first paradox
which must be tested is whether it is required to so accurately define
the country rocks that the presence or absence of the orebody can be
determined geologically without the evidence of gravitational anomaly.
Secondly the residual is required to unambiguously deterrnine the
nature of the high density material. This is impossible. This it
must be also tested whether such hj-gh density material is likely to be
an orebody.
The Zinc Lode Horizon has an expected response of 0.4 milligals
in the density model for the orebody just described. By comparj-son the
expected gravity anomaly caused by the orebody J-s only 0.2 mill-iga1s.
Therefore if the Zinc Lode Horizon were to have the same density even
where the orebody was not present a net difference of only 0.2 milligals
might be expected. Furthermore, in Section 92 a high density zone was
intersected in DD 130 in a position bel-ow the orebody. It is not
obvious whether this high density zone corresponds to the Zinc Lode
Horizon, Formatj-on 9. The author believes that the high density zone
interxected by DD 130 is not related to the Zinc Lode Horizon. The
reasons for this opinion were presented in the interpretation of density
data from the Broken H1II Lode Sequence. However, it is not necessary
to know the origin of the high density zone which occurs where the
)a
orebody mi-ght be expected, provided that there is sufficient density
information to compare the density of this zone where there is an
orebody with the density of this zone where no orebody exists' As
discussed in the interpretati-on of the density of the orebody a model
was designed on the basis of the density information only. The expected
response of the Broken Hill orebody zone in section 62 using this model
is 1.05 milligals with a half width of 41oo feet. This model j-ncludes
the lodes, the interlode rocks, the Zinc Lode Horizon and any rock which
fal-ls inside the boundaries of this orebody zone [Fig. 4). The author
believes that any high density rock below 4OOO feet wil-l- not contribute
greatly to the observed anomaly. Therefore the model is expected to
account for all significant density variations except near surface
density variations. For example it is not known what density the Zinc
Lode Horizon has within 2oo feet of the surface. It is predicted that
the density of the Zinc Lode Horizon will not be too anomafous near the
surface because its density decreases towards the surface in the boreholes
befow 2OO feet. Afso the potosi-banded iron high density zone in sectj-on
92 has its equivafent in section 62 between o feet and 2oo feet near
the surface. Furthermore, the density near the upper amphibolite is
not known near the surface. However, the author believes that these
near surface density variations will produce only anomal-ies of small
amplitude and very short half-widths. Therefore this model predicts
the gross gravitationaf attraction expected from the fode zone where
an orebodY is Present.
3.3 E ected set the n HiII Lode Se Sectio 62
PolygonaloutlinesofthegeometrypresentedinN.B.H.C.
geological section number 62 were used for the first models to represent
the subsurface densiLy distribution of the Broken HíIl Lode sequence
[r.S. see Fig. 5). As previously discussed in the interpretation 
of
2A
density no information about the density is known east of Formation 3t
the east amphibolite. The residual anomalies over density models for
the footwall gneiss Formation number 1 suggested that its density was
not very much less than Z.Bo gm/cm3. The maximum gravitationaÌ anomaly
from these arbitrary models was -2.O milligals. However, a hal-f
miJ-ligat residual anomaly at the far east end of gravÍty profile 1A
[at -?OOO feet in FJ-g. 5) suggests that a rock formation of average
density lower than 2.BO gm/cm3 might be present'
No l-ocal densities were known afso for the potosi gneiss
except in DD 130 which is underneath the orebody. since the potosi
gneiss thickens above this intersection and is known to have a variable
density [see Section 2.4) it was decided not to put forward an initial
model- for the potosi gneiss. The small rssiduaf in Fig. 5 at -5o feet
is consistent with the potosi gneiss having a considerable thj-ckness
and a density lower than 2.eS gm/cm3. Subsequent models incorporated
a fow density modef for the potosi gneiss in Section 62'
A model for the east amphibolite, Formation 3, was based on
thedensitiesobservedinDD23lo,section84.Thepredicted
gravitational anomaly towards the east amphibolite is 1.6 mg' and has
an almost symmetrj-cal half-width of 14OO feet. In Fig. 5 at -19OO
feet a small residual anomaly indicates that Formatlon 2 has a density
slightly more than the standard density of 2.83 gm/cm3. The residuaf
i_s small and as density information is available for only a very smalf
part of Formation 2 no model- was proposed ' It may be noted that
examination of al-1 o, weiss gravity profiJ-es revealed that this small






orebody model was based on the geometry of the lodes and the zinc lode
horizon. The response to this body has been discussed in Section 3'2'
The west amphibolite was difficul,t to model in Sections 62
and 92. One problem was that there were no density determinations
for Section 62. Another complication was that the density data from
DD 13O Section 92 did not closely correlate with that in DD 16OO and
DD 22OO, Section 262. The densj-ty contrasts for Formations 10, 11 and
12 were l-ess in Section 92 and i-n particular the density of the west
amphibolite was l-ower, Further complication was that DD 13O lies under
the orebody. It is shown on the Section 92 that the garnet quartzite
is transgressive. This means that a density contrast observed in DD 13
may not be the same as that near the surface. Yet another coirr¡:1ir-:atiorr
is that nf the relatiorr of the geophysical profile 'br: the gr:ological-
..;ection, fn particul-ar the rel¿¡tiorr of 1;he rersidual. anomaly -bo the
r,vest amphibr-rl-ite. Arry positi-ire density corlLr¿tst assigneri to t.he west
anrph1.boÌite pr.oCuced alr expected pr:ak riispl-acecl frorn the peak ir, tht-l
obse¡ved pro¡ile. lhis mismatclr is of tlle crdcr possj.ble f::onl the
thr.ee degrees between tir,= li-ne of pro,=ile ¿r-nd the line of sec-bion plus
the fact that thes;e lines ¡ere not int¡-:rsecbitrg r-,ear the wesb arrpiribc.rJ-i-te.
If one were to assume that the strike of the rocks were normal to the
geologicaL section and at an angle of three degrees to the geophysical
profiÌe then the distance between the east amphibolite and the west
amphibolite would be 26O0 feet and the distance between their
respective anomaly peaks would be 135 feet greater. It must be poi-nted
out that the author did not have time to verify the actual outcrop
position of the west amphibolite in relation to the geophysical profile.
This is partly a result of the absence of the original pegs laid in
1g4g. To emphasj,ze the positiúnal uncertainty one can consider that
as the geophysical profile is not exactly adjacent to the geological
section then variations i-n strike can cause further error' There is
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no need to postulate that a contribution towards this mismatch may by
caused by any error in the position of the west amphibolite as marked
on the geological- section. Considering the mismatch in the position of
the expected anomaly for the west amphibol-ite and in view of the fact
that the average density of Formation 10 and the west amphibolite when
combined was 2.83 gm/cm3 it *-= decided to omit the model for the west
amphibolite from later models for the lode sequence in Sections 62 and
92. The latter fact implies that only a narrow residual- anomaly might
be expected since the gross anomaly expected from these formatj-ons is
expected to be zero. Where included the west amphibolite was modelled
for Section 62 in Fig, 5. Here a positive density contrast of +0.14 gnfcn3
was postulated on the basis of densities observed in Section 26,2 and
Section 92 feven though Formation 1O Section 92 contains the apparently
transgressive garnet quartzite). At 12OO feet west of the Mine
Beference Line a residual anomaly was found above the west amphibolite.
This residual- of 0.4 mi11igals has the same magnitude as that predicted
from the model for the west amphibolite. Considering problems with
the data and the residual anomaly this evidence suggests that the west
amphibolite should not be modelled in this position.
Based on O. Weiss and L.A. Richardson's value for the density
of the Hanging WalI Gneiss, the models for the Hanging WalI Gneiss
produced an excessively large residual- anomaly. If the geometry was
Ieft unchanged and a density contrast of -O.OB gm/cm3 *-= assumed then
the residuaf anomaly was approximately zero. Whilst this may seem to
indicate inconsistency between the density data and the observed
gravitational attraction it must be remembered that density data is
known for only the eastern margin of the Hanging WalI Gneiss. AIso
it must be noted that R. Woodrs average density of 2.1+ gnfcn3 for the
Hanging Waii Gneiss wouici requlre a density contrast of -O.Û9 g,',/c,,,3.
This is much closer to -0.0g gt/"rn3, the optimal density contrast, than
a4JI
is -0.11 gm/cm3, the density contrast derived from O. Wei-ss and L.A.
I
Bichardsonts average densì-ty of 2.?2 gnfcno fo" the Hanging Wal-l- Gneiss'
It is noted inFig. 1 at feducial 5OOO feet that there is an increase
indensityintheHangingWa].]-Gneiss.Thiscanbecorre].atedwith
theresidualanomalyinFig.Sai-?25¡Ofeet'Furthermore'onthe
western margin a similar anomaly can be seen at 4ooo feet on Fig' 5
which would be consistent with repeti-tion of this high density' No
density data from the west side is available for further correl-ation '
InFig.StheresidualanomalyovertheBrokenHillLode
sequence has a maximum absolute value of o.3 miIlígals. The observed
anomaly over the sequence has a maximum of 2.2 milligals. Thus most
of the observed gravity anomaly can be accounted for by the theoretical
response of this model. This is a good estimation since the observed
profile has 0.1 mil1iga1 amplitude noise. In order to estimate what
typeofnoisemightbeexpectedintheresidualanomaly,Bouguer
gravity values from adjacent observed gravity profiles were subtracted'
If the profiles lay sufficiently close one assumes that no major
density variations wil-1 have taken place. It is intended to reveal the
type of anomaly which has been caused by error in measurement,
variations in the depth of weathering, variations in the depth of cover
and those local- variations in the density of formations which could not
be measured unless boreholes penetrated the weathered layer as often
astheprofilesoccur.Sincethenoiseisrandomoneexpectsthe
differences between profiles sufficiently close to contain energy 1 '4
times the amplitude of the noise fas previously defined) ' At the top
of Fig. ? profile 1A minus profile 1 is shown' The comparison of the
profileshasbeenachievedbysubtractionofthegravityvalues
observedat]-ocatj-onsbe]-ievedtobeinequivalentpositionsinthe
Broken Hill Lode sequence. The strike distance from line 1A to line 1
I
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is only 5O0 feet. The N.B.H.C. geological sections are 2OO0 feet
apart.Geologicalmappingdoesnotgivesufficientlydetaileddatato
vary the true thickness of units between sections. Nor is there density
data between the sections - in fact density data is extended from one
section to another because complete density data for the lode sequence
is not availabLe for each section. Thus the difference between gravity
profiles 1A and 1 gives an estimate of gravity variations which the
author could not hope to account for. Anomafies of amplitude o'2
milligals can be ovserved with half-width of 4oo feet. similarly
profile 1A }ess profile lC represents differences in gravitational-
attraction which the author coul-d not hope to account for' However,
not so for profile 1A minus 34, nor profile 1A minus 3. For these
lattercomparisonsinobservedgravityprofilesacomparisonof
geological- sections is al-so possible. Therefore an attempt can be
made to explain gravíty differences in terms of geological diflferences'
For example a positive anomaly on the difflerence curve means that
profile 1A has a greater gravitational- attraction in this position'
The most striking anomaly in the profile of the difference between
profile 1A and profile 3 is at looo feet; it is an anomaly of o'5
mi}ligals in a posi-tion above the orebody. unfortunately three points
[circled) on this difference curve are drawn from three points which
werelinearlyinterpolatedoveragapinthedataofprofile3.Even
profile 3A has two data points missing between ?5O feet and 1o5O feet'
However, the anomaly in the profile of the cifference between profj']e 1A
and profile 3A is sufficiently defined. It is not as large as that in
theprofileofthedifferencebetweenprofiJ.elAandprofile3.
Although the noise in the profiles is high the aut¡roþ believes that
thisanomaJ-yisconsistentwithprofilelAhavinganincreased
gravitational attraction at 1o0o feet due to the orebody being cLoser
to the surface or the orebody being denser. Howeverr as the anomaly
1.l
is small it could not be used as a confident guide as to the presence
or shallowing of an orebody. The absence of critical gravity data
points weakened the potential- of this di-fference method of detection
of the presencB of the orebody. The model for the Broken HiIl Lode
sequence j-n section 62 was revised and this was presented in Fig' 6'
The Potosi Gneiss was assumed to have the density of 2'?B gm/cm as
found by L.A. Richardson. The geometry was derived from N.B.H.c'
geological section 62. The model for the orebody zone was based
entirely on density measurements as previously discussed in the inter-
pretation of densitY.
There is a broad positive residual anomaly of o.15 mi]ligals
above the orebody. This suggests that the predicted anomaly is too
high. However, rock of density lower than 2'83 gm/cmt tty surround
the lode zone. Perhaps the depth of weathering is greater. It is not
possible to say that the density of the lode zone was overestimated '
The presence of a residual at 9oo feet suggests that a high
density body two hundred feet wide could be centred at 9OO feet' As
discussed, it has not been possible to resolve the cause of this
anomaly due to the l-ack of density data for the west amphiboli-te and
due to possible errors in the relative position of the gravity profile'
3.3.1 Section 92
The expected gravitationaf response to the Broken Hill- Lode
SequenceinSectiong2ispresentedinFig.E.Itmustbenotedthat
three points circled in the observed profile 3 [symbol Z) ate inter-
polated over a gap in the data. The interpolation was essentially
Iinear but with a slight convexity based on the shape of profile 3A'
East of Formation 1 the density model- has the same density contrast
as in section 62" East of Fnrmation 3 a hiqh density unit has been
assumed. It could be an amphiborite stringer or a high density zone
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containing banded iron as j-ndications of these possibilities can be
found in section 3o and in geological mapping. These is a mismatch
between the position of the expected ansmaly of Formation 3, the east
amphibolite and the observed anomaly. This leaves the residual anomaly
seen at -1600 feet. As the profile does not lie exactly over the
section it is likely that the east amphibolite Ij-es under the observed
maximum. However, the anomaly in profile 3 is unusually bifurcated
at this posi-tion. In adjacent profile 3A this i-s not so and the expected
response of the lodes is less in Section 92 and is only 0.3 milligals'
Of significant difference to the model for Section 62 is the geometry
proposed for the Hanging wall Gneiss. It is assumed to extend to a
depth of at least lOrOO0 feet. The residual difference profile shows
a small- anomaly at 3BOO feet and a larger one at 57OO feet. The former
would require only a small low density zone within the Hangj-ng wall
Gneiss. The later anomaly is outside the Hanging Wa1I Gneiss and would
require another Iow density zone to be in this position or i-f the
Globe Vauxhall Shear zone has complicated the boundary of the Hanging
Wall- Gneiss a different geometry of the Hanging WaIl Gneiss may be
drawn IocaIIy to account for the anomaly. This model illustrates how
difficult it is to predict the geometry of bodies at depth. The
residual anomal-ies found here in this model are comparable wj-th residual
anomal-ies from l-ocations such as at feducial -3200 feet in Fig' B'
Here also no subsurface density data was available' Clearly unless
the density data is avail-able on the western margin of the Hanging waIl
Gneiss [at SOOO feet in Fig. e) tne interpretation of the subsurface
geometry of major structures would be tentative using the gravity method '
This is an example of how measurement of bul-k density could have
reduced ambiguity in the i-nterpretation of gravity data'
Theexpectedresponseofsectiong2matchesprofile2Abetter
than profile 3. The expected response of the east amphibolite matches
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the profile almost exactly. The residual anomaly at -1400 feet
suggests a low density body in this position. The Potosi Gneiss lies
underneath and it is probabJ-e that a model including the Potosi Gneiss
woul-d have no residua] anomaly in this position. It is of importance
that profi]e 3 does not show a gravity l-ow in this position. The
author can suggest that the narrow synform which contains the Banded
Iron Formation in N.B.H.c. geological- section 92 is not beneath profile
2Abut¿ggsliebeneathprofJ.le3.Consistentwiththispossibility
is the absence of this synformal banded iron structure in section 62
where there is also a negative anomaly above the potosi gneiss'
Furthermore profile 2A lies between section 92 and section 62'
Even without the Potosi Gneiss in the model for section 92
profile 2A shows a residual anomaly at Sooo feet consistent with the
orebody having 0.2 mil-l-igals greater anomaly than the o.3 milligals
suggested by the model used for Secti-on 92' It is obvious that
inclusion of the Potosí Gneiss would leave an even larger residual-
anomaly over the orebody. The greater anomaly over the orebody in
profile 2A compared with profile 3 woul-d be consistent with the decreas
in density of the lode zone towards profile 3. The difference between
profile 2A and 3 shows that the presence of a low gravity anomaly over
the potosi gneiss suggests a greater anomaly over the lode zone ' This
emphasizes the need for good geological knowledge on either side of
the lode zon9- or preferably the avai-lability of density information
on either side of the lode zone. The author considers the difference
between profile 2A and profile 3 to be an indication of the degree of
geological- or density control necessary for the resolution of anomal-ies
ofthesizeofo.3mi]-ligals.HereinSoofeetalongstrj-kea4oofeet
deepsynformafstructurecontainingbandedironformationisbelieved
to account for an anomaly of 0.25 mil-ligals. This can be shor¡¡r consistent
wi-th the expected response of a horizontal cylinder of radius 2OO feet
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near the surface and with a density contrast of 0.1 gm. This assumes
the density of 2.93 gm. of the Potosi-Banded Iron high density zone
next to the Potosi gneiss with densirty 2'?e gm/cm3'
The residual- anomal-y between profile 2A and the expected
response of section 92 is simil"ar to that for profile 3 which was
relevant to the Hanging wall Gneiss. The anomaly predicted for the
Hanging wall Gnei-ss on the eastern margin was too great. This could
be consistent with the increase in density observed in DD 130 at
feducial 95O feet in Fig. 1,
3.3.2 Section 262
Section262isasectionoftheBrokenHillLodeSequence
in which no orebodies have been discovered. Therefore this section
was studj-ed to observe whether the bul-k density of the formations j-n
the Broken HilI Lode sequence in section 262 were similar to that where
the orebody exists. If so then the discovery of anomalous high bulk
density coul-d be more reliably correl-ated with the presence of orebodies'
It was found that the bulk density of formations were grossly similar
along this strike extension of over two mi1es. Geologically the
sequence in section 262 is simil-ar to that in section 62' However, the
width and dip of formations are both different. In Section 26,2 the
width of the sequence between the east amphibolite and the Hanging WaI1
Gneiss is approximately SBOO feet as measured from N.B.H'c' geological
cross section [fofio fig. 4). In comparison the width between these
formations in section 62 i-s measured at only zB00 feet. Because of
this variation in width the author has only considered density
determinations on Çore from within section 262 for the densj-ty model
of sectio n 2€j2. sj-nce the densi-ty information for the east amphibolite
is onJ-y avail-ablc for section 84 this was an exception' However, this
data was modified. The thickness of the east amphibolite as measured
in N.B.H.C. geological Section 262 was noted to be about 2tr/o less than
ð/
that measured in N.B.H.C. geological section 62. Al.eo it wae found
that if the densiÍty of the east amphtbolíte was assumed to have a zÜle
lower density contrast a smaller residual arromely was apparent.
In Section 26,2 ther dip of the formations is shallower than
in Section 62. In Section 262 the Cip of the, Lrpper ampl-ribolite j-s
appro:<1.mate1y 460 whereas the dip of the uF,Fer amphibolite is
apçrroximately 1Oc down to about 2OCrO feet below the surface as measured
on the N.B.H.G. geological sections 62 and 92.
The differences in formation thicknesses anci the dip of the
Broken H111 Lode Sequence between Section 26? and 62 do not permit e,
simple s¡ubtractlon of the geophysical profiles in order to comperre any
differences in the grar.rity attraction between profiles 1A and profile
13. l-iowever, 1t may be said that a regioneil gradlent of 1.4 miII1gaIs
per thousand feet exists over section 262. The e.uthor has assl¡med that
such a gradient could nc,t be caused by any body less than 5O0C feet
below the ground and within the ðroken HilI Lode Sequence. Thus a
straight line regional- was removed to facilitate interpretatíon of
the residual anomaly. The observed gravity less regional is plotted
in Fig . 1?. It is significant that no gravity low is observed east of
the east amphibolite in Section 262. In the i.nterpretation of regional-
gravJ-ty data, geological inference is made from this fact. fn Sectlon
262 Lhe density east of Formation 1 was assumed the same as the average
bulk density of sillimanite gneiss in the lode sequence. As no densj.ty
information is available no theoretical anomaly can be derived wi-thout
assumptlon of the density. However, it can be said that the inter-
pretation of the residual anomaly near the lode zone is not greatly
affected by the necessity of this assumption because the lode zone is
relatively distant, being 4OOO feet to the west. As in Section 62 there
is a positive anomaly above the east amphibolite. Just as there is also
a gravity low over Formations 4 and 5, sillimanite gneiss and Potosi
3B
gneiss, and there is also a smalL high above the lode horizon between
Formations 5 and 10. Then there is a very small high at the Mine
Reference Line zero feet caused by the upper amphibolite which is
denser in Section 262 than it is in Section 62. Then finally there
j-s the major gravity low associated with the Henging Wa1l Gneiss.
Thus there is a qualitative simil-arity between the shapes of the
gravity profiles for the two sections, one containing the orebody,
the other not. The author again suggests that the presence of the
Broken Hill orebody cannot be inferred merely by inspecting the gravity
profiles. The expected response to the Broken Hill Lode Sequence in
Section 262 was then examined in order to see how closely one can
predi-ct the observed gravitational prÐfliIe.
The subsurface density model- for Sectj-on 262 is presented
in Fig. 10. On the east end is a high density unlt of suspected
density contrast of +O.10 gm/cm3 or equivalently of suspected density
I
of 2.93 gm/cm" which is that of the upper amphibolite. This latter
comparison ls not meant to imply that this high density unit could be
the upper amphibolite, but is meant to show that a few twenty foot
stringers of amphlbolite could cause such an anomaly.
Although no density information is available for the footwall
gneiss a model was proposed and the density contrast was varied to
minimize the resi-dual anomaly. As in other sections it was found that
a very small or zero density contrast produced the smallest resldual.
The density model for the east amphibolite was as just previously
described. It has a theoretical anomaly of 1. 1 milligals and a half-
width af 10OO feet. The density of Formation 4 is based on density
data from DD 16OO and DD 2200. As only the east end of Formation 4
had a l-ow density in both diamond drill- holes, it was modelled
separately to the more westerly half of Formation 4 in Section 2b,2.
The eastern ?OO feet of Formatlon 4 had an average densi-ty of 2.805 g./.t3
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e1(Z.et g*/cr" in DD 16OO and Z.BQ gnfcro i¡ DD 22OO). It was found
better to use 2.AO gmfc*3 in the mode]. The rest of Formation 4 was
modelled in the upper part, that is the nearer to surface part, by the
'l
data from DEr 22OO which gave an average density of 2.81 gm/cm" over
B0O feet. However, it was found better to assume an even lower density
e
of 2.80 gm/cm" for this model. The effect of this j-s not mE¡jor.
However, lt is obvious from Fig. 1O that a residual high exlsts at
-2000 feet. Thls implies a density even lower than the assumed 2.80 gt/"rn3
or perhaps that the depth of weathering is deeper in this parb of the
profile.
The geometry of this 1ow density unit has been drawn similar
to that of the Potosi gneiss in Sectlons 30, 62 and 92. This shape
was deflned by the surface, the slope of the drill- hole and the local
dip of the formations. The combined anomaly for the two sj-des of
Formation 4 in Section 262 has a maximum of O.4 miltlgals and a half-
width of two-thousand feet.
The next part of the model was the lode zone Formations 6 to
I and including some high density Potosi gneiss Formation 5. The
average density was 2.8S gm/cm3. The el-ements used to construct the
geometry of the model were the fol-ded dip of the Potosi gneisst the
wldth of the unit, the surface and a base of SOOO feet. The maximum
anomaly attrlbutable to this body was 0,6 milligals with a hal-f-width
of 1BOO feet. This anomaly is similar to that predicted for the orebody
when assuming a model based on the geometry of the lodes and the average
density within those lodes. Thus if both models are correct then the
gravity method cannot differentiate where the lode zone has an orebody.
This problem is discussed again in the re-interpretation of the lode
sequence.
The next formation to be represented in the density model
for Sectton 262 was the upper amphibolite. A reasonably small residual
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anomaly over this fornation was obtaÍned. However, a better residual
could be obtained by making the model for the upper amphibotile zs:l"
broader and proportionately less dense. The effect of thÍs was to
provide a broader anomaly comparable with that seen in the observed
gravity profile. Even so the residual anomaly suggested that the
density contrast be higher or that the body was thicker than that
modelled. Examlnation of the residual gravlty profile in Fig. 10,
S. 262 Broken H111 Density Model shows that the resi-dual is almost a
one point anomaly at -450 feet. This residual is too smalI to postulate
further modification to the density model for the upper amphibollte Ín
Sectlon 262.
The last formatlon to be modelled in sectlon 262 was the
Hanging l¡lall Gnelss. The N.B.H.C. geological section gives only the
eastern boundary of the surface outcrop of the Hanging l¡llall Gneiss and
the dip of this boundary (fotio Fig. a). The thickness of the Hanging
WalI Gneiss was initially modelled as the same as that in Section 92.
AIso the dip was assumed to be constant as far as 5O0O feet below the
surface. Early residual anomalj-es showed that the thickness had to be
less than that in Section 92 if the thickness was assumed to be constant
as far down as SOOO feet bel-ow the surface. This decrease in apparent
wi th compares favourabfy with the suggested width of the Hanging $/a11
Gneiss as Índicated on Zinc Corporatj-on 1" to 2000 feet Geological
Plan, Broken Hill District sheet no. 1. Once again no density
information is available west of the Hanging Wall Gneiss, so here an
average density of slllimanite gneiss has been assumed. Therefore
l-ittle can be said about the likelihood of the structure being correct
other than it provides an acceptable gravity model. Fis. 1O shows only
a very smalL residual anomaly above the Hanging waII Gneiss. It should
be mentioned that the bulk density of 2.1+ gnfcn3 has been assumed for
this density model as this is the average measured by R. wood and is
for samples between section 262 and section 92, the section in which
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L.A, Richardson measured an average bulk density of only 2.?2 gnfcnS.
It is interesting to observe that if the eastern margin of the Hangj-ng
WaIl Gneiss in Section 92 became progressively more li'ke Formation 12
1n compositlon towards Section 262 then this would explain for the
increase in thickness of Formation 12 and the apparent decrease in
thickness of Formatj-on 13, the Hanging litla1l Gneiss'
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SEGTION 4 DETECTION OF THE BROKEN HII.L OBEBODY
4. 1 Hvoothesi-s
-
If one hypothesises that the Broken Hill orebody has not been
discovered one can determine whether the gravi-ty data would have
indicated the presence of an orebody. Several other assumptions are
necessary. Section 62 will be considered in this hypothesis. Figure
1 1 illustrates the geological model which the author belleves could have
been presented by geologists from surface outcrop and subsurface drÍ11Íng
wíthout discovering an orebody in Section 62. The orebodles are known
to be over BOO feet below the surface i-n Section 62.
The model is comprised of four seperate geological bodies.
In the east is supposed a low density formation [probably a large mass
of sillimanj-te gneiss and quartzlte) with a denslty of 2.e0 gm/cm3.
As mentloned previously in Section 2.4 minimization of the residual
anomaly suggests that 2.8O gm/cm3 i= u close approximation to the
average bulk denslty of this body. Therefore no subsurface drilling
or surface costeaning would have been required to arrlve at the model
for thls 1ow densj-ty formation.
The second formation to be i-ncluded in this model would have
been the east flowerJ amphibolite. The O. Weiss gravity profiles show
a positive anomaly over this amphibolite for over two miles - this can
be best observed Ín Broken Hill- on Zinc Corporation gravity profiles
at a scale of 4O0 feet to the inch with geological plans at the same
sca1e. Thus it would have been obvious that a large formation of
amphibolite was producing this positive gravity anomaly (centred at
feducial -1OOO feet in Fig. 11). A shallow diamond drill hole less
than one thousand feet deep would have allowed acourate near surface
denslty determinations to be made. Thi-s would have allowed the density
model proposed for the east (Iower) amphibolite in Fig. 11 to have been
proposed without discovery of the orebody.
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AIso had this dlamond drill hole been shallow it would have
also intersected the Potosi Gnel-ss. Therefore the geological outcrop
and shallow nearÈsurface drilling would have suggested the model for
the Potosi Gneiss proposed in Fig. 11.
The author then assumes that a diamond drill hole such as
DD 130 Section 92 [fotio Fig. 3J was drilled in the vicinlty of Section
62. It 1s important to observe that DD 13O did not intersect the ore-
bodies. Also DD 13O was the diamond drill- hole along which density
determlnations were made by L.A. Richardson [see AppendÍx 1). This
informatlon was used by the author to construct the models for the
Broken Hill Lode Sequence in Section 62 [see Figs. 5 and 6J. Yet the
orebody was not intersected by this diamond dril1 ho1e, nor by those
in Section 262 which were also useful for the constructlon of these
models.
The average denslty of the slllimanite gneiss surrounding
the Potosi Gneiss was determined from diamond drill holes which did
not intersect the orebodies. Also the model for the Hanging WaIl Gnelss
was deterrnined from diamond drill- hole 130 and surface outcrop.
4.2 Model possible prior to Orebodv discoverv
The author believes that if two diamond drill holes - one
penetrating the PotosÍ Gneiss and the east [Iower) amphibolite, the
other in a positj-on below where the orebodies are now known - similar
to that of DD 13O were drllled near Section 62, the model in FÍ9. 11
probably would have been constructed. It is important to point out
that the geometry of the lower part of the Hanging WaIl Gneiss may be
substantj-alIy deeper wlthout significantly affecting the theoretical
gravity profile.
The lnterpreted residuaL in Fig. 11 1s in fact exactly the
expected response of the model for the Broken HiJ.l Lode Horizon ln
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Section 62 based on denslty determinations from diamond drill holes
through the orebodies. But at first the presence of a high density
mass would have been suggested. Now the probl-em remains to reduce the
ambiguity and to suggest the llkelihood that an orebody exists under
the maximum residual anomaly.
4.3 Ambiquity
If an interpreter were faced with this problem the density
data for the Broken Hitl Lode Horizon would have been examined in detall.
It is relevant that DD 13O, DD 16OO and DD 2200 show a hlgh density
zone for the Broken Hill Lode HorlZotl - even when no orebodies are
known. Therefore the model proposed for the Broken Hill Lode Horizon
(used in Section 662) where no orebody exists would be added to the
model in Fig. 11. Thus Fig. 12 represents an attempt to resolve the
cause of the lnterpreted residual anomaly from Fig. 11.
As can be seen in Fig. 12 there ls only a small broad anomaly
observed in the difference curve. The presence of a sharp residual
anomaly at feduciat 1O0O feet suggests that an additÍonal high density
zone is present. The fact that the upper (west) amphibolite is near
this position suggests that it may have caused the residual, anomaly.
DD 3O5 penetrates the upper (west) amphibollte and the rock
under thÍs residual anomaly. Unfortunately no density determinatlons
were made. However, if the diamond drill hole had been made to
resolve the cause of the residual anomaly under discussion then denslty
determinations would have been made and the cause of this relatively
sharp residual anomaly would have been resolved. The author mentions
that minerallzation is noted ln DD 3O5 beyond 1150 feet down hole.
This also may have produced higher densities and accounted for this
relatively sharp residual anomaly. Thus the cause of this sharp anomaly
may have only been attributed to an amphibolite or in the event of a
shallow dlamond drill hole it may have been attributed to some
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uneconomical mineralization .
4.4 Gonclusion to Microsravitv
The author believes that detection of the Broken Hill
orebody by a residual gravi-ty anomaly would have been unlikely. It
is important to reaU-ze that the lode horizon model in Fig. 12 extends
to the surface. If near surface drlllj-ng or even deep costeaning
had discovered that no high density rock existed near the surface the
implication would have been that rock of a higher density than is
normal for the lode horizon would exist at depth. In point of fact
Potosi Gneiss is mapped in this posltion [in Section 62, Folio Fig. 2)
but Potosi Gneiss sometimes has a low density and sornetlmes has a iigh
density [section 2.4).
Unfortunately no gravlty profiles were made over Zinc
Corporation Section 3O where the orebody i-s shallower than one thousand
feet below the surface (fig. 1). The orebody would be more easily
detected ín Section 3O where the orebodÍes are shallower.
The author has shown that the Broken Hill orebody where
1O0O feet below the surface, cannot be detected wlth certainty by
the residual gravity method without extensive local subsurface density
data. Critical to the interpretation is near surface densÍty
information. In the Broken Hill area core denslties and residual
gravJ-ty profiles are expected to indj-cate the possibÍlity of Broken
HilI type orebodies when only a few hundred feet below the surface,
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SECT]ON 5 REGIONAL GRAVTTY
5.1 fntroduction
The regíonal gravity section is generally concerned with
bodies of smallest dimension between four hudnred feet and two miles.
The type of gravlty data examined had a station spacing of around four
hundred feet. All 0. $leiss gravlty data was considered sjnce the
station spacing for this data was generally 20O feet or less. O. Weiss
gravity data, however, cannot be published with the exception of a few
proflles prevÍous1y pubtishea (n. Wood, 19?2).
Begional gravity profiles were first examined, The author
had collected and reduced four hundred and ninety nine gravity stations.
For 81 of these. statlons G. Jenke collected the gravity differences.
The author reduced these values from dial dlvision differences to
Bruguer gravity values. A1l stations with relevant data are presented
in Appendlx ?. Of the 499 gravity sections collected by the author 293
stati.ons were relevant to the following Begional Gravity sectíon. This
section mainly ooncerns the Broken Hill - Litt1e Broken HllL areas and
intervening areas between the Thackarlnga-Plnnacles Shear and the Wilcannia
Highway [see Fts. 18).
. Each profile was consldered individually. The gravity values
were qualltatively correlated wlth outcrop or subsurface rock type
inferred either by co]Iuvlum or by along strike outcrop or diamond drilI
information. Two eXamples of quantitative interpretations performed
at this scale were made and can be seen in Flgs. 16 and 17'
The euthor shows that the gravity values in the Broken Hill -
Little Broken Hill area can be correlated with the metamorphic rocks
in that area. Many of the major anomalies can be attributed to large
masses of rock of known geologlcal type. The best examples are the
gravity low over the Hanging Wall Gneiss, the gravity }ow over the
granite gnelss between the Rupee Mlne area and the Flying Doctor Base
4?
and the gravity high over the Broken Hil-I tine of 1ode. Also sparse
data indlcates that a gravity low can be correlated wlth the Alma
Gneiss.
of great interest is a very large positive anomaly east of
the Broken Hill Airport, the East Airport Gravity HJ-gh seen in Figs.
16 and 1?, and also in Fig. 18. The lineal extent of this anomaly ís
at least six miles whereupon it is truncated at the south-west
extremity. To the north east it contÍnues for six more miles but with
diminÍshed magnitude. An amphÍbolite rich sequence is believed to
account for at least part of this anomaly. The RUpee lode sequence is
also believed to be part of the rock sequences which have caused this
gravity high. The author shows that the trend of gravity anomalies
and gradients within the East Airport gravity high suggest that the
rock types causing the anomaly are conformable with adjacent rock types.
5.2 FlvÍnq Doctor GravÍtv Traverse
5.2.1 Introduction
The Flying Doctor Gravity Traverse which is illustrated in
Fig. 2 was made by the author. Roger Cammel, a surveying student at
The Leve]s Branch of the South Australian Institute of Technology
provided expertise and field assistance in the positlonal and elevation
control for the traverse. Particulars relevant to this work and the
collection and reduction of the gravity data are in Appendíx 7. Bill
Laing, a post-graduate student of structural geology at the Unìversity
of Adelaide provided signifÍcant geological mapping and Ínterpretation.
A previ-ous study of gravity data from the vicinity of the F1ying Doctor
Base traverse was made by G. Jenke for his Honours thesj-s in 19?2 (G.
Jenke, 1g?Z). This study was observed by the author who had begun a
Masters degree in the same Geophysics Department of the University of
Adelaide.
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It was a purpose of the Flying Doctor Gravíty traverse to
improve the gravity coverage over the Broken Hill regional gravity high
which is approximately ten miles wide. The traverse did not fu1ly
transect this regional anomaly which can be conveniently defined by the
15 mllligal Bouguer anomaly contour, when the Boug er density of
I
2.?O gnfcro has been used. Another aim was to delineate rock formation
groups of the order of one thousand feet wide and which have density
contrasts.
Examples of such rock formation groups are the Hanging wall
Gneiss, the Broken HiIl Lode Sequence, the Alma Gneiss and the granite
gneiss to the east of the lode sequence in the Northern LeaseS of North
Broken Hill Prop. Ltd. The type of gravitatlonal anomaly produced by
such formation groups are over two milligals and have half-widths of
over one thousand feet. It was expected that amphlbolite formations
would produce well-defÍned anomalies at the station spacing of four
hundred feet only if about one hundred feet wÍde. Generally it is
dlfficult to correlate the gravity anomaly due to an individual amphibolte
over along strike distances much greater than a mi1e. A noteable
exception is the lower [east) amphibolite of the Broken Hill Lode
Sequence. For example, in the Southern Extensions area a positlve
anomaly can be followed for four miles in the 0. Weiss gravity profiles.
This anomaly can be correlated with mapped outcrop of this amphibolite
and has been shown to be the expected observed anomaly by calculations
made by the author (Residual Gravity Section 3.3). Thus either because
of structural and stratigraphic variations along strlke or because of
random anomalies due to weathering, anomalies due to individual
amphibolite formations are difficult to use for regional geological
interpretation. Coupled with this fact is the disadvantage of having
to make observations at intervals of two hundred feet and preferably
one hundred feet or less in order to defj-ne the gravity anomalies of
individual amphibolite formations.
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Some of the geological control was derived from the outcrop
along the traverse. WÍlliam Laing a postgraduate student of structural
geology examined the outcrop and made field notes describing the
outcrop observed in every fourth subdivision of the station spacing,
which was every one hundred feet. The author accompanÍed this
geologÍca1 reconnaÍssance. Bill Laing then compiled a geologlcal strip
map and interpreted the broad lithological dj-vislons which are seen in
Fis. 13 under the heading of generalized georogy. The author then
compared these dlvisions with the Zinc Corporation Rupee Area geological
surface plan with gravity and magnetic profiles [The Zinc Gorporation
has this as sheet 2s at a scale of 1'to 4oo feet). Thís map was
especially useful where the Flying Doctor Gravity Traverse crossed
coLluvium between stations FDB 23 and FDB 33. Si-nce the Iocal stri-ke
was normal to the traverse, outcrop mapped along strike was j-nterpreted
as being under the colluvium. unfortunately the Zinc Gorporation 1n
represents 4oo foot scare georoglcal maps onry covered ereas up to
FDB 40. For the remainder of the traverse the Georogical Map of the
Broken Hill District [ 1968) was used 1n conjunction with the geological
re,oonnai-ssance traverse by BilI Laing.
5.2.2 Details of correlation of anomalies with geology
rn Fig. 13 stations FDB o1 to FDB 10 are over granite gneiss
and have 1ow Bouguer gravity vaì-ues. This gravlty row has been
observed in both 0. llleiss gravity profiles nearby and at the end of the
Frying Doctor Microgravity profile of North Broken Hilr prop. Ltd. rn
fact the Flying Doctor Gravity Profile made by the author starts from
the end of the Frying Doctor Microgravity profile. This gravity low
has been discussed by G. Jenke in his Honours thesis (G. Jenke). He
constructed a two dimensional model incorporating the granite gneiss
and silllmanite gnei-sses on either side. His conclusion was that a
large granite mass about 2ooo feet deep was causing this gravity 1ow.
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The authcr agreee that a large bocly of grani.te gneiss has caulsed this
gravlty low. However, the author hesj-tates to accept the model as
supporting a synformal geometry for the granite gneiss. This hypothesis
is reviewed 1n the regional geology section (section S,B).
5.2.3 Rupee Lode Sequence
A gravity high exlsts between stations, FDB 10 e,nd FDEI 36
[see Fig. 13 feducials 36OO to 18'BOO). This high and the three smaller
peaks superimposeC on this high were correl-ated with peaks observed in
o. weiss gravity profires 96, 9? and others. These geophysical profiles
suggest that the rock types between statlons FDB 22 to FÐB 38 contínue
towards the north. However, the positive gravity anomaly at FDB 1s
to FIJB 18 does not continue further north than O. WeÍss gravity profile
99, two thousand fculr hundred fett northeast of the F1ying Doctor Base
regional gravity traverse.
Wlll-iam Laing mapped amphibolite scree, pegmatlte scree,
granite scree and sillimanite gneiss and amphibolite outcrop between
FDB 16 and FDB 18. This agrees with the geological mapping observed
by the author on the Zinc Corporatlon Ltd. Rupee Area Geologlcal Surface
Plan with Gravity and Magnetic Profires [sheet 2s), scale 1 lnch
represents 4OO feet. This area is 1n the vlcinity of O. Weíss stations
3-853 to 3-860, line 96. A reduced copy of this map was presented as
the l-ower harf of Flg. 2A in G. Jenkers Honours thesis [0. Jent<e, 1g?z).
The area in question is four thousand feet west of the geophysical base
line. rn G' Jenkets Fig. 2A the area is at the r-owest extremity
[towards the south south west) . zi-:nc corporation mapping showed that
the silllmanite amphibolite r.ich formation under stations FDB 15 to
FDB 18 does not appear to continue north of o. wei-ss profile 9g.
Therefore the termination of this gravity peak correrates with the
geologlcal in¡erence that this formation does not continue towards the
north.
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Between FDB 18 and FDEì 24 William Lalng mapped an area of
alluvium and some granite gneiss scree. Then amphibolite with les-qer
granite gneiss and pegmatite v¡as mapped near station FDE| 21 and FDB 22.
Finalty amphibotite was mapped in outcrop near FDE 24. This outcrcp
is consistent with Zinc Gcrporation Geological- mapping just north of
the Flying Doctor traverse. It is important tl-rat this gravity anomaly
associated with this formation continues north as far as the Rltpee
Mine, and also that the Rupee Lode Formation j-f continued along the
local strit<e would be expected under colluvium mapped by William Laing
between FDB 25 to FDE| 32.
The author belleves that it is most likely that the Rupee
Lode Sequence forms at least part of the hlgh densíty sequencer known
to contain sillimaníte gneiss and amphibolitel whÍch produces the
gravity high between stations FDB 1O to FDB 36. In sectlon 5.8 this
gravity high is correlated with gravity highs to the southwest and over
a dlstance of epproximately twelve rniles.
5.2.4 Darllng Range Topographic Corrections
since the De"rling Ranges were rugged and showed a relief in
excess of two hundred feet [see Flg. 13J along the Flying Doctor
gravlty traverse, the author attempted those terrain corrections not
accounted for by the Bouguer correction. Elevation contour maPS were
not available for a1l of the traverse. Hctwever, the ranges were
essentially two dimenslonal and ac;curate elevation ccntroL by staff
and level had been secured by R. Cammel and the author, both of the
University of Adelaide. Therefore the author compounded a two dimensional
model- based on elevation Cata coll-ected along the F]ying Doctor
Traverse. The author modlfied program THEORY written tty R. Gransbury
(F. eransbury, 19?3). This routine aflowed for bodies partly above
and partly below the plane of observation'
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The results indicated that the difference between the two
dimensional topographic model and the Bouguer slab model (most
commonly used) was less than 0.3 milligals. Generally the difference
was less than O.1 miI1igals and in particular for adjacent stations
the difference of the ciifference between the two corrections was never
more than O.1 milllgals. Therefore since the gravity interpretation
always consj.dered gravity anomaLies greater than O.5 mÍIligals, no
more detailed terrain corrections were deemed necessary. The author
believed that the two dímensional model provided dlfferences of more
than hal-f than any refined topographic model when compared with the
Bc'uguer fslab) model for topographic corrections. Hence the author
concluded that the gravity values were subject to errors in topographic
correctlon of less than O.5 mi1ligals. Generally this error was less
than 0.2 mi-lligels even j.n the Darling Ranges.
5.2.5 Maln DarlÍng Ranges
The Darling Banges extend from stations FDB 36 to FDB 60
along the Flying Doctor reglonal gravity traverse. This part of the
traverse is approximately one miLl-iga1 lower than the adjacent parts.
Between statlons FDB 36 and FDB 56 the Bouguer values were around 16
m1Iliga1s [see Flg. 13). Therefore they were still much l"igher than
areas covered by lar:ge masses of granite gneiss, such as at the start
of this traverse FDB 01 to FDB 10.
Amphibolites and granite gneiss were respectlvely rare and
absent. The first part covered outcrop of mostly retrogressed
garnet staurolite schists, with minor pegmatite. The second part of
the traverse, that between FDB 48 and FDB 56r covered quartz mica
feldspar schists. Also aplite was rare or absent - as can be generally
said for areas in the Broken Hill Distríct wherer the gravitational
attraction is greater than 15 mlIlj-gals. The author believes that the
retrogressed quartzofelspathlc schists and the quartz mica feldspar
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schists of the main Darling Range along the Flying Doctor Traverse
have produced the one mj-Illgal lower anomaly than the adjacent rock
sequences. As mentioned to the west the sequence is amphibolite rich
and is largely composed of sillimanite gneisses. Therefore the average
bulk density of the western rock sequences would be greater than those
i-n the east.
5.2.6 East Darling Ranges
On the east side of the retrogressed schists and mica schlsts
of the main DarlÍng Ranges a slllimanite gneiss sequence which contaÍ.ns
garnetiferous sillimanite gneiss and ampl-Íbolites was mapped by
William Laing. Outcrops of amphibolite more than 3OO feet wide were
observed with corresponding loca1 gravity maxlma at statlons FDB 65
and also FDB 70 to FÐB 73. Also outcrop of amphibolite was observed
between stations FDB 81 and FDB 82, whilst mostly alLuvíum was noted
between FDB ?3 and FDB 81. Therefore the author concl-uded that a
high average density sequence of sillimanite, garnet gneisses and
amphibolites has produced the regional gravity high observed in Fig.
13 between stations FDB 56 and FDB 83. A very sharp gravity low was
observed between stations FDB 83 and FDB 92. No outcrop or scree of
amphibolite was found. Sporadlc outcrop of quartz mlca feldspar schistst
granitic scree end pegmatite were found. However, a most important
outcrop of fine grained granite or aplite was found in the centre of
the gravity 1ow. As only rare outcrop was found along the traverse
no indications of structural control were found. The strike of
layerlng was between 25Oo and zsoo N/trt.
However, the density of aplite fz.æ gt/".3 L.A. Richardson)
is known to be less than that of quartz mica feldspar schists and
Potosi Gnelss (Z,ZA). It is expected that at least part of this gravity
low j-s due to the presence of the aplite.
A very sharp positive anomaly was found next over amphibolite
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and Potosi Gneiss at stations FDB 94 and FDB 95. The maximum anomaly
at FDB 95 although consistently the peak of the anomaly is circum-
spect because it Is very high. However, even without the extreme
maximum thi-s anomaly when combined withthe low ov'er the aplite
constitutes one of the sharpest anomalj-es over about one thousand feet
that the author has observed in the Broken HiIl area. The author
postulates that the aplite could be repeated structurally and that
if the traverse had continued aplite would have been discovered Ín
outcrop.
5.3 Menlndee Hiqhwav Gravitv Traverse
The author took advantage of the N.s.w. Dept. of Main Roads
surveying on a new route for the Menindee Highway. Temporary bench
marks were occupied. AI1 elevation control for this traverse was
kindly furnished by the Broken HilL Branch offlce of that Department.
Detaits of positlonal control and the collection and reduction of
gravity data are furnlshed in Appendix 7, The traverse crossed part
of the O. Urleiss gravity survey which the B.D.B. traverse also crossed
further north. Thus in Fig. 14 the gravity high between stations MEN
1O and MEN 40 can be directly correl-ated with the gravity high between
stations FDB 10 and FDB 40 in Fig. 13. Also assistlng comparison
between these two regional gravj-ty profiles are two aeromagnetlc
anomalies and the direction of the Ioca1 strike which aII run almost
at right angles to both reglonal gravity traverses in the vicinity of
this gravity high. Geological control was furnished by William Laing
who conducted a geologi-caI reconnalssance at intervals of a quarter
of the statlon spacing.
As the first part of the Menindee Highway was not being
srrrveyed only the few permanent bench marks could be occupied. The
traverse started over the British Shear. A broad positive gravlty
anomaly is defined by stations MEN O1 to MEN 04. Outcrop noted near
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these stations included Potosi Gneiss and amphibolite. 0. Welss
gravity data and North Broken Hill Prop. Ltd. microgravity data for
the area just to the north were compared with this gravity high.
The high is observed over the Broken HilI Lode Sequence and is known
to have sharp loca1 maxima over amphibolites.
Then between stations lvEN OS and [/EN 09 a gravity low was
observed similar to the gravity low on the FDB gravity traverse.
Granite gnelss outcrops on the eastern part of the gravi.ty low, the
rest is covered by colluvium and alIuvj-um. This apparent correlatJ-on
of the grani-te gnelsses observed under the gravlty lows in both FDB
traverse and Menlndee Highway traverse will be discussed ln the
reglonal gravity secti-on. Between lvEN 1O and lilEN 29 a gravity high
is observed. Near the maximum an amphlbolite about two hundred feet
wlde, and five lesser amphlbolites were observed. Thus part of the
maximum anomaly ls due to these amphiboU-tes.
lltlhilst there is no outcrop or scree between MEN 29 and MEN
5O the contlnulty of the shape of the gravÍty anomaly as observed in
O. Weiss data and the continuíty of the aeromagnetic anomaly when
extrapolated lnto the north suggest the strike continues southeast
from the FDB traverse to the Menindee Highway to the positlon of the
colluvlum. Therefore the author suggests that a sillimanlte gneiss
sequence contaínl-ng amphlbolite stringers lies under stations MEN 29 lo
fvEN 41. This sequence would be expected to contain the Rupee Lode
Sequence. Between MEN 41 to MEN 50 the author expects a low denslty
sequence probably rich ln granite gneiss. This gneiss would be
expected to be the Thorndale Gneiss by the association of the
aeromagnetic anomaly and the low density of 2,?5 gm/cm3 reported by
O. Weiss. The author conducted a ground magnetj-c traverse over the
tJ-rst half ot the Menlndee Highway gravlty traverse in order to
corelate the gravity data with aeromagnetic anomalies. A 1250 gamma
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anomaly in the vertical component of the magnetic field was measured
with its peak near station fvEN 45. This anomaly was observed by the
aeromagnetic survey conducted by Bur. of Min. Res. over the Broken
Hill area. The trend of this anomaly labelled D1 has been marked
on Fig. 18. The anomaly follows the line ofthe Darling Bange scarp.
The anomaly is seen to 11e cJ-osely over the Thorndale Gneiss which
also strikes paralleL to the Darling Range. Traverse T29 made by
G. Jenke over the western margin of the Thorndale Gneiss measured an
anomaly similar to that measured by the author. The Location of this
ground magnetic anomaly also lies under the aeromagnetic anomaly D4
to the north of the Menindee Highway. Thus the magnetic data suggests
that the Thorndale Gneiss lÍes under the colluvium around station MEN 45.
The low density of the Thorndale Gneiss suggests that a
gravity low will be assoclated with this body. This is in fact
observed where the O. Weiss gravity profiles (".S. proflles 9?, 103,
1O6) extend as far east as the Thorndale Gneiss since negative gradient
are observed at the contact between sillimanite gneiss (density usually
greater than 2.8o gm/cms) .nu the Thomdale Gneiss [z.zs gm/cm3). Thus
the gravity data suggests that the Thorndale Gneiss extends as far as
the Menindee Highway.
The second part of the Menindee Highway regional gravity
traverse does not correlate with the Flylng Doctor Traverse. The second
half of the Flying Doctor Base traverse showed a two miIlfgal gravj-ty
high for over 80OO feet which was probably due to a sillimanite garnet
gneiss rich in amphibolite and then showed a sharp gravity Iow
associated wlth aplite and quartz-mica-feldspar schists, granitic scree,
pegmatite and an absence of amphibolite. However, the second half of
the Menindee Highway gravity traverse does not have anomalles greater
than one miIIigal., No aplite was mapped along the traverse. However,
two thousand feet south west of station MEN 1 1O an aplite zone striking
EÔ
notrnal to the hlghway has been mapped on Zinc Corporation 1rr to
2000 ft. Geological P1an, Broken Hill DistrÍet Sheet 1. Mapping to
the north of the Menindee Highway suggests that this aplite zone
should be the same as that traversed 90OO feet to the north-west by
the Flying Doctor Base gravity traverse.
At the end of the Menindee profile there 1s a suggestion
of a positive anomaly at the last station. This would correlate with
the anomaly at the end of the Flying Doctor Base traverse. By
comparison the end of the Menindee traverse Lode horizon and amphibolite
also outcrops.
Between stations MEN 50 and MEN 11O no anomaly greater than
one milligal was observed. The outcrop consisted mainly of retrograde
schists with minor amphibolites and quartz mica feldspar schists. The
author believes that the reason why only the Flying Doctor Base
traverse and not the Menindee Highway traverse produces a two milligal
and eight thousand feet wide gravlty anomaly j-s that structural control
near the Flying Doctor Base traverse has brought density contrasts
near to the surface. This structure is seen to repeat an amphibolite
whÍch is at l-east three hundred feet wj-de. The amphibolite is
repeated after two thousand feet of traverse. The closure of this
amphlbolite was not observed near the surface on the Menindee Highway.
5.4 Huonville Gravitv Traverse
A regional gravity traverse with a spacing of 400 feet was
made by the author across an aeormagnetic boundary bef.ieved to be
associated with the Bedan Gneiss (see Fig. 15). It had been intended
to collect ground nagmetic data along this traverse in order to
accuratel-y locate any subsurface contact between rocks with different
magnetic properties. This would have allowed close correlatÍon between
the inflexion of the gravity anomaly and the magnetic anomaly. However,
boggy ground prohibited access to this traverse during the time planned
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for the ground magnetic traverse and no subsequent time became available.
Therefore it is only possibte to say that the inflexion point in the
gravity profj-Ie lies olosely over the position of the aeromagnetic
boundary.
A six milligal anomaly was observed. The characteristÍc
shape of the response caused by a buried semi-inflnite slab-Iike contact
matches the Huonville gravlty curve. The data appears to be asymptotic
to the west and the gradient is less steep at the east end of the
profile when compared to the central part. It would prove useful to
extend the Huonvllle gravity profile particularly to the east as it
appears that the anomaly may be greater than six milligals. It Ís
interesting to postulate that if a density contrast of O.1 gm/cm3 is
assumed the vertical width of the causitj-ve body would be almost one
mile. Unfortunately no density information ls available in the area.
A ground magnetic survey along this profj-Ie would help to reduce the
number of geoJ-ogical possibilities and would assist in the constructíon
of subsurface density models. Accurate determination of magnetlc
contacts or magnetic determinatj"on of depths to the causitive bodies
could then be used as limÍts for the subsurface density model.
5.5 Airport Gravltv
A survey was carried out by the author in and near the Broken
Hill airf1eld. Inside the airfield elevatlon control was provlded by
permanent bench marks and the elevation of a few statlons were related
by barometer. Further details are in Appendix 7. The author is thank-
fu1 to D.C.A, personnel for letting the author, who is a pilot, conduct
this survey. The survey was conducted for two reasons. The first
reason was to attempt to flII in knowledge of the gravJ.ty field between
areas cuvered by bhe 0. Weiss survey. The second reason was to fill in
data for a specÍfic profÍle, namely the O. Weiss profíle 14. The survey
was lmportant because lt extended the gravity low associated wlth the
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AIma Gneiss. It has led to the postuLation that a gravity low
continues north-east to a point on the Menindee Highway (see Fig. 18).
This w111 be discussed in the regional gravity section (section 5.8).
The author named the gravity hígh to the east of the Broken
HiIl airfleld the "East Airport Gravity High". E. Cottrell first
reported the existence of a five mltligal high in this vicinity [E.
Cottrell, 1960). The author has since defined a seven milliga1
excursion over the western extent of this anomal-y fsee Fig. 16). The
eastern extent has not as yet been defined.
5.6 Ëlroken HiII Besional Gravity Profile 1A
The author contoured gravity data observed in the Broken Hill
airfleld and nearby, then used these contours to deflne the gravity
field over the gap in the O. Welss gravíty data in profile 14. This
revealed a gravity low over an area in which Atma Gnej-ss on augen
granite gneiss is mapped in outcrop by Zinc Gorporation ans was seen
in outcrop by the author. This has been called the AIma Gneiss Gravity
Low I in Fig. 16. It must be pointed out that no density measurements
are available and also the boundaries of the Alma Gneiss are masked by
colluvium. Therefore the gravity low Ís only inferred as being caused
by this granite gneiss.
It is J-mportant to observe on profile 1A Fig. 16 that in the
east there is a seven-milligal gravity high which the author has called
the East Airport Gravity HÍgh 1, since Ít lies just to the east of the
Broken Hill Airport. This is the sharpest anomaly over five milligals
known in the Broken HilI district. Gradients of over seven milligals
1n six thousand feet have been measured both by the author and by
numerous O. Weiss gravity profiles.
It is signiflcant that sporadic outcrop over the area covered
by the East Airport Gravity High and sporadic outcrop Ín the airfÍe1d
indicate that this is not likely to be due to a greater thickness of
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colluvium over the Broken Hill Airfield. The type of outcrop over the
area covered by the East Airport Gravity High is also slgnificant.
Mr.lch of the outcrop is amphibolite which has a hlgh bulk density. At
the time the author proposed a subsurface model to try to account for
the East Airport Gravity High no geological sections or maps were
available, which were suitable for accurately defining the location
and width of emphibollte outcrop across profile 14. Furthermorer no
density information was available for rocks from thÍs area. Therefore
the first approach the author used to account for thls gravity high
was to draw a subsurface model which included an amphibolÍte rlch
formation of arbitrary structural attitudesr a limiting maximum
effective thickness of eight hundred feet of bulk density 3.3 gm/cm3.
.?
This density of 3.3O gm/cm" is the highest density for emphibolites
common to the Broken Hill Lode Sequence. The maximum thickness of
eÍght hundred feet for the amphlbolite is partly based on estlmates
given to the euthor duríng a discussion wlth Row1ey Brunker, Regional
Geologist for the Zinc Corporation [pers. comm.). The.author conslders
this maxÍmum as the maximum possible effective thickness of amphibolÍte
of denslty 3.3 gr/"r3 from the Broken HÍlL Lode Sequence. Thls includes
conslderation of the Round Hill amphibolite which Ís associated with an
anomaly of three milligaIs. Ð Talwani modelling revealed that such an
amphibolite rich formatlon could produce almost all of the East Airport
Gravity High if it was assumed that a low density forrnatlon five
thousand feet wide exists two thousand feet west of the amphibolite rich
formation. However, the structural control required j-s rather limiting.
The East Alrport Gravity High is 5 miles long and at least six thousand
feet wide. The amphlbolite rich sequence would have to be near the surface
throughout this area. Also it would have to have shallow dips throughout
this area because models showed that even a deepening of two thousand
feet In the central portion would produce a resldual'anomaly of over
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0.7 milligals. At the boundaries of the East Airport Gravity High
this hÍgh densi-ty formation would have to have near vertical dips.
These severe structural demands, required by a model which supposed
that a narrow amphibolite rich forrnation caused the East Airport
gravlty anomaly, forced the author to consider models which incorporated
a hlgh denslty formation of greater thickness. Such a model would not
requlre shallow dips Ín the centre of the structure. A model which
produced a good match with the observed profile is lllustrated in
Fig. 16. The model included a high density lode horizon-type formation.
On the margins at feducials -21,OOO feet and -l8rOOCl feet an amphibolite
rich forrnatior has been assumed. The effective anomalous mass
represented by this amphibolite rich forrnation Ís greater than the
anomalous mass of the lower (east) amphibolite of the Broken HiII Lode
Sequence. Also the anomalous mass of the model in the region, between
feducials -2O'OO0 and -15r0ffi in Fig. 16, which is the central area of
the East Airport Gravity High is greater than the anomalous mass of the
Broken Hil-I Lode Horizon. This region could be a higher density region
due to many more amphibolite stringers of widths about 4O feet wide
than are in the upper amphibolite of the Broken HÍII Lode Sequence.
However, as no drllling or costeanÍng has allowed denslty determlnations
in thls area it ls posslble that a very large lode horizon exists with
a denslty of 2.9O gr/.r3. It is known that the A lode horizon has a
denslty of 2.9O gr/"*3 in the vlcinity of the Brc,ken l-1i11 Lccle (see
Density Interpretation, Sectlon 2.4). However, this thickness is nct
very much greater than 40O f'eet. If the Broken HiLl Lode Sequence as
it occurs in the west of regÍonal profile 1A were refolded to provide
twice the thj-ckness below the surface under the East AJ-rport Gravity
HÍgh, the author considers that the resultant gravitational anomaly
would not be great enough to equal the seven mllligal anomaly observed
under the East Airport Gravity Htgh. Therefore the author considers
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that a sequence denser than the Broken HiIl Lode Sequence as observed
to the ì,est contrLbutes towards the East Airport Gravity High. The
spatial distríbution of tl'ris sequence is dlscussed in the section on
regionerl gravity.
The gravity low, between feduciaLs -12r0m and -7rOO0 feet
in Fig. 16, is centred over the Broken Hilt alrfield along profile 14.
The author refers to this anomaly as the Alma Gneiss Gravity Low since
AIma Gneiss outcrops near the minimu¡m and since the Alma Gneiss is
expeoted to have a low butk density. The bulk density predlcted for
the AIma granite gneiss is that which is about 2.?5 gnfc,n3 tht density
of the Thorndale Gneiss or the Hanging l¡Vall- Granite Gneiqs. Subsurface
two dimensional Talwani models suggest that the width near the surface
would be arounci five thousand feet along profile 1A if the density of
the low density causitive Uody (thought to be Alma Gneiss) was
2
2.?S gnf cmr. 9Ínce colluvium masks the boundaries of the Al-ma Gneiss
near profile 1A it is possibl-e that the AIma Gneiss could obtaÍn this
width. The author believes that the AIma Gneiss probably does attaln
this width since about half a mile north of thls profile the Geological
Map of the Broken HiIl Distríct I tSOej shows that such a wldth of AIma
Gnej-ss outcrops. From general. experiencq gaj-ned from varying the depths
of the model for the Hanging WalI Gneiss the author believes that the
depbh of the Alma Gneiss should be as great as its width, which is
predicted to be 5OO0 feet at profile 14.
sillimani.te quartz gneisses are mapped in outcrop west of the
AIma Gneiss, These gneisses are thought to contain more quartz and
Iess sil-limanite and garnet than the Broken Hil'I Lode Sequence. This
opinion is partly based upon the fact that gravi-ty values decrease
over thÍs sillimanite gneiss. As a guide to the selectÍon of a density
for the model for this body the author cltose the densj-ty of quartz rich
sillimani.te gneiss found in Section 262, Formation 4. Thls low density
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sillimanite gneiss has a density of 2.eO gm/cm3.
The Broken HiIl- Lode Sequence was represented by the same
models as used in the residual. gravity section Isee Residual Gravity,
Section 3.3). The Hanging WaIl Gneiss was also modelled in the same
was as in the residual gravity section. It is important to note that
gravity high 3 to the west of profile 1A suggests repeated lode
sequence. The likeIy surfeice lineal extent of the bodÍes represented
by these two-dimensional- models for the regional gravÍty profile 1A
is dlscussed j¡ the regional gravlty section.
5.? Reqional Profile 13
The O. Ut/eiss regional gravity profile 13 is presented in
FiS. 17. Also presented ls the theoretj-caI gravity profile which was
predicted from the model also iLlustrated in Fig. 17. The Broken Hill
Lode Sequence was modell-ed as in Section 3.3.2 fsee also Fig. 10J.
The East Airport Gravity High can be seen centred around
feducial -16'000 in Fig. 1?. The absolute value of this anomaly is
actually greater than that in profile 14. This is not apparent from
the val-ues whlch may be read from the curves presented in Fig. 16 and
Fig. 17. This 1s because the base value of these curves has been
adjusted to suj-t plotting of these curves. As the O. Weiss gravity
data is not reduced to the sea level direct comparison with gravlty
curves measured by the author ls not possible. Therefore ease of
comparison guided the sel-ecùj-on of an arbÍtrary base for these two
O. Weiss regional gravity profi-les.
The relief of the East Airport anomaly can be seen to be only
about four mj-Iliga1s. The author belleves that this primarlly due to
disappearance of the so-ca1led Alma Gneiss gravity low. Theoretical
density models suggest that a maximum of two thousand feet of a Iow
density rock (thought to be Alma Gneiss) could exist on profile 13
whllst over five thousand feet of this low density rock is predicted
æ.
in profile 14. The theoretical models take account of the fact that
the regional dip is shallower in N.B.H.C. Geological Section 262
[fotio Fig. aJ which underlies this gravity traverse.
In the east of the subsurface density model, a broad high
denslty forvnation was assumed. This was the same thlckness and
density as that assumed in profile 1A (Fig. 5). OnIy one high density
amphibolite was assumed since onJ.y one sharp anomaly is seen on
profile 13. However, in retrospect it seems that the hlgh density
sequence seen between feduclals -2O,0OO feet and -16r0ffi feet at the
east end of the East Airport Gravlty Hlgh of profile 13 should have
had a greater anomalous mass. Evidence for this can be seen 1n the
difference curve (tfre Uifference between the theoretical curve and
the observed gravity profile).
The difference curve also shows a strong negative gradient
towards the east indicating that the proposed model has either
underestimated the density in the east andfor the model has ova¡-
estimated the density to the west, or that the regional gradient is
due to rocks below the section which is twelve thousand feet deep.
The gradient of this difference curve does not appear to vary greatJ-y
and this implles that such an anomaly could be caused by density
contrasts below 12r0OO feet. The difference between the theoretlcal
gravity profile and the observed gravity profile 13 could be due to
errors in the estimation of the density of the rocks shallower than
twelve thousand feet. As indicated previously the anomalous mass below
the East Airport Gravity High at the eastern sLde ls greater than the
assumed density contrast of €.O? g./"t3. AIso the Hanging WalL Gnelss
at the west end of profile 13 could have been extended deeper and
perhaps have been assumed to shallow to the west. As an alternatlve
to thls latter alteration tt may be supposed that another low density
fornration such as a pegmatlte rích formation exists next to the Hanging
WaIl Gneiss. These two alteratlons would have lncreased the theoretical
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gravi-ty values in the east and have reduced them 1n the west, thereby
explalning at least part of the gradlent evldent in the dÍfference
curve of Fig , 1?. If extensive sampling of fresh rock ere available
for density determinatlons a more accurate theoretical model for the
subsurface rocks down to 12rOO0 feet would be possible. Density
informatlon ls available for only five thousand feet of the central
portion of this thlrty six thousand feet long section. Outside of
the lode sequence little ls known of the widths of various forrnations.
Even shaLlow samplJ.ng to provide fresh rock would remove ambiguity in
the near-surface denslty distrÍbution.
Ìthil-st the dlfference curve for profile 13 has larger
residual anomalies than the difference curve for prnfile 1A some
Iimitations can be inferred. The author predlcts that no major
denslty contrasts, greater than O.S gm/cm3 and two thousand feet wide
near the surfaoe, exist along proflle 13r the East Airport Gravity Hlgh
and the Hanging WaIl Gnelss, other than those density contrasts assumed
ln the model. For example a two thousand feet wide granlte gneiss
could not exist between the East Airport Gravity High and the Hanging
WaI1 Gneiss, a distance of sixteen thousand feet. The two thousand
feet wide body referred to does not include the two thousand feet wide
body of low denslty thought to be the AIma Gneiss and already included




All gravity data from the Broken HL1l area were considered
where related to any group of rock formations whÍch were of the order
of one mlle wlde. The area covered by this study is approximately
twelve miles wide and twenty-fsur mÍles long, and ls centred between
the Broken Hill line of lode and the Little Broken Hll1 area (see
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Fig. 18). The gravity data which is relevant to rock formations
greater than a mile wide is discussed in the broadscale regional
gravity sectlon (sectlon 6).
5.8.2 Regional GravitY High
In 19?2 a gravity map, which covered this area around Broken
Hillf was produced by students under the supervision of Professor
D.M. Boyd [e.p. Jenke). This Bouguer Gravity Map lndicated that the
Broken H111 and Little Broken H111 mines were located on the flanks
of a regional gravity high. In order to further deflne the shape and
extent of this gravlty hlgh and also to deterrnlne whether other such
reglonal gravity hlghs occurred ln the Broken HlIl districtr the author
carried out additlonal gravity observatÍons along straight line
traverses, main roads and access tracks. The author produced a broad
scale reglonal gravity map (Folio Fig. 6). This map suggested that
the Broken Hill regÍonal gravity high was not repeated 1n the Broken
H111 District.
The additÍonal gr¿vity data collected by the author also
suggested that his regional high was not monotonousr but had significan
anomalj-es superímposed. The O. Weiss gravlty data collected for the
Zinc Corporation In 1949 was re-examined to determine the detaíl of
the Broken Hill regional gravity high. After consideration of all
available gravity data withln the Broken HlLl area an interpretation
of the detaj-I of the regional gravity hlgh was made [see Fig. 18).
The data considered includes that from the four reglonal gravity
traverses previously discussed [see Sections 5'2-5'6)'
some of the anomalles superimposed on the Broken Hill
regional gravity high extend for over two ml-Ies and have been labelled
ln the plan of interpreted gravity and magnetic features (fig. 18)'
In the north-west a gravity high labelled H1 1n Fig. 18 has a north-
easterly trend. This anomaly can be seen in proflle forrn in Fig' 16
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at the western end of profite 14, and is labelled gravity high 3.
The next gravity high to the east fis tanetled H2 in Fig. 18) lies
over the Broken HilI Lode Sequence. This gravity high is similar
to grevlty anomaly 2. This similarity is consistent with a repetition
of the Broken HiIl Lode Sequence. Aeromagnetic anomalies A1 and A2
are also similar and are consistent with the repetition of a magnetic
formation within the Broken Hill Lode Sequence. The Geological PIan
and Sections of the Broken H111 Mines Area published in Novembet 19?2
by the Mlne Managerr s Association suggests that the Broken HiIl Lode
Sequence has been repeated. The mechanÍsm is 1-ikely to be folding
since no fault or shear is mapped between the repetition of the
Broken Hill Lode Sequence. It is unfortunate that bulk density data
was not sufficiently complete to all-ow a rigorous subsurface density
model to deterrnine whether the fol-d was synformal or antíformal [see
Residual GravitY, Section 2,4.2)'
5.8.3 AIma Gneiss
To the east of the Zinc Gorporation Mine lease a two milligal
gravity low is observed. As discussed in the section on regional
gravity profile 1A this gravity low is believed to be caused by the
AIma Gneiss. gubsurface denslty models based on outcrop just to the
north of this profile suggest that slx thousand feet of near surface
AIma Gneiss produces the observed gravity anomaly of 2 milligals' The
gravity low dlminishes towards the south. As di-scussed in the section
on the regional gravity profile 13 a maxmium thickness of two thousand
feet of Alma Gneiss near the surface is a1I that is possible near the
area of Kellyrs Greek Shear. This is consistent with geologlcal mapping
at a scale of 1r' to 2000 feet sheet No. 1 car:ried out by the Zlnc
Gorporabiorr. Alme Gneiss is mapped in outcrop nf over six thousand
feet north of the Broken HiII Airporf,. However, less than four hundred
feet of augen gneiss is mapped near the area of Kellyrs creek shear'
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5,8.4 Correlations with Aeromagnetic Data
The East Airport Gravity High [He) also diminishes near
the area of the Kellyts Greek Shear. Furthermore, the broad area of
high magnetic intensity [n+) afso ends near this area. The truncation
of these geophysical features suggest a change ln rock formations
across an axis extending along the KeIJ-yrs Creek Shear. Geological
mappíng indicates that outcrop of amphibolite is sparser to the south-
west of this axj-s. It ls possible that a steep change in plunge has
removed the high densl-ty sequence from the near surFace. Here the
East Airport Gravity High has two maximums which could possÍb1 be
due to the exposed limbs of a structure.
Between the East Airport Gravity High and the AIma Gneiss
a llnear aeromagnetic anomafy [ng) can be observed. This aeromagnetic
anomaly has a north-easterly strlke for six miles before devlating to
the west-south-west. This closure i-s called the Central Closure and
will be dj-scussed more fuLly later in this section. However, it is
important to observe that the aeromagnetlc anomaly [nS) fras a smaI1
flexure to the east along this length which strlkes north-east. Also
the boundary of the Alma Gneiss is inferred as having a.comparable
flexure as do the amphlbolites to the east of the Alma Gneiss. The
East Airport Gravity High also deviates to the east conformably with
the features mentioned. Therefore it would appear that the rock
formatlons in this area are conformable. Thus the AIma Gneiss appears
conformable with a rock formation which produces an aeromagnetic high.
AIso these formations are conformable wlth the rock formation which
causes the East Alrport Gravity High and which is known to contaln at
least 10OO feet of amphibolite i¡ outcrop width. A further example
of the conformable nature of the East Airport Gravity High is that
the anomaly lies to the west of the aeromagnetic area A4 and the EIBro-
magnetj-c anomaly 46. In fact where the aeromagnetlc anomalies A3 and
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A6 come close together just south of the Menindee Highway the East
Airport Gravity High narrows. It is diffj-cult to decide why the
East Airport Gravity High does not increase to the north of the Menindee
Highway where the aeromagnetic anomal-ies become more separated' If
formations are assumed to have constant thickness it can be said that
a cylindrical fold which repeats a magnetic formation and has a
variable plunge could not account for the East Airport Gravity High.
The reason for thls is that the gravity values do not increase in
both directions as the aeromagnetj-c anomaLies become more wÍdely
separated.
5.8.5 Area requiring additional Gravj-ty Data
No gravity data has been collected over an area which the
author calls the Central Closure. Where the aeromagnetic anomaly
swings to the west the East Airport Gravity High weakens to the north-
east. The author suggests that this gravlty high also turns to the
west and connects to a gravity high in the southeast corner of North
Broken Hill Mine Lease. E.C. Andrews has mapped an amphibolite-rich
slllimanite gneiss sequence as being fotded by the Central Closure'
Since amphibolítes produce gravity anomalies this mapplng is another
reason why the author expects the gravity high to follow the aeromagnetic
anomaly. It is convenient to define the thlrteen mile axis between
the Darling Range and the Broken Hill line of lode as the Gentral Axis.
The Central Glosure lies along the Central Axis two miles north-east
of the Menindee Highway. One of the lmplications of the Central
Closure is that the structure about the Central Axis is either a south
plunging synform or a north plunging antÍform. This implies that the
granite gneiss towards the north east could not be equlvalent to the
AIma Gneics. Of course ít must be assrtmed also that no faulting has
occurred in the "transgressivefl area. It is very important to determine
whether the gravity high does pass between these granite gneisses'
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Therefore a gravity survey should be conducted across the central
Glosure. A persistent gravity high which is not substantially reduced
in width across the nose of the fold cl0sure would indicate that a
formation of constant width passes between these granite gneisses'
This formation would be conformable to the aeromagnetic anomaly and
therefore conformable to the Alma Gneiss (preceeding discussion).
5.8.5a Northern Granite Gravity Low
North-east of the central closure the gravity values are
similarly high about a gravity Iow. The gravity low conforms to the
boundary around outcrop of granite gneiss. Also the bulk densities
of the sill-imanite gneiss formation on ej-ther side of this granite
gneíss are sufficiently close to allow a synformal subsurface density
model to account for the gravity low [G. Jenke, 19?2). Whilst the
author suggests that there is still some doubt as to whether the
structure is synformal or antiformat the author agrees with the notion
that the structure is similar along the central Axis north of the
central closure. The author agrees also with the interpretation that
thi.-q strr.lcture closes near the wilcannia Highway. It seems probable
that the eastern limb of this structure cal-ted the F{upee structure is
at least five míIes long and continues as far as a west north westerly
trending shear near the Rockwell Homestead. This shear is mapped on
the Geological Map of the Broken H1II District I tSOe). The reason for
this suggestion is that a linear aeromagnetic anomaly is clearly
traceable for flve miles as far as thi-s shear' The aeromagnetic map
does not prohibit the possibility that the formations on the eastern
Iimb of the Rupee structure continue near the surface towards the south-
west. The magnetic intensity is still high to the east' A deviation
of one thousand feet towards the east near the Rockwell slrear is
posslble. This deviation is based on the observatj-on that the aero-
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magnetic anomalies appear to deviate to the west. AIso the difference
between the axes of two linear aeromagnetic anomalies thought to be
caused by equivalent rock types on either side of the suggested
devj-ati-on is one thousand feet. 0. weiss gravity data shows that the
strike of the East Airport Gravity High has a deviation in the same
sense.
Approximately a half mile south-east of the Menindee Highway
and the same distance west of the Darling Range Scarp an aeromagnetic
anomaly of intensity of 13OO Gammas was found to correlate with a sma1l
gravlty high. Both anomalles are local extending for only about one
mile along stri-ke. At this location the wídth between aeromagnetic
anomalies striking southwest and having an íntensity of over 1OOO
Gammas is one mile. However, to the south-east the separation between
these anomalies increases to two mlles' In sympathy the East Airport
Gravity High widens and becomes more intense. The structure which
controls the formations causing the aeromagnetic anomaly must also
control the rock whtch causes the East Airport Gravity High.
WhereaeromagneticanomalyA3endstowardsthesouth-west
the gradient towards the north-west in the gravlty values is diminished'
This is a further example of the positive correlation between this
aeromagnetic anomaly and the high gradient at the margin of the East
Airport Gravity High. The fact that the gravity gradient does not
continuewhereaeromagneticanomalyA3endsÍmpliesthatthis
truncation is not simply the lensing out of a smal1 magnetic horizon'
Gravityanomaliesandaeromagneticanomaliessuggestthat
the regior¡a]. s1;r.j-ke of rock formations between the Broken Hill line of
IodeandtheDarlingRangesisessentiallynorth-east.Alocal
exception ocours in the area of the Central Closure where aeromagnetic
data and geological data suggest a closure. A gravity survey over the
central Glosure is recommended to confirm this suggestion ' The AIma
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Gneiss Gravity Low disappears to the south-west and the East Airport
Gravity High diminishes Ín magnitude near the Kellyrs Creek Shear.
The structural control is not obvious.
5.8.6 High Density Rock Formation
The rock formation causing at least part of the East Airport
Gravity High is belíeved to be conformable to the ajjacerrt. r'ock
formations. An amphibolite-rich sequence is known to contribute to
the gravity high. However, the author believes that the amphibolite
mapped in outcrop cannot account for the maxi-mum anomaly. The
possibility of a thick dense lode sequence must be considered since
the Rupee Lode Sequence exists along strike. Also the possibility of
a dense non-magnetic intrusive being less than one kilometre of the
surface cannot be dismissed on the basis of the gravity data. The
east-west shear coincides with the disruption of this northwest to
southwest trend of gravity anomalies and aeromagnetic anomalies.
The regional trend of geological outcrop, gravity anomalies,
and aeromagnetic anomalies becomes westerly between the East-west shear
and the Thackaringa-Pinnacles shear. Regional gravity values converge
towards the Thackaringa-Pinnacles Shear suggesting closure of the rock
types which cause the Broken Hill Area Gravity High. The Little Broken
Hill area has gravity values of magnitude similar to the Broken HiIl
line of lode. This is consístent with the concept that these two areas
of mineralization 1ie in equivalent formatlons.
5.8.7 Summary
In the Broken HilI area [fis. 18) gravity highs were
correlated with metamorphic rock sequences containing amphibolites,
sillimanite gneisses, lode rocks and an absence of granite gneisses
and aplites. Conversely gravity lows were correl-ated with granÍte
gneisses and apIltes. The author believes it like1y that pelitic rich
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metasediments and psammitic rich metasediments are represented by
these sequences. That gravity highs can be correlated with thicker
piles of metamorphosed pelitic sediments seems 1lke1y.
The cause of the strongest positive gravj-ty anomaly in the
Broken Hill Di,strict has not been ful1-y resolved. This anomaly called
the East Airport Gravity High 1s tentatively correlated with the Bupee
Lode Sequence.
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SECTION 6 BBOADSCALE REGIONAL GRAVTTY
This section is meant primarily for the correlation of
gravity information with divisions of rock type into areas greater
than t,wo miles in smaflest areaL dimension. Conclusions are drawn
from data often spaced as far as one mile apart. The spatial
distribution of the data is web-Iike as access roads and highways
were used. To the North of the Broken H1II mine area the data is
sparse.
The primary objective of the broaclscale regional gravity
survey was to determine whether the Broken HilL - Litt1e Broken Hili
area was covered by the only regi-onal gravity high in the Broken Hill
District. The Broken HilI District is meant by the author to imply
that area covered by the GeoJ.ogical Map of the Broken HilI District
1968 [Folio Fig. ?) and ]-ies within longitudes 1410 to 141o45r and
ratitudes 32o3or to 31o15r.
The second objective the the broadscale regional gravity was
to col-lect and collate gravity data near areas of outcrop of the Redan
Gneiss in the south east of the Broken l-1i11 District. The third
objective was to present a regionetl gravity map cf the Broken Hill
District to allow correlation between regional gravityr aerÐmagnetic
and regional geologic features. The discussion of the areas covered
by the Regional Gravity of Broken HilI 1973 wil.I simultaneously
consider a1I objectives since they are often intimate.
6.1 Broken Hill - Littl-e Broken Hill Area
e,.1.1 The Broken Hitl - Little Broken Hill area was discussed in
the RegionaL Gravity (section 5.8). Gravity values in the area were
found to be greater than 15 milligals (Bouguer density Z.n gnfcn3),
except over a few large granlte gnelss bodies.
6.1.2 The East Airport Gravity Hlgh was over 2O milligals for an
area of one mile by three miles with exceptÍonal positive gradients
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for an area of two miles by five miles. No other such anomalies
have been found in the Broken HilL District with the one exception
near Sunnydale Homestead near the Wentworth Hi-ghway approximately
5O miles south of Broken lìill [section 6.3). Redan Gneiss outcrops
nearby and is believed to be closely associated with thís gravity
anomaly. Aeromagnetic evidence suggests that the Redan Gneiss covers
an extensive area. On the south eastern margins of this area strong
positlve gradients have been observed. Unfortunately no aeromagnetic
data was available over the Sunnydale Homestead 20 mi1Iiga1 gravj-ty
high. Therefore the magnetic properties of the rocks causÍng this
2O milligal gravity high cannot be compared with those in the Broken
Hill - Little Broken HilI area.
The Broken Hi.l1 line of lode occurs in an area where anomalie
are around 15 milligals. This j-s also so for the Little Broken Hj-ll
area. It was pointed out [Section 5.8.6) that gravity contours closed
to the south-west suggesting that geological formations could also
close to the south-west thereby implying that the Broken Hill and
Little Broken HiLI rock types are equivalent. It was also noticed
that the Pinnacles Mine and Sentinel Hill area have the same gravity
values as the Broken HilI - Little Broken HilI areas [see next section,
6.2). However, no direct correlation of gravity anomalies ls possible
due to the closure of gravÍty contours between the two areas. Further*
more no gravity data exists for síx miles to the east of the Pinnacles-
Sentinnel HilL axis so it is possible that very high gravity anomalies
exist. Such anomalies could be compared wlth the East Airport 2O
nilliga1 gravity high. Because of the rarity of such anomalies in the
Broken HlIl district this wouLd suggest that the Pinnacles-Sentinnel
HiIl area was of a similar geological environment to the Broken Hill -
Litt1e Broken Hill area to the north east.
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6.2 Pinr,e.c1es - Sentinr¡el Hill Area
6,2,1 The regional gravity traverse between the Broken Hill railway
stockyards and the Middle Pinnacle revealed that gravity values did
not vary by more than one miIliga] untit within one mile of Middle
pinnacle. This was consistent with 0. Weiss gravity data which covers
this area with. many traverses having a station spacing of only 2OO feet
Sillimanite gneiss was mapped j-n outcrop along this road. (Geological
Map of the Broken Hill Distrlct, Folio Fig. ?). The gravity data
suggestg that this sillimanite gneiss could be near surface along the
length of the traverse. Thj-s would impl-y that it was equj-vafent to
the silLimanite gneiss which ries west of the Hanging vtlalI Gneiss'
6.2.2 In the vicinity of the Midd|e Pinnacle area the regional
gravity data shows variations of the order of one miIligal. The sparse
coverage al-Iows only a broad correlation between higher and lower
gravÍty values with amphibotite and pegmatite outcrop proxímal to the
station position.
6.2.3 Similar1y the values between Middle Pj-nnacle [stations PO6
to P0 O2 in TabLe 6 in Appendix 1O) remain constant to within two
milligals. Most of the variations were one poJ-nt anomalies' Gravity
values decreased south of the Middle Pinnacle [P 1O and P 11)' However,
the paucity of data did not allow a strong correlation with the
Thackaringa Shear and pegmatite outcrop in the vicinity. Then a one
station gravity high [P 12) was observed.
6,2.4 The Regional Gravity contours Broken Hillr N.S'W. Sheet 4
of the Zinc Gorporation Ltd. shows a gravity traverse near the authorrs
regional station [p lZ). A gravity high was observed east of the
Pínnacles - Sentinnel Hi}f area, The tntal retief of this regional
anomaly was four milligals in five mi1es. By adding a constant equaf
to the difference between this surveyrs values and the authorrs values
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near regíonal stations P 13 and P 14 the maximum gravity value along
the Zinc Corporation traverse corrected to si-miLar elevatior. and
Bouguer density datums would have been around 13.7 mÍIliga1s.
Secondly the Geological Map of the Broken H1II District 1968
shows that amphibolite outcrops in the area near and between the Zinc
Gorporationrs gravity traverse and the authorrs stations.
6.2.5 In the Sentinnel Hill- area gravity values of stations P OO1
and P OO2 are high [16.O and 16.9 mllligals). These stations are also
to the east and near amphibolite outcrop. The author believes it would
be important to dj-scover whether a large gravity high exists east of
Sentinnel HiIl. Therefore a south-easterly gravity traverse should
be made across strike and across the area of best outcrop just north
of Sentinnel Hil1. The statj.on spacÍng should be four hundred feet
so that ten stations would lie over a lode sequence or aplite body about
a mile wide. The traverse should extend to meet the Alliance Survey,
four míles to the southeast. The survey should also extend to the
northwest as far as the sillimanite gneiss mapped in outcrop on the
Geological Map of the Broken Hill Distrlctr 1968.
6,2.6 The Sentinnel Hill to Edgebak quarry traverse showed that
gravity values decreased from 13.95 milLigafs to 9.18 milligals. This
indicates that a maJor change in rock type has occurred. Although
coll-uvium extensively covers this part of the traverse the author
believes that the lower gravity values west of the Pinnacles - Sentinnel
HiII axis are related to increased pegmatite and aplite content in the
near surface rocks.
6.2.? The Angus Area Gravity and Geological Interpretation by
Entreprise Exploration, March 196O showed total gravity contours.
Locally amphibolites produced positíve anomalies of the order of 1'6
miltigals over a width of 600 feet and 1.O mil-ligals over a width of
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4O0 feet. Faulting was mapped by Enterprise Exploration. The rnapping
was supported by the truncation of linear gravíty highs. Howeverr the
data covered too smal-I an area to say definitely that a regional
gradient can be associated with the larger faults. Offset anomalies
could not unambiguously indicate the degree of lateral movement of
the faults, since more than one amphibolite appeared ln the narrow
area covered by the gravity survey.
6.2.8 From Edgebek Quarry to AdeLaide Highway 32 lhere was
excellent correlation of the regional gravity with regional geology.
Stations TC 3 to TC B Índicate a gravj-ty low of two mil1Íga1s over an
area where aplite outcrops most extensively. Discussion with Zinc
Corporation Flegional Geologist, Row1ey Brunker, confirmed the authorrs
belief that a major change in rock type exists in this area.
8.2.9 Summary. The author recommends that a gravity traverse be
made across the Sentinnel Hill - Plnnacles axis to determine whether
any large regional anomalies exist to the east of Sentinnel H111. The
author knows that díamond drilling was being undertaken in this area
by Mines Exploration end that fresh core is therefore available for
density determÍnatlons. This would a1low sr-rbsurface density model-Iing
to predict the theoretical gravity anomalies near the diamond drÍII
hoLes. This would then aIlow the best correlatj-on between gravlty data
and geological lnforrnation.
6.3 Coooer Blow - Redan Gneiss Area
6.3.1 Introduction
In May 19?3 T.V. Harvey of ltli¡es Exploration Pty. Ltd' and
the author conducted a gravity traverse along the road from the Broken
HiIl Airport to eleven mi-tes beyond Copper Blow diggings. The first
part of the traverse Govered an area already discussed in the Broken
Hill - Little Broken Hill area [section 6.1.1). The second part of
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the traverse, between Station uB Og and the end CB 20 discovered a
regional gravity low. The traverse was terminated before the South-
eastern end reached a maxj-mum because the gravity meter went off-scal-e
and tirne did not permit a return to the end of the traverse [station
cB 20).
6.3.2 Broken Hill Airport to Copper Bl-aw
The gravlty data revealed a monotonic decre,ase Ín values
away from a maximum of 21.38 mil-l-igals [Cn 03) from the East Airport
Gravity High to a minimum c,f ?.? milligafs (Ce 1S) five mil-es south-
east of Copper Afow [Ca tO). Between Copper B]-ow and the East
Airport Gravity High a drop in gravity values of I milligaIs was
observed. Therefore the gravity data suggests at l-east oner major change
in subsurface rock t;ype. Col-Iuvíum and sand lf present in sufficient
thickne,ss would be expected to produce gravity lor¡'s because their
denslties are less than basement rock. Sirrimanite gnei-sses, granite
gnei-sses end amphiboLites are some examples of basement rocks in the
Broken Hill area. These rock types have densities greater than
â
2.?O gnfcm", whilst sand and colluvium can have densities as low as
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1.?0 gm/cm", The station near Gopper Blow [CB 10) was over outcrop
so colluvi-um could not have solely caused the decrease in observed
gravity of I mil1igaIs. However, stations to the south-east of Copper
Blow were not noted to be over outcrop. Therefore the hypothesis that
sand, colluvium or laterite had caused the drop of 5.5 milligals
between stations CB 10 and CB 15 was tested. If a density contrast of
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1.00 gm/cm" between basement and cover is assumed then the minimum
variation in basement relief required to account for the 5.5 miIIigal
anomaly is four hundred and thirty feet. A useful reference on the
eubjcct of thc cffect of overburden on gravity anomalies can be found
in I'Methods of Geochemistry and Geophysj-cs", 19?3, written by D.S.
Parasnis, More detail of the nature of cover and overburden in this
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area is discussed in Section 6.3.3 and 6.3.4.
It is unlikely that over four hudnred feet of overburden
exists in this area. Therefore the author believes that the negative
anomaly is caused by change j.n basement rock type. Pegmatite was
mapped Ín outcrop two miles from the traverse [Geological Map of the
Broken Hill District, Folio Fig. 7). Pegmatite has a lower density
than the rocks near Galena HiIl, which lies two miles to the north-
west in an area of higher gravity anomaly.
6.3.3 Galena Hill Overburden.
Galene. Hill lies two miles west of Copper BLow. Whilst it
is unlikely that variations in the thickness of overburden in the
Ga1ena HíIl area produce anomalies as large as 5.5 milligals, it is
probable that they produce anomalies as large as one miIligal. with a
half width of around one thousand feet. An induced polarization
sun/ey was carried out by Austral Exploration in the Galena Hill
area on behalf of Conzinc Biotinto [Australia) Exploratj-on [hereafter
abbreviated to CRAE). Professor D.M. Boyd used this data to calculate
the depth to the bottom of a more conductive overburden which overlies
less conductive basement. He predicted that the rel-ief of the base-
ment was about one hundred and fifty feet in the direct vicinity of a
positive gravity anomaly. [Professor D.M. Boyd, pers. comm., August,
19?4). ALso in the area of this anomaty the near surface basement rock
was drilled by diamond drill 73 G.H. 1. M. Kirton, a geophysicist with
CRAE, measured the buLk density of ?3 samples of rock cored in this
hole. He gave a list of these bulk densities and their rock type to
the author. The average bulk density was greater than 2,80 gm/cm3.
Also laterite of lower density at 2.s6 gm/cm3 was intersected above
the basement. The basement rock was composed of sillimanite quartz
gnej-sses, amphlbolites and biotite, serlcite quartz garnet schists.
AIso in the Galena Hill area the author saw some of the
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overburden exposed in costeans. Sand and kunkar as well as weathered
schists and gneísses wer'e seen by the author. The overburden in the
Galena Hill area could have a density as low as 2.ZO gm/rr3. This
conclusion is based on the fact the.t. sand and kunkar have low bulk
densities [ooorin, 1960). rn the Galena Hilr area this implies a
densJ.ty contrast of O.6 gr/".3 between the basement and the overburden.
As the topography of the basement is expected to be sharlow - as
indiçated by auger drilting done by CRAE for geochemical sampling -
the formula for the gravitational attraction of an lnfinite slab was
a crose approximation. This forrnura gave an anomaly of 1.2 miI1Íga1s
over an area where 15O feet of basement relief had been inferred from
resistivlty data. This closely matched the ORAE observed gravity
profile.
Therefsre the author believed that overburden in the Galena
Hill area produced gravity anomalles of the order of one milligal with
a half width of one thousand feet. This type of anomaly was similar
to that produced by the Broken Hill orebody fsection 3.2). Therefore
some knowledge of the overburden rerief should be gained before
inferring, on the basis of gravity data, changes in hasement rock
type in the Galena HilI area. The author beLieves that a resistivity
survey can provide this knowledge in the Galena HiII area.
6.3.4 Galena Hill Regional Eravity
CFAE produced a Bouguer contour map from a gravity survey
of the Galena Hj-ll area. M. Kirton of CRAE supplied subsurface
density varues and gravity values from extremities of the survey grid.
The regional trend of gravity anomalies was east-west in the Galena
Hill area. No exact latitude for the base station was availabl-e¡ an
approximatc value was read from a 1 to 25O,OO0 locality map. It is
probable that gravity values as high as 14.8 mil1igaIs [Bouguer
density 2.? gnfcn3) exi-st in the Galena Hirl area. This is signÍficant
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since the Broken Hill and Little Brok;:n llil-I lines of lode have values
near fifbeen milligaIs also.
A negative regional gradient of approximately one miIligal
per mile towards the south occurred in the Galena Hill area. The
densities of subsurface rocks intersected by dj-amond drilling were
often as high as those found in the Broken HilI Lode Sequence. However,
at least forty feet of laterite was intersected and was found to have
a density of 2.56 gr./"r3 [M. Kirton, pers. comm.).
As laterj-te is known to exist south of the Thackaringa -
Pinnacles Shear [at Galena Hi11, for example), the author considered
the thickness of laterite necessary to produce the 5.5 mil-Iigal regional
gravity low south of the Galena Hil-I area. Assuming the density of
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2.56 gnfcm" of the GaLena HitI laterite a thickness of two thousand
feet would be necessary. As there is no evidence to support such a
vast thickness of Laterite the author believes that a change in base-
ment rock type caused the gravity 1ow fsee 6.3.2).
6.3.5 To the south-east of StatÍon CB 1S [TaUle 2) a positive
gravity gradient was correlated with scattered outcrop of Redan Gneiss.
The BMB aeromagnetic survey of the Broken HiIl Distrj-ct in 1960 showed
i-ncreased aeromagnetic intensity which positively correlated with this
regional gravity gradient. The sparsi-ty of gravity. stations prohibited
detail-ed and conslusive correlation of these facts.
6.3.6 The gravity data along the Wentworth Highway, stations
SSM 3694 to SSM 3699, Table g, confirrned the presence of the regional
gravity low south of the Thackaringa - Pinnacles Shear.
6,3.? The authorrs Huonville gravity traverse lies to the south of
this gravity low. The name of this gravity traverse related to the
property belonging to Huonville stati-on; it is unfortunate that the
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homestead is more than ten mÍ1es northeast of the Huonville gravity
traverse. This traverse had a station spacing of four hundred feet.
A strong posi.tive gradient towards the south-east was observed [see
Table ?). This correlated with the positive gradient observed at the
south-eastern end of the Gopper Blow gravity traverse [section 6.3.5).
6.3.8 Summary of the regional gravity vaLues south-east of Broken Hill
The Galena Hill area shows gravi-ty values similar to other
areas of mineralization, such as the Broken Hil-I and Little Broken HiLI
areas. A basement rock of lower Density exists south of the Galena
HÍIl areer. Further to the sol¡th-,east a positive gravity gradient, a
regionel aeromagnetic character change occurs in the vicinity of
scattered outcrop of Redan Gneiss.
6.4 Si.Lverton - Furnamoota Homestead area
6.4.1 Silverton GravitY Traverse
The author conducted a regional gravity traverse with a
station spacíng of half a mile along the highway to Sílverton.
Investigations in the Department of Main Roads in Broken Hj-lI revealed
that no permanent bench merks were situated along the Silverton Highway
Therefore the author conducted two barometric surveys to determine the
differences in elevation between stations and also between a bench mark
in Broken Hitl and Silverton Tramway Gompanyrs McHughfs bridge over the
Silverton Greek. The standard deviation of the differences between
the elevation of each station as determined by the two barometric
surveys was almost eight feet. Therefore despite the large distance
of thlrty miles between bench marks the elevations are expected to
produce eï.rors less than 0.6 miLligals in the reduced Bouguer gravity
values. Furthermore thls error is expected to be random.
6.4.2 The gravity values observed on the Silverton Highway show a
steady and monotonic decreese away from Broken Hitt ISÏUV O1 to SILV 09)
[Appendlx 1O) '
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6.4.3 Then a smal-I posltive maximum was observed to have a maximum
relief of 1.2 rnilligafs ISIUV 11 to SILV 1?). This area lies north
north east of the StirlÍng VaIe structure which it crosses by the
Adelaide Highruay 32 where a similar gravity maximum was observed. Ït
is possible therefore that the Stirling VaIe structure has produced
the distribution of the rock types which caused the gravity high on
the Silver.ton Highway also. The data is not suffÍciently close spaced
to define repetition of denslty contrasts across this area.
6.4.4 The rest of the Silverton Highway regional gravity traverse
shows a decrease in gravity values towards Silverton. The only
exception is an anomaly of at least 0.8 milligaIs centred over station
SILV 20 which occurs along strike from three outcrops of amphibolite
east of Nadbuck and Lucky Hit mines as mapped on the Geological Map of
the Broken Hill- DistrÍet, 1968.
6.5 Purnamoota Traverse
6.5.1 Introducfion
T.V, Harvey and the author conducted a regional gravity
traverse with a statj-on spacing of one mil-e along the Broken HilI to
Purnamoota Homestead road and then for seven miles further north
towards Brewery WeII. The author conducted two barometric surveys to
determine the elevation dlfferences between stations and to tie the
traverse to a bench mark in Broken HiI1. Unfortunately the traverse
did not have an elevation tie at the northern end. It is therefore
I'floating" at the northern end where the elevations are dependent upon
preceeding barometric elevation determinations. A third barometríc
survey was conducted by the author over the northern half of the
Purnamoota traverse in order to improve control at that extremity.
Differences in elevations found by th=se surveys suggest that final
etrrors in the Bouguer gravity values could be as high as one milligal'
However, relative differences between proximal statíons is l-ess than
0.6 milligals.
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6.5.2 Decrease away from Broken HilI
Bouguer gravity values show a steady decrease away from
Broken HilI. Then a 3.1 milligal anomaly high was observed near Nine
Mile Creet< [stations DU 0? to DU Og). As colluvium is mapped near
bhese gravity traverses it is not o5',rious what is causing this positive
anomaly. Further to the north the gravity values fal1 to the lowest
found in the Broken HilI District. The lowest value of 4.O milligals
was found over a post-Wilyama intrusi-ve granite. The author does not
consider that the ::egÍonal gravity low of eight milligals observed
towards the end of the Purnamoota traverse has been caused by sand or
colluvium. Discussion of this type of problem can b.e seen in Section
7.3.3 for the Copper Blow gravÍ-ty 1ow.
The Silverton Highway - Purnamoota Homestead gravj-ty traverses
show that regional gravi-ty values decrease away from Bnoken Hill
towards the northwest. AIso it appears that the lowest gravity value
in the Broken Hill DístrÍct otcurs over a post-lltlillyama intrusive
granite and that a detail-ed gravity survey over this body may determine
the subsurface geometry. The survey would determine the near surface
extent of this body under colluvium. However, the author knows of no
mineralization along the contact of the post-Willyama intrusive granite
and the Willyama complex.
6,6 Tibooburra Road - Wilcannia Hiqhway Area
Except for one gravity station near Go1den King Homestead
collected by the N.S.W. Geological Survey the available gravity data
Ín the northeast of the Broken Hill District is confined to the
TÍbooburua Road and the Wilcannia HÍghway. The gravity stations used
by the author were collected by T.V. Harvey and G. Jenke in August
1972 for the Broken Hill Mine Managerrs AssocÌation. Also at the
eastern end of the Wilcannia Highway Alliance gravity data from the
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Scopes Fìange Gravity Survqy was used [Ailiance, 196?). Gravity data
collected by the N.S.lill. Geological 9urvey was superseded by these
surveys with closer stations spacings. The author digltized the
coordinates from an overlay on which G. Jenke had marked the posÍtion
of the statÍons. Also the author reduced the data from raw dial
division difference with the drift as yet unremoved sj.nce previous
reductions did not relate to the Internatlonal Gravity Formula for
the normal geod [Ooorin, 1960).
6.6.1 Tlbooburra Fload
For the flrst 24 miles beyond Broken HÍIl the gravlty values
along the Tibocburra road are less than 12 milligals. They are
therefore three mllligals lower than gravity values commonly found Ín
the Broken Hill - Little Broken Hill- area. Therefore the near surface
rock types are not expected to be equivalent.
Granite Gneiss outcrops in the vicinúty of the Stephens Creek
Hotel. However, statlons ln the vicinity of these outcrops do now show
significantly lower gravity values than for proximal stations along
the Tibooburra Road. Since granite is usually less dense than
silllmanite gneisses and schists [which are mapped next to these out-
crops of granite) a definite gravity Iow would have been expected over
a granite which encompasses all outcrops of the granite near the
Stephens Greek Hotel. Therefore it can be saÍd that the gravity data
does not suggest that such a large body of granite exists about the
Stephens Creek Hotel.
This gravity low along the Tibooburra Fload cannot be correlated
wÍth any gravity low to the south-west along the regional geological
strj-ke. InsufficÍent gravity data prohlbits comelation or proof of
closrlre of thls gravlty low.
6.ã.2 Although only three stations were located over tlrr¡ Torrowangee
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Adelaide sediments a gravity Iow of at least O.7 milligals has been
established. This suggests that the average bulk density of the'se
Adelaidean sediments is less than the adjacent rocks from the Willyama
Complex.
6.6.3 In the Euriowee In1ier the gravity values rise by five
mllIigaIs. Values as great as those ('tS mifffgals) found along the
margins of the Broken HÍIl - Little Broken Hill area suggest the
posslbilíty that rocks equÍvalent to those in the Broken Hill area
may exist along the Tiboobura Road in the Euriowee Inlier. The
Geological Map of the Broken H111 DÍstrict 1968 shows that an
amphibolÍte and graníte gneiss sequence occur near the maximum. This
sequence is mapped striking north=west.
A map of Bouguer Anomaly Oontours and Gravity Stations
compiled by the N.Q.W. Department of Mlnes shows that reglonal gravlty
values have a north-easterly trend near the Wilcannia Hlghway and
then change to a north-westerJ-y trend where the Tibooburra Road crosses
the Euriowee InLier. The author suggests that the gravity coverage
north of the Wilcannia Highway is not sufficiently complete to prove
closure of the Broken Hill - Little Broken HiIl area gravity high.
Gravity values from the O. Weiss survey lndicate that the gravity low
west of Rupee MÍne closes to the north east [section 5.8.5a). However,
this feature is only part of the regi-onal gravity high and does not
necessarily imply that the regional gravÍty high oloses.
6.6.4 The Wilcannla Highway gravity traverse was conducted by G.
Jenke and T.V. Harvey under a grant to the Universíty of AdelaÍde
from the Broken ilill Mine Managerr s Association for a regional gravity
survey. The author reduced the raw gravity data. The gravity values
show the northernmost intersection with the Broken Hill - Little Broken
Hill area regÍonaI gravity high - that is for values greater than 15
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milligals. tflithin the regÍonal gravity high there is a loca1 gravity
high to the east. The N.S.W. Department of Mines Bouguer Anomaly
and Gravity Stations Map correlates this gravity high with that on
the Tibooburra Road which was discussed in Section 6.6.3. The author
recommends more complete gravity coverage near or just north of the
Stephens Greek Beservoir in order to determlne the northern extent
of the regionál gravity high and the relationship of the 1ocaI gravity
maxima.
The decrease in gravity values towards the east along the
Wilcannia Highrvay half a mile past the Stephens Creek crossing
coincldes with the first outcrop of aplite outside of the Broken Hill -
I-ittle Broken HiLI Area in which outcrop of apllte is rare. To the
east the area ís extensively covered by colluvium. Here the gravity
data suggests that the underlying rocks arenot equivalent to those
Ín the Broken HilI - Little Broken Hill erea.
This negative gradient correlates with the gravity low east
of the Downfall along the Menindee Highway. The regional gravity
trends are in the same dÍrection as the regional geological strlke,
that is north-east.
6,6.5 Summary of gravity coverage north-east of Broken Hill
The gravity coverage in the Tibooburra road to the Wilcannia
Highway arc north-east of Broken Hill is insuffj-cient to suggest
whether any rocks of the Broken HiLl - Little Broken Hill area can be
traced north of the Wilcannia Highway. However, gravity data suggests
that the regional geological strike should be northerly and then become
north-westerly over a distance of 45 miLes north of the Jtlilcannia
Highway and east of the Tibooburra Road.
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6.7 Broads,oale Reqi-onal Gravitv Summarv
The author believes that the gravity values ín the Broken
Hill Dlstrj-ct reflect the density of the subsurface metamorphic rocks
seen in outcrop in the District. SÍllimanite gneiss and amphibolÍte
rÍch sequences produce gravity highs which can be traced for miles.
similarly granite gneÍss and apritÍc rlch sequences produce gravity
lows. If one postulates that sil-limanite gneiss and amphJ-bolite rich
sequences are metamorphosed pelitic rich sediments or blanket type
lava flows which after metamorphism have a higher bulk density than
granJ-te gneiss and aptitic rich sequences postulated to be psammj-tic
rich metasediments, then regionar gravity anomalies can be believed
to indicate the relatlve thicknesses of such sequences¡ For example
in Folio Fig. 6 the authorts Begional Gravity Map of the Broken Hill
District and Eastern Envlronsthose areas where the gravity values ar.e
greater than 15 milligals [see Appendix ? for details of reduction)
are shaded. Then these shaded areas could j-ndicate thtcker sequences
of pelitic rich sediments than those adjacent. Arso it is possibre
that in the south eastern portion a ford system with north east to
soutlt-westerly major axes still influences the disposition of a folded
sequence of metasediments. rt must be polnted out that more gravity
stations wourd better define the gravity field and may modify the
regionar gravity contour:s drawn by the author. At present the N.s.w.
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APPENDÏX 1 DENSÏTY A PRESENTED BY L.A. RICHARDST]N
In 1950 L.A. Richardsonrof the New Broken Hill Consolidated
Mi-ne, presented bulk density values measured from diamond drill core
taken from the Southern Extensions Area in Broken HiIl. The New
Broken HiIl Consolidated mine reference numbers for these plans are
X1O/8 and X10/6. The core was sampled at apparently regular ten
feet lntervals from mine cross-sections 62 and 92. The diagrams
showed the ground surface and diamond dril1 paths. The downhole
footage and value of buLk denslty for each sample were represented
by the intersection and length of a line normal to the borehole path.
The length of the line was a function of the difference of the
density of the sample with 2.8O g,n/"rn3 and the scale of one inch
equals o.2 gm/cm3. 0n1y ',dyelinerr copies are available and their
quality does not allow them to be reproduced photographically.
The author had to measure each density value from these
copies. The measurement of the length of the line produced eruors
of the order of one fortieth of an inch or O.OO5 gt/"t3. Thus the
original data is usefully recoverable if one assumes that it was
plotted to this accuracy.
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APPENDIX 2 FOLIO FIGURE 1: EXFLANATII]N AND DESCRTPTION
iIEASUHED BULK TENSITIES F COBE FROM BROKEN HILL LTDE SESUENCE
On Folio Fig. 1 individual bulk density vaLues are represented
sequentially with the horizontal axis representing downhole distance.
Bl¡Ik densities from the one cliamond drill hole are represented by th=
same symbol. Bulk densÍties from dÍfl.erent diamond drill holes have
different symbols as often as the nurnber of sui-table symbols in the
computer plot routine allowed. The right hand direction i¡dicates more
westerly samples. For diamond drill holes in rock other than lode the
relative position of, the diamond drill holes has been expressed by the
relative position of plotting. For example DD 2310 is the most
easterly diamond drill which does not j.ntersect the lode. Most of the
densities are for east (lower) amphibolite (Formation number 3, Fig. 1).
Next starting at feducial -3200 feet is plotted DD 22OO whích passes
through silllmanite gneisses and as far as the west (upper) amphibolite
[Formations 4, 5 to 1O, 11 and 12, Fig. 1).
The densities from DD 1600 have been plotted four inches
above those for DD 22OO. This a1lows broad correlation for those
values for core from equivalent forrnations from the Broken HilI Lode
Sequence [see gection 262, Folio Fig. a).
The upper half of Folio Fig. 1 was transposed from the right
hand side of the lower part in order to make the diagram squarer rather
than striplike. Therefore DD 130 is more westerly than either DD 1600
or DD 22OO. DD 13O passes into the Hangíng Wal} Gneiss (Formation
number 13). DD 85 passes through Potosi Gneiss and sillimanite and
also part of the Broken HilI orebody. DD 85 is plotted with the bulk
density base four inches higher than that for DD 13O. A1I other
diamond drills intersect part of the Broken Hill orebodies and were
arranged so as to occupy spaces between the other diamond drill ho1es.
The reason for including the diamond drilt holes which intersected
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the orebodies was to provide a comparison of those densities from
heavily mj.neralized rock with those densities from lightly mineralized
or unmineralized rock.
APPENDIX 3 SUBROTJTINE GUN! METHoD OF CALCULATION OF THEORETTCAL
GRAVITAT IT]NAL ATTRAGT ION
The method of catculation of the theoretical gravitational
attraction of the subsurface.density models, was that of supposing
two dimenslonal geometry, poJ-ygonal cross-section with infinite
extension normal to the section. The formula for the theoreti-ca1
gravitational attraction of such a body was given by Talwanir M.,
Worzel, J.I. and Landlsman, M. in 1959 [Talwanl, 1959). Peter Gunn
wrote a program to perform this computatlon in 196? (Gunn, 196?).
The author made mlnor modifications to thÍs program and incorporated
Ít as a library subroutine available on permanent disc file. As
discovered by R.J. Gransbury and the author in 1973t P. Gunnrs program
dld not produce correct results for models with horizontal sÍdes. The
author pointed out that P. Gunn had quoted that Talwani et aI had
published a method of cal,culation which was 'reffectively a surnmation
of the gravitatíonal attraction of infinite step type bodies [regarding
the faces of the polygorr as forming the edges of the step)". [Gunn,
P., 196?, p. ??). In fact the summation represents successive
contributions to the Hubbert line integral [Hubbert, 1949). The author
observed that P. Gunnrs erroneous assumption led to the conclusion that
no contributíon to the final summation was made by a face which ls
horizontal. The author showed that thÍs term was deliberated omitted.
Therefore in the use of the program wrltten by P. Gunn the author
avoj-ded the contj-ngency of horizontal and vertical sides by making
adjacent points at least very slightly dífferent in co-ordinates'
WhÍIst this produced no significant difference in gravitational
attractÍon no models were prone to programming erors'
The valj-dlty of the output from this program was checked by
using models such as Ínfinite slabs and rectangular shaped models'
The latter were checked by the use of the three-dimensional subroutine
PRISM (see Appendix 4).
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APPENDIX 4 SUBROUTINE PRISM
Subroutine Prism was written by the author to test the
validity of using two dimensional models with no prunge to predict
the expected gravitational attraction caused by the Broken Hirr ore-
body. A copy of this s.qbrouti.ne is incruded. The Broken rrirr ore-
body has a prunge of about zQo in the southern Extensions area (ran
Johnson, Chief Geologist, Ztnc Corppration, 1g?3, pers. comm.).
Subroutine PRISM was used to calculate the gravitatlonal attraction
of upright rectangular prisms joÍned together in such a was as to
represent the Broken HlII orebody with a twenty degree plunge.
The mathenatical formura was checked by the author by taking
the verticar component of the fact on a unit mass which is given by
the basic formula
Force G
where G is the Gravitational oonstant
P(^ryrz) ts the denslty defined in three dimensional space
I
r is the distance between the unit mass and the unit volume
of the disturbÍng mass
and perforrning the integration over an upright rectangular prism.
The formula was publÍshed by Dezco Nagy in Geophysics, Apr11 1966,
Vo1. )üXI, No.2. Horæver, several errors were noted by the author
in equation (e)¡ Þ. 3il.
The author preferred to use the abbreviated form of the
formula for the vertical component of the gravitational attraction
of an upright rectangular prÍsm of uniform density. This form was













The contributlons of each term are then computed sqccessively by
substitution of the limitlng coordÍnates into the forms of the
abbreviated lntegrand and by varying the signs of these terms
dependlng on whether the sum of the indÍces of the coordinates is
even or odd.
Subroutine PRISM was checked by writing a second version
of this evaluatÍon. In thls version the integrand was written in
expanded forrn and the substitution of the limiting coordlnates was
made only once into each term. This version was sj-milar to equation
(e) in Dezco Nagyts article [in Geophysics, April 1966, VoI. X)(XI,
No, 2). Subroutlne PRISM was also checked by evaluatlng the
gravitatlonal attraction of a unit mass towards a very broad, thln
slab buried at a shallow depth and comparlng thls attraction with that
towards an infinite slab of the same width and density.
APFENDIX 5 SUBROUTINE TEST
Subroutíne TEST used subroutine MODEL, a- subroutine also
written by the author, to represent the Broken Hill orebody in the
Southern Extensions Area. Subroutine TEST specified the size of the
model, the plunge and also the size of the prisms which malce up the
model. Subroutine MODEL generated and stored the co-ordinates for
every PRISM. Subroutine TEST then ca1led subroutÍne PRISM to
evaluate the gravitational attractj-on of all prisms at every sensing
point.
The gravitationel attraction of the model which plunged
at 2Oo was at most O.04 milligals greater than that for the non-
plunging model. This indicated that two dimensional Talwani density
models could be satisfactorily used to model the Broken HiIl orebodies.
APPENDTX 6 PROGRAM TALW
The calcul-ation of theoretical gravity profiles and their
comparJ-son with 0. Weiss observed gravity profiles was achieved by a
number of subroutÍnes. These were written by the author - wlth the
exception of subroutine GUN which the author modlfied from program
TALW written by P. Gunn (Ounn, 1967) (see Appendix 3). Because the
combined length of the subroutines became unmanageable the author
created several libraries and stored th.em on Permanent di-sc file.
The llbraries were then attached and the subroutines wer accessed
when required. The University of Adel-aide Computing Centrets Local
Publication No. 55 entitled 'rlntroducti-on to Scope 3.4" provided the
information required to create and use librarÍes.
Pr.ogram TALtfrJ was the master routine. A permanent f ile on
which two records of data were stored were attached. Then two
libraries were attached whích contained subroutlne APLT, subroutine
O.ll,EIgB and subroutine GUN. These subroutl-nes were left wj-th the
Geophysics Department at the University of Ade1aide.
The first record of data contained the gravity values and
co-ordj-nates for the O. Weiss observed gravity profile. The formal
parameter NTAPE conveyed the local fj-l-e number of the first data record
to subroutine O.\IúEISS. This data was arranged as follows.
FTHST CARD
PROFIL¡ PBOFILE NAME OR NUMBEB 8O CHARS.
SECOND CABD
BEGINT IF NUN-ZERo, START OF STATIONS SPACED STEP APAFT
STEP¡ IF BEGIN NON-ZERO' DISTANCE BETIilEEN STATIONS
RESET' OFFSET BETìIIEEN GEOPHYSICAL BASELINE AND MTNE REF. L.
FMG¡ Factor to convert values to MILLIGALS
REG]ONI Fìegional gradient to be removedt MILLIGALS PEH LJNfi
DTgTANICE FOOT
SIGlrl¡ Positive if the traverse runs in the same direction






FILI trD BY 99.99
TESER\ED CBAVITY
pRoFrLE [x) co-onDrNATE oF ÉTATroN
OBS:
EXOBS¡
tlrl-IICH TERMINATES INPUT oF OBSEB\ED GRAVITY
EOR¡ END tF RECTFD
Subroutine O.UIIEISS stored values of gravity and profile
co-ordlnates related to the Broken Hill Mine Reference Line. The
¡reatment of the co-ordinates suited to arbitrary reference points.
The FESET optionally allows for offset Ín co-ordinate values. The
BEGIN value optionally generates the x co-ordinate values for regularly
spaced statÍons.
The second data record Çon-tained informatlon for the
theoretical- subsurface density modeI. The body cornersr co-ordinates
were related to the N.B.H.C Míne Reference Line. The data was arranged
as foIlows.
FOR THE FIHgT BODY
FTRST CABD
SEXION : SECTION NAME 0R NUMBER 80 CIiAHACÏEFS
SECOND CAFD
JTOT s NUMBER lF BoDY DORNERS TO BE READ (m rrureeeR, 15)
DENS ¡ DENSITY OF BODY [oNE SPACE, A FIEAL TECIMAN NUMBEH, F6.3)
THTRD CARD
EXX ¡ X-CO-ORDTNATE OF FÏRST BoDY CORNER (F8.2)
zEE : 2ÐEPTH oF B0DY UoRNER [re.z)
DAM ¡ NAfrE OF BIDY (SntO)
NEXT [JT0T-1) CARDB
EXX s X Co-ORD. 0F NEXT CLoCKWTSE BODY CoBNER (F8.2)
7f:E t 2 DEPTH OF NEXT CLOU<WISE BODY COHNEB
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These formats were repeated for each body for the subsurface
density model. Eubroutine GUN has a print option, formal parameter
NOPHNT, for the printing of the gravitational attraction at each
sensing point caused by the body in question. This gravitation
attraction is returned to the main routine via array GR in Common
Block Two. A description of the use of subroutine GUN is presented
in Appendix 3.
The main routine, program TALW, then recalled subroutine GUN
until lt had reached the total number of bodies to be included in the
model. This number is set within program TAI-W and was stored by the
parameter IS. The gravity total for each station was stored in array
GBAT. Next the array plotting subroutine APLT was called. This
routine was written by the author to plot all gravlty profiles used
or measured by the author on the ten inch CALCOMP plotter attached to
the University of Adel-aiders DDC 640O computer.
Formal parameter IDl was an option to set the type of plot
to be made from subroutine APLT. Program TALW only caIled on four
types of plotting from subroutine APLT. Three options were the plotting
of the body corners the individual gravity to a body fsee Folio Fig. 5)
or the total gravity response caused by all bodies in the model. The
latter type included a comparison and difference with the observed
gravity. Finally program TALW required the scales to be varied for
mine scale to regj-onal type proflles, The most common outputs were
at 1000 feet to the inch and 4000 feet to the inch.
Also, through the use of formal parameters [ruOelf) "no pIot",
subroutÍne APLT included an option to print the arrays, scale factors
and origÍns before plotting. This had the advantage of inspecting
the data before use of the LINE routine which calls the pen plotter.
Bad data could be prevented from being plotted on the plotter which
was much in demand by the users of the University ofl Adelelder s computer.
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when the data was good the NOPLT option was changed from the value
of two in program TALW merely by reversing the order of two cards.
APPENDIX 7 REDUCTTON TF GRAVflY DATA
The author wrote çubrqutlnes to compute and remove the drift
from gravÍty dÍfferences measured in dlal divisions by any gravimetert
provfded that the callbration factor had been previosuly determined.
Provislon was made to process field loops which lncluded any statlon
whose absolute gravity was known. The field loop dÍd not necessarily
begin or end on such a station. The absolute value of gravit¡t of such
stations was known either from a list of base statlons establlshed by
prevlous surveys or frum stations whose value of absolute gravity had
been computed from a prevlous loop.
For each station the position was fixed by co-ordinates
related to the AustralLan Map Grid. Most of the regional statlons
along roads and tracks in the Broken Hill Dl.strlct were posltioned by
the author on ZLnc Corporatlon alrphotos scaled at one inch represents
one thousand feet. These alrphotos were then located on base maps upon
whlch AustralLan Map grid Co-ordinates were marked. For traverses only
a few statj.onsl co-ordinates were determined from aírphotos - the other
stationsr co-ordinates were found by Ínterpolatlon, The latitude for
each station was calculated using these co-ordinates and a subroutÍne
written by R. Camme1 who was a student of surveying in the South
Australian Institute of Technology in 19?3.
Bouguer gravity values were produced by a subroutine written
by the author who used the International Gravity Formula (OoUrinr 196U).
The statlon name, value of absolute gravityr elevatlon, northingr
easting, latitude i¡ r,adians, and Bouguer value of gravlty are presented.
Also presented at the front of each tabl-e are some detaJ.ls rel-evant to
the collection and reduction of the data. Computer cards (fgM)
contaj-ning thÍs lnformatlon less the Bouguer values were left by the
author with the Geophysics Department at the University of Adelaide.
APPENDÐ( B VARIATIONS IN THE ABSORPTION 0OEFFIo=IE@_
TN ROCK THtr RRNKFN HTI I LÐE strotFNIF
Evaluation of the feasibility of using absorption of gamma-
rays as a measure of the bulk density of core was undertaken by the
author. The accuracy of this operation rather than the speed is here
discussed. The equipment used belongs to the CSIRO Division of Soils
and is Ín the charge of Mr'. C.G. Gurr. All details of the equipment
were furnished by Mr. Gurr who also built the apparatus. Dril-l core
was borrowed from the Department of Mlnes throUgh the courtesy of
Bernie Milton whose interest lncludes the deterrnination of the bulk
denstty of wet porous sedimentary rocks. The experiment measured the
absortplon across a standard core cross-section for gamma-rays of two
energiep, nanely the O.66 MeV P€ak emLtted by Cs 137 and the 59.6 KeV
peak emltted by An 241.
Ar:oaratus
-
The sources were in turn placed in a lead collimator cum
shield for measurement of the complete suite of rock core. Absorption
by the atmosphere was considered neglibibte. The radiation ernitted
is Ín the forrn of a sliver whÍch fans from 1 cm 1n breadth to 3 cm
over a dj-stance of 2O cm. The core, approximately 4 cm in díametert
was located nearer the source than the detector, whlch was a Sodium
Iodide, thallium doped crystal 1$" in diameter and 1rr in height. After
a photocultiplier a discriminator passed voltages corresponding to ryo
of the width at half the peak height for the Cs source and 3Q6 of the
width at hatf the peak height for the Am source, Normally the check
that the bandpass was centred over the peak was done automatically'
However, due to an electronic breakdown this had to be checked manually.
Drift was checked for by measuring the counts through two A1 standard
sheets and fixed places of the core. No significant drift was observed
¿
in the response of the photomultÍplier. To calculate the average
absorption per core the source-detector geometry was shifted
vertically with respect to the core which averaged 4O cm in length.
ThÍs was done automatically in 5 millimetre increments by the
apparatus which can also be preprogrammed for lateral shifts of the
material under bombardment. Alignment was achleved by clamping the
core to a steel beam, and errors associated with alignment were
consÍdered neglibible. The zero absorber count rate was obtaÍned by
extrapolation fron counts obtained from 1, 2 and 4 standard thicknesses
of A1 plate. The dead tlme per count was taken as 0.OOOOO146 secs.
[c. Gurr, pers. comm.).
Theorv
For a given thickness of material x compoqed of meterial_s of
absorption coefficients U, and density P, the absorptÍon of a bea,'n ¡f
intensity NO is given byl
-x[uret+uzpz+.....) 1.
*:*o"
If the materials have a constant absorption coefficient then
the total bulk density can be found, Assuming that a sufficiently
homogeneous core is sampled often enough the average density encountered
every 5 mm equals the overall bulk density [Pr), which equals that
density (e^) rntttured using archimedes method provided that the core
is not permeable. Reshuffling equation I the density across any
section P. is given in equation 2 where lJ. is the total absorption
coefficient across that se;tion and x, is the width of that section.
The average producet of the absorption coefficient with the




core is thus given by equation 3.
nz. u.
l_ ai=1 á lnNr-n lnNo
n -PAn i=1
Beduction of Data
A program was wri_tten by the author to correct counts for
dead time and to solve for each corer s average absorption coefflcient
times width (i.e. ñ). Also computed was a density sectlon for each
core based on the assumption that everywhere the absorption
coefficient times the width was a constant equal to äi. The data
were digitized on a fortran card punch despite the avaÍlabtlity of
papel tape. The amount of data recorded was too small to iustlfy
wrlting a sub program to convert paper tape informatj-on to IBM code.
The results for these 'rstandard" absorption coefficients
are listed in Table 1. Theñ for Cs equalled 0.410 and had a std





























or std J S/o
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2.80
Using the average absorption coefficient the density could be
computed at each point for Gs. It was noted that the density arnund
the break in the core labeLled "broken core'r was almost 1O per cent
Iower for three readings out of the fifty measured. This was sÍmilarly
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noted for the Americj-um density profi-Ie. This could produce error
in the resultant averagg absorption coefficient in the positive
sense as is also observed in Table 1.
The reason for the divergence of values for ñ for Es and
Am in the case of core labelled 716 is not known. However, it is
recorded that large velns occur in this sample. The.standard
deviatlon in the number of counts recorded Ín a given time (about
2OO,O0O in ten seconds for the Cs source used) is the square root of
the ¡umber of counts. The t'statistical" error in the determination
uf ñ for one section of core is given in equation 4.
1
P
rn [rrr + N) - 1n [N)




¿.3 x 2.3O2 x O.OO11
[-rt) O.OO1 or 0.25/
However, the percentage error due to statistical fl-uctuations
in the determination of the average value of ux [ñ) wiff be inversely
proportional to the square root of the number of individual
determinations. This commonly implies a reduction by a factor of six.
Therefore, the error due to statisti-ca1 fluctuatÍons in the determination
of il was approximately O.A4!, and not significant. The "statlstical'l
error in ä for Am 241 was similarly not significant'
The variations in Cs ñ."r small enough to permit a density
determination after a ten second count with an accuracy of O.5S. The
a
Am 241 after a forty second count tlme (longer than for Cs due to a
poorer penetration of the order tf # compared with 1 in three for
Cs 13?) provides an accuracy of only 3o¡t. In parti-cular Ít seems that
comparison of the absorption in rocks of the caesium O.55 MeV peak
1
Ã
with the americlum 59.6 KeV peak [see B.D. Soane, 196?) to produce a
measure of the water content j.n rocks is not possible due to the
variation of the absorption coefficient for americium. A higher
energy source may be substituted for Am. However, accuracy depends
on the difference in the energies of the sources. Although the
stability of the absorption coefficÍent is good in the O.5 MeV to
3.0 MeV range safety consÍderations became important.
The energies were converted to wavel-engths using Plankrs
relation and some mass absorption coefficlents were compared in Table 2
after selection from the Handobok of Chemistry and Physics, the 51st
edltion of the Chemical, Rubber Co.
TABLE 2






























From consfderation of these absorption coefficients it is
seen that composltional variations affect the Am absorption coefficient
far more radically than for Cs. OnIy the absorption coefficient for
heavy metals drastically alter (f.". over 1S) in the case of Es.
However, varíation is not strictly monotonic for Íncrease in atomic
number in the light to medium range. Thus one might hope for a change
in compositÍon of more than one element producing a situatlon where
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some varÍatj-ons in absorption coefficlent are in the opposite sense.
AIso the composition varlation is not expected to be complete and
the error ín assumed absorption coeffÍcient only acts on the I'anomalous"
composition.
Bulk Chemistry and Heavy Metal Content
From a study of the bulk chemistry of thj.rteen areas seleeted
from representatlve rock types at Broken Hill but not including lobe
zones one reallzes that variations ln heavy metal content are expected
to be less than 1rOæ ppm as the total heavy metal content recorded is
Iess than 2'OOO ppm. The heavy metals llsted were Ph, Ni, Co, Cnr Agt
Zn, Sn, Ba and the mean total composition of these heavy metals was
96? ppm with a standard devlatlon of 351 ppm over twelve areas. The
data was incomplete for the thirteenth. Thus using a large deviation
of the absorption coefflcient such as the difference between lead and
iron the maximum likely error in the absorptlon coefflcient due to
varietions ln heavy metal content 1s O.2Q6 of the absorptlon coeffj-cient
for llght to medium densÍty elements. Thus the presence of heavy metals
is not expected to be lmportant due to the low percentage present in
the country rock at Broken H111.
Later work conducted by the author on 15 more sampJ-es of
diamond drill core conflrmed the work presented here. However, time
did not permit the presentation of these results. The author concluded
that the bulk density of metamorphíc rocks from the Broken HlLl Lode
Eìequence could be determined by counting the amount of gamma radiatlon
absorbed by samples. For radiatlon emltted by CS 137 and core of
regular diameter and without cracks ten second counts eoul-d be used
to compute the bulk density to within half a percent. The percentage
composition of heavy metals would have to be that common for rocks in
the Broken HIII Lode Sequence but not near the margin of the orebody'
bA
Iethod of Determination of BuIk Density
fhe bulk denslty of eore from Broken H111 was
neasured by the author by usfng a beam balance and water
immersion. Reproducibílity of readÍngs from a given
core were generally better than 1:250. Exceptions were
rare and proved to be weathered and permeable to water.
Such samples were soaked to ensure no air was entrapped.
The absolute accuracy $¡as considered to be 12250 since
the balance and the density of the fresh water used
\^/ere more accurate than 1.000 t 0.002. The scales
were accurate to at least 2 grams whilst the density
of the fresh water was not considered more different
than 1.000 t 0.002. This accuracy of 1:250 was aÈ
Ieast, four times the statistÍcal variation in densiÈy
for indívidual geologic rock types. All bulk
densities presented in other sectíons of this thesis
were determined using the above method.
The gamma ray absorption method was not
used because the time and cost of making, the equipment
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APPENDIX 9 TABLES OF BULK DENSTTY
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?.86 ?.9? 2.f\1 '¿.Íl-Ì
2"6q ?.61 2.70 2.86
" .82 
? .rJ3 ? .lt1 '¿ "'lt-:,
?"61 2.t15 ?"92 ?-,'l 7
lf -)S ì? ì$ il'i*')i ii ';F * -)'. ':+ $ + ';i -;ä ìí tt lf ií rt r"r'l
2.69 2.BI ?-.4? 2
¿ "l I ?-.eQ ? "86 23.05 ?,96 ?..99 ?
¿ "[16 2. o¡ 2.98 22.59 2.64 ?"1t 2
3.52 3. U6 3.3b -¿
2.9'¿. ?"1)6 3.15 2
3. I 3 ?.93 3.?.4 3
J,l7 ?"76 2.94 2
Z.c)5 Z.rl3 2.82 '¿
è,Pt?- 2 " rJ3 2.83 ?-
* ìt -* i? -).. tå * {. ìl ìi ';å lr Ji ìt l¡ ìt':'c * Jí * t¡





.e2 3,'¿9 TABLE 3.96 ?.96
. I7 ?.'l 4
" tj 0 2,98
. 3:- 2 .86
.ÉJg 2"83
{- lr -:i {i lf.l? r'f * à( l: r.¡ lí lt ì¡ Lr l1 t+ tl li t+ {i ll + ll + ì} lt ll +
v,0l'lD t)tìll-t- 1Á00( r\PPr?0X. L-F-i{GTH 52e0 F-T' ) N'll'rl'C' St-CTION 
262
i]qITTt'Sc0t-LF.c.IEDAlFìLGULAHtorr"lNlTFRVALS13Yl-l"T.PË'cANE-K
tl 51¡RTS ^T 2?S 
FÉb-T FOR Dolr' 1600
g -¿.t\'¿ ? "77 2,856 ? "84 ?.85 ?.71I 2.Bl ?.87 2.88
4 2 .t\6 2. ij3 2.7 6
9 2. BrÌ 2. ¡lB 2.72
6 2.97 2.93 2. 83-l -¿.Bl ?.t\t¡ 2.tìl
0 '¿.83 ?.tal 2.7u
0 ? .1'ö 2 .-15 ?,80
7 2.Í11 2 "lt\ 2 .9 Io ?"u3 2'80 3.29
0 2n-lr, ?.8? ?.70g '¿.86 2.79 2.80
6 '¿.8't 2 "-19 2 "A3I Z.-l 7 2,9? ?.'15
3 ?"7I ?.10 2.7?
1 ?.gt '¿..81 2.BC
3 2.83 ?.99 3.05
4 ?-"83 2"tl8 2"t14
g z "1I 2.89 ? oql¡4 '¿.88 :ì"or-i 2"79 TABLE 4
I :1 .00 2.95 3.12
/8 2.78 ?oà9 2.74
7 ¿ ,2.8t¡ ?.,<)l 2.77
93 ?-.96 ? o-.1 ¿¡ Z.7Z
dI 2.80 2.'l 3 2"90




b4 Z.Biì ?,t17 ?"Bg
u9 2"82 2.clI 2'79
ö0 2.16 ? .84 2.94
7U ?.-l 6 2.84 ?.79
16 2"81 2"90 2.97
tl ? "97 2 "91 2.8173 ?.15 2.73 2.11
14 ¿.U8 2.13 ?.98't4 '¿.95 2"81 2.8?
84 3"04 2,,80 ?"90
trl 2'80 ?.9t 2.83
t4 ?.8? ?"1 I 2.80
16 2.81 2.BI 2.gl
l4 ?-"74 2.73 2.76
9g 'ì-"76 ?.84 2,7?
76 2,78 ? "6J 2.78d6 2. B6 ?..96 2-83
'tL ) (,/\ t CJ? -ì-0ìtJ a..OV l-.¿t'
b8 2. tltJ ?.78 2. 88
.', I 2 "87 3. l6 3.27.9? ?.$? ?.89 7,.91
.Ljo '¿"86 2.88 2'76
t{6 2.90 2,9?. 2.93
ü i t' ')¡ ì! tl'J{'{'ì+ìi lrlå')i'Í-)! Lìl'ìr l? +l'+ ti+ ¿1 tl 1l t! i¡'tJf L * ìr #{'i:'ttl?*l¡
.ii**lllSit-*lrlâ+lii!+.lr*lililå+it++tll+*i¿lr*¡,t+iå-t+**Ji*'¡¿l1J$lll¿*Jlri¿¡r^L+**ll+ltlt+ltttttllll#l¿l'llll++l¡l1t¡ÉÌl
rr lr,rILt- 1:ì1 SECTJOT.I 62 [HROLTGh L].H. OREEODY
'tËS Or.ìlGI¡TALLY Prii:st'.NTED i-jY l,-.À.RICriAl?t)S0N- RIREAD FROI'1 GRAPHS t]Y H.T.P.
TAptS /1T l0 FF-ET FcrP D.lj. l3l
,jt++i.+{.*tí*+.ìt-:?lt#ì¡lr*ìti-ìt;<+rlr++j}it*t¡-}J?Jt{.lt*.{tiir^(11*t}{.-lr*+i+l!Lliri+if**tS+È4r¿tåårålÍl¿t?lål?-)å'l+irJ¿ì$
.i.ìi4-fr^r+-:-+ìil¿tsjr**{--:sl}%++¿rl!+ltJli¡ì¡-iJ111å-.:t.å'ls.t?:tÌtlr{'ìaJ.i+,aìtl1ìt+.}'ì1{r.++,Jlât+{'+1Ètt31t¡l+tå+tlttt¡Jtl¡t+s*11
)Ni,' t)R Il L q? SICTIOi\ 62 [hRr)L,GH r].H' OREBODY
:TrES 0i)IGI\ÀLLy ptìr-1ìEi, l,r_D ilY L.A"Rlcr,ARDs0i¡- RË_r{EAD FR0M GRAPHS LiY l'1 .T.P.
STAPTS AT 6() F qET FOR U.Û, 92
3.0,ì 3.17 3.ll 3.0H 2.c)3 3.Ú9 ?-.93 ?,90 2.91'¿.ft6 2.7^ ?.80 3.01 ¿.7tì 2-.e3 3.50 3.31 3,20
1.50 3"(l I 2"94 3.62 +.'¿4 3.76 3.50 3.38 3.87
t.Rì 4"4?- 4.00 4.33 3.01 l.u8 3.60 3.Éj6 3,1 4 TABLE 6
4.0¡ 3.94 4.6? 3.ltì 3.43 r.75 ¿¡.37 3.01 3,4?
t.70 3.3i 3.26 3.86 J.2'l 3.23 ?"91 3.33 3.10
' 1.?.5 1.30 ?,e4 3.20 3.30 3'It :3.34 3.20 3.62'r.ltì 3.ì0
roNtì t)RILI- lt(r Sl--cTIol'l 62 tHìOUGH tj.H.OREBODY
;.ITIF.S ORIGl\ALLY PRESENfÉIJ IJY L.^.KiCHARt)SON- RERF-AI) FROM GRAPHS tsY H'T'P'
A ST^!TS ^T IO ÊEFT 
FL)R D.D. IIO
i!+Js1t-*lrìr+ì?iili-)ri.Jt*+**-:¡+*it*ii+ltl?ìf*.-;!Jiìi+-*i¡*+{'t¡*ìr'åtä':*Jti.ìr*ìtilì?ålrt:'*++{l+JSJ+J}llltl+J+JtìtllJ¿+Þ+S
1 3.44 3.2e 3.18 3.35 ¿.70 2.75 3"31 4.19 3.23
8 -'r.rì5 ?.91 3.00 3.85 3.31 2.90 4.00 0"00 4.004 '.\.?2 3.21 3.06 ?.93 ?.90 3.09 ?"76 i;24 3.19
0 -r.43 3./+3 -1 .¿I 3" 16 2.74 3.09 3"00 2.14 ?,99 TABLE ?rg 3.09 0"00 3.0? 3.10 ¿.iJ} 0.00 ?.90 3'00 2.gO 
tt
)9 ?.18 ?-.i12 3.30 -1 .2:J J.27 2.54 2.80 3.10 ?.74
)2 ?.9? 2,6F 2.74 ¿.75 ¿,78 ?,e3 2.55 ?-.47 3.44
Dl ?.7û ?.16 ?.75 2.65 2.67 ?.54 ?.9t¡ 2'68 2'64













































































































AMOI']I\ DRILL 4I sËcfrol'l {'¿ 1Hr"lìUGH ti'H' 
(J F-BODY
NSITTFs ORIGI\^LLY PilE:;ENTÊ-f) RY 1../ì.RICFAfìDS0N- IiEREAD FRol'l GRÀPl-ls 8Y 
H.T.P.
TA CTAiìfS ^T 




























IAr4oNjD oo1¡-¡- irìA sECTION h2 THROI'JGl-l u'!-l ' oREfr0DY
)F-NSlTIES ORIGII../rLLY P'ìliSENl-F-D ilY L.A.RICtT.ARDSOi'!- 
FìF-. EAU FROt4 GRAPHS tiY H'T"P"
joiÀ-srr'pls or 10 Fi-ET F()R t)'ù' lrì A
.8(r ?-.1 6 2.dI ?,.59 2"78
.5P ¿.52 ?.90 ? "s4-- 2,90
,fl'. 0.00 0.00 2.71 -2.t15
.,.,t 2.71 2"¡Jl -¿.u6 2"9I
.53 1.110 3,16 ?.73 2.16
"70 
'¿.1'l '¿-.19 ?.79 ?.59
.¡J0 ?.r:ì5 2,ð3 3.06 3.00
.3c, ¿.92 3. l7 2 . L1B 2.80
.¡lc 2.¿1C, ¿.ll ?.76 ?.19
.7¡r ¡:"10 ?.18 2,66 ?.8?
,16 ¿.!6 ?.ó4 ¿.70 2.80
.9,.r ¿.'l? -1.07 2.86 2.13
.15 ¿.'t4 2.tjO 2.tj3 2.i10
.79 ¿.93 2.Yì 2.59 3.06
.80 ¿..)O ¿.ð5 2.85 3"03
.98 /'9rl ?'e4 ?.92 3.66
. I ó 3. .16 .J. J3 3.Stt 3.98
.1 ? ) .t\6 3. tJtl ?..92 ?-.80
.85 ¿.'l 2 ¿ .'" I 2. tir+ ¿.'l 6
? + ì!,: ìi i! lt Ìr ï -* È tt + lt + Jl *':r t? il + * ü l,- t? l+ + +
TABLE 9
DIAIVONO DRILL 85 N.8.h.C. SECTION 92
DENSI] IFS ORIGINALLY PRESENTED IJY L.A.RICHARDSON- REREAD FROM GRAPHS I]Y H.T.P.
































































































































































































































































































































DI¡\TIONN DRILL 2:]IO N.I].H.C. SECTIOI\I 8q ONILY PART TI-iIìOI']GH LOhIER (EAST) AMPHIBO
DENSITIf:S COLLI-CTED AI REGULAR IO F'T. INTFRVALS I]Y H.Ï.PECANEK
D/1T^ STARTS AT T5OO FEÊ.T FOR O.D.23IO
2.88 ?.63 2.81 2.Bl 3.00 2:95 ¿.e0 2.91 2.88 3"17
3.16 3.t9 3"2? 3.I6 3.20 3.le 3.26 3.18 3.20 3.21
3.21 3,14 3.25 3.28 3.26 3.21 3.¿2 3.21 3.17 3.21
3.?l 3.23 ?.7e 2.88 2.87 3.2I 3.21 3.10 3"20 3.26
3.?z 3.21+ 3.?-6 3.23 3.?3 3.06 2.8I 3"2L 3.07 3.07 TABLE 11
2.80 3.00 3.26 3.28 2.tt4 :ì.81 2.ts3 2.a4 ?-"9? 2.86
2.82 3.?2 2.8s 2.83 ?.16 2.13 2.'l 4 2.72 2-1 4 ?.73
2.76 ?.71 3.09 2.76 2.73 ¿.16 2.'19 2.80 2.77 2.1 0
3.10 2.1 6 ?.1e 2.67 2.7tò 3.03 2.90 2.98 ?.97 3.00
3.02 3.06 3.05 ?.10 2.f.1 2.95
DIA¡i()NnDRILLjTsSEcfI0N62THF'r]UGhFj.H.oiìEt]ODY
DtrNSITItS OPIGIT\ALLY Piìr:SF.l'lTF-D trY L'A'RICHARDS()N- REiìFAD FR0M GRAPHS BY H'T'P'
f)ATA STAFìTS AT IO Fb.I--T FOT O.Ù. I7I]
3.1ó ?.e0 ?.84
? ,84 ? .74 2.1À
2.92 2.78 7.83
2. 89 '? .86 2.85
?.66 ? .54 2. t 3
2 . b3 3 .08 3.2t.r












































DFNSITIES 0ÍrIGIl\aLL_y pHtSF_f.tTED Lly L.A.r{ICHAfìDSONT- HERI--40 FROM GRAPFIS BY H.T.P.
DATA STAPTS AT ] O FEET FOfì D.I). 144
2.88 2.81
?.7F 7.64




2.88 2.84 3.19 2.ò7
? .66 2.66 ¿.t-'6 ? .e3



















?.94 2.83 3.03 3.1-r0 3.0I 3.30 2.61
3 .?4 ? .84 3 .2 t 3 .43 2.81 ¿.al 2.1 a
?.78 ?.64 ?.66 2.19 3.tl 2.66 3.14
2.88 3.0fì 2.rr3 ?.r]6 ?-.94 3.38 2.94
?.9e 2 .81t 2.99 3.08 2.98 2.'13 2.84
* f¡ * t1 * {¡ lt # * * r-.' }r * ir * * * * + Jl {' i+ * +'* + Jr * +' * -;'( # ì¡'* J} J}';t ,}1 + + + ll * * i+ ¿l
3. 06





L)IAI{ONII I-)RI[-I_ I5 SECIIONI 62 IhROUGH B.H. OREBODY
DEt,tSITTES 0RIcIt aLt.-Y PílE.SE,!tÉ.0 BY L.A.rlICH/rRDSOfl- RERF-AD FR0M GRAPHS i3Y H'T.P.
OATfl STARTS ÀT IO FF-E I- FOf? D.D. I5
3.07 ? "f\2 2.c)n 2.90 
'¿.9? ?.98 2.tr4 2.90 3.09 ?.68
?.t\2 2.74 ?.6s 3.17 ¿.83 2.75 2.-lB ?.92 ?.64 2.75
3.r7 ?.e?. 2.9r 2.ít6 2.16 3.2s 3./0 3.00 3.10 3.18 TABLE 14
3.61 -ì.00 3"00 -3"06 3.09 3.33 3.J6 ¿r.00 2.74 3.71
3.09 3.32 3.0s 3.5? 3.01 3.30 3.J6 3.30 3.75 ?.79
3.00 -1 .01 3,30 2.tJ0 ?.67 J.0l 3,i8 ?"94 3.1ó 3.8ó




:ALITY I¡AME FLYING DocT0R REGIoNAL GRAVlrY TRAVERSE 1973
ATIoN SPACING... FOUR I.UNDRED FEET
ËVATIoN CONTRoL. STAFF AND LEVEL.LINE REL/ITED TO T]MS BY STAFF AND LEVEL ALSO
SITIONAL CONTROL THEODOLITE ST. LINE BET. BASE STATIONS FIXED BY AIRPHOfOS
ID REFERENCE ... U.T.M. AUSTRALIAN MAP GRID
,AVITY METER WORDEN 368 K=0.0981 0PERATED BY tl.T.PECANEK
UcUER DENSI'lY l. 2¡70 GRAM/ML
UGUER DENSITY 2. 2.40 GRAM/ML
ISERVED GRAVITY.. ADD 979OOO.O MILLIGALS
rT ITUDE o. . IN RADIANS
.I)UCTION FROM RAI,l GIìAVITY 8Y H.T.PECANEK
l*{t+,t+*Jtltlllt++tü,tf}{{rëÍ+11t,t++1lf*ì1t+ì11++tt#trt+ttÉltt¡11lr+11tl+{+11lt*11t1{t11t+*}r+*+t.ltlt+ä${flt,aåltt+]{tllf*t¡l}È}+r
fATION ABS.GRAV. ELEVA'TION NORTHIN6 ËASTIl'IG LATTI'UDf, BOUGUER I EOUGUER 2
;DB00I 456.44 820"2 6467068. 5505ó1. -.5573020 I4'09 17,23;D8002 456.36 820.5 6466914. 550635. -"5573I70 13.96 17"I0
FDBO03 456.34 821.7 6466879. 550709. -.5573320 I3'9¿r l7'09
FDBo04 456.40 B?3"9 ó4ó6785. 550783, -.5573¡+60 t4"06 11.72
FDB005 456.?5 824.5 6466690. 550858. -.5573610 I4.38 17.54
FD8006 456.71 flz'l"0 64ó6595. 550932. -.5573760 14.42 17.59
FDBO07 456.69 8?7.6 6466501. 55100ó. -"5s73910 14"37 17.54
FDU00B 456.75 S30.0 6466406. 551080. -.5574050 t4.51 17,ó9
FDEI009 457.00 830.6 64Ú6311. 551154. -"5574200 14.72 17.91
FDBol0 4:Ð1.14 830'B 6466?17. 551228. -.5574360 14.80 l7'98
FD80l t 451 .44 835.4 646612?. 551302. -.55?4500 15"31 18"51
FDBOt2 451.15 842.9 6¿+66028" 551376. -"5574650 16.00 19.23
FDrJol3 458.02 843.6 ó4ó5933. 551450. -.55711800 16.24 19.47
FD8014 458,32 843.0 6465838" 551524 ' -"5514950 16.43 ì9'6óFDBol5 458"42 U¿+7.1 6465144. 551599. -.5575090 I6'71 I9.95
FDU0I6 458.ó0 845.2 6t+65649. 551 613. - "5575240 16.71 l9'95FDB0t7 458.69 846.1 64655.:4" 551747. -.5575390 16.78 20.03
FDilolB 458.51 S46.5 6465460. 551821. -.5575540 t6.5ó 19"80
FDB0t9 458.23 848,7 6465365. 551895" -"5575690 ló"34 19.59
FDUO20 458.32 851,"7 6465271. 5519ó9. -"5575840 t6.54 19.80
fDBo2I 458.31 855.5 t0000000. 500000. -.5575990 16.69 19.97
FDB023 457 .89 873.4 6464987. 552191 " -"5576280 17"20 20.54FDBO.¿4 451 "6t B?3.7 6464892" 552265. -.5576430 ló'8ó 20.71FDB025 ¿r57.58 B?7.7 ó464?98. 5523/+0. -.5576580 17.00 20"37
tD[JO26 451 .07 884"3 646t+103" 55241t*" -"557673Ð ló.82 20.20
FDBO?7 456.80 8S9"9 6464608. 552488..-,5576880 Ió.Bl 20"?2
FDUO28 45ó.34 896"0 64'v/+ç¿lt+. 55256?" -.c¿5710?0 16.65 20,09
FD|J029 456"05 900.4 64644L9' 552636. -.5577170 ló"5(r 20'01
FDB030 456.It+ 90¿r.9 64643?4. 552710. -"5577330 16.84 20.30
FDB03l 455.97 911.2 6461r?30 . 552784" -^557747 0 16.98 1¿0"41
FDB032 455"76 9I6"4 5464135" 652858 " -"5577610 17.01 20.52
FDB033 455.13 920"7 6464041. 552932 " -^55'77'17 0 17.17 20.69
FDRo34 455"35 926.1 ó463946. 55300/. -"5577920 17.03 20.58
FDBo35 454"14 931,7 6¡+63851. 553081. -,5578060 ló"70 2.4.?l
FD803ó 454.26 936,6 6t+6775-1. 553155 n -n5578?L0 16"/+¿r 20'03
FDB037 453.8 I 947 "-î 646366?. 553?29. -.5573:i60 16.58 20."1FD803B 453.39 ea3"4 6463567. 553303. -.5s7Bsl0 L6"43 20,08
FD8039 ¡{51.67 917"3 6463473. 553377. -.5578ó50 16"07 19.82
F08040 451"43 980"4 64633?8. 553¿151. -.5578800 15,94 l9'70
FDBO4I ¿.r51.46 91 8,1 6463284. 553525. -.5578950 l5.Bl I9'56
FDB042 450,98 988.3 6463189. 5531i99" -"5579100 I5.83 19.61
FDB043 4s1.90 sl4"6 6463094, 553673. -.5579250 I5'Bó l9'ó0
FDB044 455.69 9ll"B 6463000. 553?48" -"5579400 15"84 19.33
F08046 454"36 938"5 ó462811" 5531.i96. -"5579690 15.96 19"56
FDB047 450.94 9ç5"U 646?716. 553970. -.5579840 t5"89 19.71
FDB048 441 "30 1057.9 6462621 " 554044" -"5579990 l9'88 19"93FDB0¿+9 ¿+4ó.5E t072"3 646?5?7. 554118. -"5580140 15"95 20.06
FDB05l 445.0t t089.1 646233't. 55¿ç266o -.55801140 15.24 !c)n42
FDB052 446.?-5 l0?8.8 6462?43. 55/1340" *.5580580 15'80 l9'9/+
FD8053 t+48.04 1055.1 6462148, 554414. -.5580730 ró'll 20.15
APPEND]X 10
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;i"B;R. ilr To cALENA FILL-6RI.D-'7.c. ÁiHPuoros THEI'l oN easE HAP
RID'ôËe¡Al'ED BY T.v.H,lRvEY 14INEs ExPL0R
IF.NSITY'1. 2.70 GRAI'l/ML







I I 0N/11 COI!l R0L
REFERENCE . ".'ITY ME.TER










ll .-i.P. TO U.T.Mn A'M'G.
U.T.', AUSTRÂLIAlt t'1¡\i,GRID
l'IORDEN 368 K=0.0981 OPEIìATE0 BY
2.70 GtìAM/ML.




FROM tìÄl'l Ûf¿t\VITY BY II"T.PECÂN[K
+ì¡{1t}{irÈ{+tl,}t¡ltçe+++Jl+'llllltt*t¡+lllflt+Jtì1lftl+l1l+l¡l1Þitll++
455.19 931 .6 6459367 . $1+451r B . .5585190 13.83.5ttB5o50 t3.70 I7 .28935 .5 6¿+59452 ' 5t¡4582 '
EROKEN HILL AIRPORT
FILL tN LìF-T. o.l,lEISS DATA--F-5P. O
vÃni¡n'-e s'tNs. ALoNG RUI'lvlAYS AND
D. OF C IVIL AVIATION B.MS' '-T EU,,
ó.C.n. c0OrìDINATES fRÀNst0Rl'1ED BY
ITY.
R0t0
















+ ü +'9 + f å ir'lt l¿ + + i¡ lr 4 + tl f l+ + * It l* ¡¡ r1 * r* { # ü,ì"Lt¡
T IOI.¡ ABS.ûfìAV. ELEV AT TONI NOfI'TI-IING EAST ING LATlTUOE BOIJGIJER 
I BOUGUER 2
R00l 453.02 g5?..7 6459868. 545029 " -.55B4390 13"29
I ó.94
RO I I 455.35 930"/ 6459306. 5r¿r4283' -.5585?80 l3'90
l7 . /16
l?.40
937 .3 6t+59544 . 544643 '
9¿¡2.5 6459Cr83. 544733'
-.55849I0 13.57 l?.16
- .55tì46cJ0 13.39 t7.00
9 I 5 .6 645A994. 5455? I . -.5585770 14.21 L1 .72
935. ó 6459444. 5¿r¿r839.
935.1 6459271 . 54t+994 '
-.5585060 13.8¡r t?.43




-.5s85660 I 4.39 l7 .93
950.3 6459487 ' 545560. -.5584990 l/+.40
I8.04
-.s5S6270 15.29 t8.79458 .3 0 -.5S86760 I5.41 IB,B7459. l4
45B .3 0 912 .3 6458682 . 54l+333 ' -"5586270 15.29
I8.79
rr56.96 940.0 6459059. 543B0fi' -"s585680 l5.BB 19.1r8
460.43 907.5 ó458205. 544683. -.55S7010 I6.79 20.?7-.5587¿¡40 lB.ó2 2? ¡12
912.3 6rr58682. 5/r4333'
904 .0 64583?4. 544 I I 9.
914.0 645793¿. 544854,
950.0 6457281. s45385. -.5588470 2l .?7 24.91
A I ROOC 462.e3 955.0 6 4"7863 " 54¿r614. -,5587550
?1.87 25.53
* il l? l1 Õ l¡ + l+ ll } ll {t + + ft + + 1l + I l¡ {f l* l+ f' È lt l+ ll + 11 + + J¡ +.Þ +1 
$ ìt ìt tå * + Í lt Þ { + # + + lt È l¡ l¡ lt lt * + l+ ls * {t à.|1 ìr Þ t}+¿+*l+ * lt 
}tl¡+ttll
APPENDTX 10 TABLE 4
lit{r +#,t¿{+,tt al* lt{ ë.tt lt,+ lrtt * +.tr ft.t1 ö Þ.t1 ftt.f*+ 11 { * l¡lt + + tt ìt+ l1.f n ,1tt + rf++trl+i+ Í.1*{ itlf {tl¿ Õlt t¡ lt {l ltÞ* * t} lt'lt+ l}41
qLITY t\At4E o.o SILVEIìT0N lllGHl.lAY t'l{:GIONÁ1. CRAVITY TRÀVt--RSE 0CTOBfR 1973
IION SPACING.". HALF MILE EVËIIY SECOI.JD STN. NEXT IO MILE POST
VATTON CONTROL" BAROIfTRIC--I]IJ END TIfD TO BI.i."STLV. TI'ID TIED TO Rt"Y APPROX.
ITTONAI- COI'¡TROL EACH STATIOI.I F. IXED OI.I 7.,C. AIRPHOTO THEN ON BASE M,I\P TRANSP
D REf:ERENCE ... U.T.I{. AUSTRALIAI.I I'1AP GRID
VITY f'lETEfì t,JORDtN 368 K=0"0981 0PF-RAIED 8Y ll .T.PECANEK
GUER DEt'lsIlY ì ' 2'70 cRAl4'/HL
GUER DENST'IY 2, ?"40 GRAIl/I"1L. ,ERVED CRÂVITY.. ADD 9?9OOO"O I',I ILLIGALS
IIUOE IN RADIAI'IS
)UCTION FRO¡4 fìAI{ GRÄVITY BY II .T"PECAI'IEK
\TIOI.I ABS.GRÁV. ELEVATION I'¡ORTHIN6 EÂ5TII']G I-ATITUDE BOUGUER I BOUGUER 2
ILV0I 448.62 1005.0 646391 0. 52r1570. -'5577960 14.99 l8.grt
ILV02 445.S0 1027.0 6464389. 541010. -.5571300 13.79 l7 "7?'ILV03 4116.58 I003.0 646t+968' 5¿r0510. -.5576390 13"5ó 17.¿+0
ILV04 t4t,!¡.(1 1020.0 6t+65646" 5:198lS. -.55i5330 13.09 l7'00
ILV05 4t+4.43 t0t?.0 6/+66060" 5390ó6. -.5571+6É10 I3"04 16.93
'ILV0€¡ 443.16 1024"0 ó46f¡560. 538358. -.55173900 13.14 l?'07
,lLVO7 44?.tt\ 1039"0 6466828" 53711t\. -'5573rr80 12'tl9 16"B7.,tt-VOA ¿¡¿il .Bl 1039'0 646'l?t¡7 ' 537080 " -'"5rj72AJ0 12.58 l(¡'56,It-V09 ¿r43.56 1001.0 6467525. 536261. -"5572400 I?-"?1 16"10
iIt-vl0 44ó.0ó 9s1"0 6457198" s3553¿1 . -.5s71970 13.78 l?.53
"iILVlt 446.95 952"0 ó46slll" 53490I" -"55'l1480 13.17 ló.Bl
;It.VtZ 448" l¿+ 927.0 6468t¡90. 534171 " - "5570B90 l3.l¡+ 16.69;iLVl3 448.5? 922"0 6468889. 5334(10' *"5570260 13.51 l?"05
lILVllt 4h8.5? 9I¡+"0 6¿169075o 5116?0. -.55699iÛ 13.17 I6.67
SILVI5 4t+'t,91 920.0 6469192. 53I778, *"5569190 13"00 l6'53
SILVI6 4t+8.6t+ 900'0 6469525. 531030. -,5569?'¡0 l?,18 16.23
SILVI'l 4¿rB.7B BÂ9.0 (;469731. 530323n -'55(>8950 t2.41 15.82
SILVIS 448.59 895.0 6¡170030 " 5?962I ' -.1;5634u0 12"80 16.23SILVIg 44U.52 893.0 6t+70?t)?. 52iJ939. -o5568080 I2.80 '!'6.2?
SIt-V20 ¿r48.?3 894'0 6t¡J06rçlo 52ß025. -.55671j30 13.32 16.74
. SILVZI ¿í48.29 817,0 6¿¡709'à4' '.5?'136t+" -"1¡51¡7080 12.08 15or¡4
sILV22 449.sI 85t.0 6411234. 526555" -'5566ó00 12.37 l5'63
SILV23 , 449"65 857"0 ó/+71435" 525Sti5, '.':566'?-90 12.61 15"89
SILV24 ' 45I.26 B3rr.0 6t¡1 152'¡. 524997' -.55ó6ì.50 12.91 l6.ll
sILV25 451.S7 S0?.0 64?1580. 52420Ù" -..5566060 tt.9ó 15.05
SlLV26 451.15 803'0 6¿+71680" 52331s" -.5:;ó5910 11.07 14.14
SILV27 45lo3t¡ ?95.0 6r+?1860. 522530. -"1i5ó5(r-10 t0.91 t3.96
SILV2B 451 .O?- 785.0 6t+-l 202'j. 521840" -"-5565370 ì0.12 I3.12
SILV29 450"21 f90"0 6t+1?145o 52ìì05. -"5:;6.'jl{J0 9.69 12"72
SILV30 tt49"14 ?ç0"0 64'l'è230o 520/r05" -"1,5ó5050 9.28 12"31
+ tl lr + lr ll lr + lr { Jf Í ,t+ È ç + ti lt * + + Í +r ì1.r1+ {,.Þ 1y Jt J} l+TABLË: ' ö 
+ l: ir * rt l¿ -* l: # {r t? {r # 4t ,? '} it {Í'r" ì+ l+ ì1'r ä lt å à * { ã.r 11+ ti i: lt lt l¡ i+
ü*11*tlf.|+*tl,tfÞ{t1{ttSþlllltt+lr+tl4lfltlrlr{l1ilt*lslttfrf+.1¡1},11#11+llftlrÞìrëåü$$l¡l+ltl+l*it$.Þ.lt++lJllli$+*ì+}t+11l}{f&ìt
L0CALITY N/rl.lE .,. PURN^14O0TA h0f"lISTE^D-tìR0KF.l¿ ]1 ILI- MAII'¡ ¡\CCESS R0AD l'lAY 1973
SIAT ION SPAC ING. , . OI.¿E I'i ILE EiIOÀDSCITLE Rt]GIOI'I¡L TYPE
ELEVA]ION CONTROI.. BÂROI'I!TRIC -ROVING t]AROI.IETER ONLY





















LATITUDE O.. IN RADIANS
FìEDUCT ION FIìO¡4 RA\./ GIìAV ITY BY I.t"T.PECANI--K
STATION ABS.GRAV. ELEVATION NORTIJING EASTING ¡¡T¡}IJDF- BOLIGUER I BOUGUI-.-I? 2
PU0l 442.67 1054.0 6t+66400 " 541800. ".5574130 13.74 17 "fTPU02 4t+3.26 1024.0 64,57130" 5zrllB0. -.55729iJ0 13.07 16.99pu03 443o24 1001.0 6468590. 540U?0. -"5570690 12.74 16.58
PU04 443.48 983.0 6469930. 5/+0rr20. -.5';68580 12.89 16.ó5
PU05 443.33 9?3.0 6471400. 540105" -.5566270 13.21 16.94
PUO6 443.61 949.0 6472900. 5401120. -.5563910 I3.15 ló.79
PU07 444.10 939.0 6414?90. 5t+0170. -.5561720 14.06 17.66
PU0B 444.43 9ì6.0 6475670. 5/r1060. -.5559540 ì4"03 l?n54
PU09 443.90 934.0 6477240. 5¿r1070. -.5557070 15.7? 19.?9
PUl0 44I.46 904.0 6478'l/+3' 5¿r0985. -.555¿1700 I2.58 ló.05
PUll 441.46 9I4,0 6480320. 5¡+1120. -.5552??0 l¿r.33 17.83pul2 438.t4 951.0 ó481210. 540280. -.5550{120 13.86 17.50
PUl3 ¿r37.43 94¿r.0 648?660. 540t+-tO. -.55/r85rr0 I3.79 17.40pul4 433.34 986.0 6484230. 540330. -.5546070 I3n3¿r 17.12
PUI5 ¿r31.05 995.0 ó485560. 540270. -.5543970 12"56 16.37
PUIó 421.04 1029.0 6t+86940. 539470. -.5541800 ll.5B 15.52put'/ 4?1.65 1123.0 ó488280. 539130. -.s539700 L2.76 l?"06
PUIB 419.61: lll4.0 6489290. 53BZB0. -.55:18ll0 10"96 15.23
PUlg 419.58 l0ó9"0 f;490430" 537570. -,5536320 9.03 13.13
pu20 417.86 t048"0 6¿191880. 537050. -.5534040 7.ll ll.l3
PUzl 4lB.84 1014.0 6493195. 537155. -.5531970 7.02 10,9Ipv?? 417.17 1017.0 6494510. ì 5372ó0" -"s529900 6.48 10.38pu23 417.49 984.0 6495730. 537010. -.5527980 5.7? 9.49
PU24 4l:1.34 975.0 6497I90. 536820. -.5525680 6.10 9.83pu25 416.14 973.0 6498870. 537170. -"5523030 6.60 10.33pu26 4t5.42 c83.0 6500170. 536590. -"5520990 ó.82 10.58pvz7 413.39 958.0 6501t40. s37090. -"5519460 4.00 7 "67
llë + s {t ll ttì11+J1 È }$11 + * i'+ +{l ltr? l+ t+ + { Þ + * tl f 11 } lr + rÍ+ ll l+ tl'>l+ { *ll + r1 + å l¡ * liliìt+ ta ltt+¿** äl1 n *{i s i+ + * Þl+.lfll + lt lllt J+ll
APPEND]X 1O
TABL.E 6
LOCALITY Ì,¿AHE E.H..PINNACLES-SENTINNEL -HILLSTON-EDGEBEK-MAIN ROAD
STATION SPACTNG... ONE MILE BROÂDSCALE REGIONAL TYPE
Et.EVAI ION CON-f ROL. EXTREI"IELY LONG BAiìOMETR IC LOOPS -ERROR APPROX. TICENTY FEET
POSTTIONAL CONTROL EACH STATION LOCATED ON Z.C. AIRPHO1OS THEN ON BASE MAP
GRID REFERENCF. ... U.T'M. AUSTRALIAN MAP GRID
GRAVITY METER CG-z NO. 214 I(=O.IOO35 OPEFATED BY T.V"HARVEY MINES EXPLOR
TIOUGUER DENSITY I. 2.70 GRAM/¡'{L
BOUGUER DENSITY 2. 2.40 GRAI'I,/ML
OBSERVED GRAVITY.. ADD 9?9OOO.O MILLIGALS
LATITUDE TN RADIANS
REDUCTICN ... FRO[,t RAìd GRAV!TY BY I'I .T"PECANEK
llltst+l++J+ ÞJ+tt{ + *#{tlflt {l lltf *i¡ + +.lt{ t¡l+trrt.,t.t+ { *+,r+¡¡+ lf+11#++,+ tt+111 *ì+ J?11ì1t$+,1ç lt + i!ill¡ lt +lt11 11*l+#lf*+l+ t¡s{l{+lt
STATION ABS.GRAV. ELEVA'TION NORTHING EASTING LATITUDE BOUGUER I EOfJGUER 2
p0t 454.01 941.0 64ó0580; 540295. -.5583300 14'09 17"70
P0245ó.5791¿+.06459700"538900.-.558¡+70014"3917.89
P0345?.83903'0ó458980'537905.-.5585840]^4.4117'93
P04 459.6? 888.0 6457770" 536480. -"5587750 t4.4s l?'88
P05 46?.31+ 853.0 ó456880. 535/+50. -.5589160 I4.46 l?.73
P06 464"38 828'0 6455900 " 5344?0. -.55CJ0710 |4.29 r7.46
P0746ó.06803.06455I00.533390"..559t97013.8916.97
P08464.4g849.0645t+260.5.]2060.-.559330014.4517.70
Po9 4()7.64 804.0 ó453450. 53tlI0. -"5594580 14'32 17'40
P10467.90802.06452380.531480.-.5596?7013.6816.75
Pll 462,66 840.0 6/15I740. 530].90' - "559 l2B0 I0"23 13.45Pt2 468,116 842"0 6t+50460. 529710" -"5599300 15"21 18.44
Pl3 467 "62 826"0 64495:]0 " 528650. -.5600760 
12"74 15.91
P14472.g5?40.06448030.528320.-"5ó03}30t1'85t4.68pis 471.61 7?3"0 6447130 . 5?1450, -.56û4ss0 ll "81 14.77
P16473'05758'06446090'526330"-..5606Ì9011.6014.50pl7 47q.71 ZSS"O 6¿+45190" ¡25590" -"56t)/610 12"66 15.56
Pl8 475.80 735"0 6¿+43890 " 5?5670' -.5609óé'0 ll '3ó ì¿r"18
Pt9473.48781"06q4210(1.525100"-.561t54010.9113.90
PlO 473.46 815,0 64¿11400" 525610. -.5613580 Il"9? r5'09
P21474.35833.0ó4¿r03C0.525150.-'561532ÙI3.¡1216"63
P2?476.30813"064393ó0"5?33?0,-"5ót680013.19I6.30
P?-3 475.31 837.0 6438330.' 52?37c" -.56t84¿0 12.8.¿ ló.08
P?4 471 ,82 7g0.0 ,í¿437470. 52?29a " -"5ó19?80 11.35 11+"34
Xt t+:19.9? 790.0 ó436640 ' 5?4?30 ' -"5621080 l3'45 16"!+7
x2482,00162.06435750"52?710.-"5622490I3.21)Ió"12
TC20 4f11,98 ?BÙ.0 s434920" 52I{140' -.5ó23800 13.64 16.63
PO0l48?,64785.0ó436880"524060.."5ó2070016'0419"05
PO02 476,28 887"0 6438¡+95" 524?20" -"SfitBIú0 Ió"94 20'34
Tc02 450.8./ t009'0 64C¡4??0. 5ì7Ê20. -.559.]1120 I0'30 ì11 ,l /
TC03 450.95 I050.0 (¡453?.t*-]t. 5ì t450' *.559¿1950 i2.iì l9'ltl
TCo¡r 452.g9 t0t7,0 645172;l ,, 5164 l¡+' -"559/:160 ll '07 l/r"97
TC05 qsq.4O 9?3,0 6¡+E0090" 5l59rrÙ. --5599930 i)'û'l 12.3q
TCgó 45/+"13 996.0 ti44fl5l6. 515¡+85. -o5ó021+i¡ 3"Õl 1e"43
iù07 458.i8 9t¡6,0 6r*r,7010o 515680, -"56(t478û 9.îô 11"44'tC08 455.34 1035"0 644)140" 5I4c)90n -n5É;Ù$7fJ0 t0'12 l4'08
TC09 459,ó5 9?5"0 64/+1+120. 5lSri00' -.5609-130 9"61 13"40
TCl0 451 "64 102Ù,11 64¿+2c)l0o 5ì40s0. 
*'5rr11240 9.45 ì3"36
TClt 455"95 Itì5¡"6 6441600. 5l3eôc" -''5613300 c'r'lfì ì3'24
ICl?. ¿t6a,04 ì03r+o0 644019c' 5l-]610,."5(;15520 l0'l¡9 l/+"65
TCl3 4$Q.62 lOlg.0 (;41i9ì10" 5t4270 " -"56^i1220 9'53 ì3"43
Tci4 4ú,;" 
- 
9sz"o 643t1:190. sl5'/30" -.56ì8350 14'0s l7'8s
TCt5 47]"S9 871,"0 6¡+l)6900" 5i6250" -'5620700 I0"42 l3'7(r
TCt,5 17?.39 B?3"0 ó4ll(>l¿+0, 517250. -.56;tlB90 t0'48 13"83'rct7 476,90 B3¿r"0 ó435090' 5t3020. -"5ée3540 ll'90 l5'10
TCIB t+76.67 Bó2,0 ó434350" 5lç'5-¿0, -.'i5?1+-l)l 12"79 16"10
Tc19478"48850"06434430":j2c570"-"56?,¡5.|013"95,1"?-I





IC BOTJI'¡DARY NEAR REOAN GNEISS
AND H.T"p"_TIED To B.M.8y BARoMETER.




.T ITUOE IN RAD IANS
.DUCï IOI.¡ . . . ÊNOU NIW GRÁV ITY BY H 'T 'PECÂNEK
APPENDIX 1O
TABLE B
ll * rf J+ * lr + * l+ sit ¿ tâå s.Þ{ +}tt
N I NDEE HI{Y
I'I . R. SURVEY PEGS
CANEK
ll l1 l1 It l1 lf ll # l$ + * l¡ * + {t lâ * # r+ } l1 11 -Þ { { !. J} l¿ * ü * # É 'l+ lf ls It l} v¡ 3t
14ENINDEE hIGHI,,AY GRAVITY TfIAVERCE T9?3
VARIABLE 8UT ABOUT 4OO FEET ON ÀVERAGE
N.S"I{. D.M.R. SURVEY PEGS FOR REROUI-E ME
Z.C" AIRPiIOTOS AND MILEAGE ON N.S.W. D.
U.T.¡'I . AUSTRALIAN I"1AP GRID



























































FROM RAH GRAVITY BY H.T'PECANEK
+ l¿ .t+ J+ 11 tl # * * l¡ * l1 * ll i: * 11 + + + * J¡ i+ ?t + Ìå ì+ l¿ # s 11 11 # l+ lf # + + tf rt
ELEVA-IlON NtIR'JIlING EAsTI¡IG LÀTITUDÉ
9?S"0 646+ló5. 545030. -"5577630
s72.0 ó464025. 545200" -"5577850
935.0 ó463475. 545-1 10. -.5578710
912.8 6462980. 546430" -"5579490
893.0 6462490. 547080. -"5580250
888.0 646?210" 547?.10' -.5580600
BB4.ó ó461855 " 541740. -.5581250rlB7.0 ó4ó180c). 5u-r7900. -.558133;J
U89"0 6461770. 5t+7940. -.5581380
892.0 6461 /10 " 52r8025. -"55,3 lzttì0897.0 ó¿+tiI650. 5¿+8120. -.55815?0
881+.0 6461850 " 547790. -"551ì1250897.0 ó461ó80. 5480fr0. -"55Ui520
897"0 ó46t(r20. 5¿r8180" -"5581610
899.0 64ó1540. 5rr8320" -.5581740
898.0 6¿+6!4-15" 51+8390. -'5581840
9C;1 "0 6¿¡61¿¡04. 548516. -.5581950cr06.0 64Òt263 . 548766 " -.5582ì 70907.0 6¡:61218' 548845. -.5582240
908.0 6461190" 54u895" -'5582290
9i0.0 6461179. 548947" -.5582300
9ì3.0 646L164. 5¡r9005' -'5i582320
919,0 {>4ó11¿16 . 54908z- ' -"5582350928"0 6t+61L24" 5¿+(i175. -"55U2390
93i,"0 646t105 " 54926Û ' -"5582/+20?32.0 6461073. 549395. -.s582470
933.0 6415 l0/+0" 5¿r9538. -.558?520
9¿.rl "0 646I018" 549631. -.51;É12550930.û Í:460tiBl ' 549?95" -'558-2770950.0 6¿r60Bll ' \t49921 " -"5582{17093?"0 {:4607t¡0' 550020" -,5582990
933 " 0 6/+606 iÍi ' 5i50 ì 12. -.5:;8309093ó'{) ór+f:0599" 550218. -"551ì3200
940,0 64óC|505. 550350' -'5sS3360
945.0 ó4Éì0423. 550465. -'lt583480
945"0 ó460394. 550564" -"5583520
950.0 6460314. 550620. -"55fì3360
95?-"() ó/.ó03:i6" 55Ù?35. -"5593620
950.0 ó46035ó" 5!;066?' -.:;583580
954"0 (r460317. Ii)079p" -.5563írrr0
95(r.0 6460?98" 550¡150' -"55311:80
cJS9.0 6460269" 550'135. -"5583/:¿0
9ól "0 6t+6024Ù " 55t021. -.55i13760963.5 646A'èrr. 55I107" -'55838I0
9ó6"5 64601tì3. 551193.'-"=583860
976'0 6460145 o 5'¿I2l-J, -"51;83910
984'5 6r+60125. 551333' -"558,.-JÍ-l40
9r)6"t' 646Cl I06' 55i393., -".55039tìÙ
10c7"0 b4ú0087' 551¿r53.'-"!¡58/-'000
1005"0 {460077' 55i444' -"5584tì21Ù
I J+ l1 * l1 t+ J+ { l+ Jr t+ + t+ t+ + { + ll
)ÀLITY ¡{AME
\IION SPACING...









' {+¿ l+.ll l+ +* 4 11+ * # 11{ l¡.$ ++
ÂT I0N ABS. GR/1V ,






Mt'-t\0 0 7 458 .7 0
HENo 0 å] 458 .64
MEN009 458.7 I
MENOIO 45B.BO
MENo I I 458.98
MF-N0 t 2 45iJ .8 i
¡4EN0l3 ¿r59 .0 3
È1ËN0 l4 459 .47
MENo l5 459.62









MEN024 459 "86¡4E1.t025 459.46
h1[N0 26 45û .85

































































































































r.lEN I I I






454.41 1000:ó 6460048' s51s?4' -'5584060 l7'6s
454.53 999:i 6460039' 55160¿+' -'558/r080 l7'?l
4s4.63 ee8:6 ã+Àoozs' ssló34' -'5s84100 17 '71
455.0 | 992:4 6460010' 5sl69s' -'5s84120 17 "71
455.0s 988:3 'csgsst' 
s51166"'s584160 l7'5s
4ss.02 e8;:1 aqsg sz' ssl846 ' "ss9422o 17 "46
4s5.10 e88:ó t+àggzl, 5519?3' " s584260 
l7'54
4s4.g3 99ó "8 a'05g862' 551s1 6' - ' 558¿r350 
17 '49
454.46 999:3 6459801' 552a?B' -'5584450 l7'48
454.59 9e9:¿ 645s741' 5s2080' -"5s84540 I7'59
454.84 eß:i ã"ssssa. 552120' -'s5846I0 l7'4s
454.9t ssi.o 645963¿¡' 55?ll2' -'55847I0 l7'35
454.21 rooi.õ 645e573' s5?-?25' -"s58481'0 17'22
454,44 qsi"ó a',ssszo' 55?266n -'558/+B8o t7"t2
454.38 998;4 6459t+73' s5?3r2""55s4960 t?'ll
454.77 sgã"0 6459614" 552384 ' - '5-t:84740 17 "?2
455.16 99¡.ó 645980':)' 55?2I5' -'55tlz+rr30 l7 ''lc¿
454.82 ssB"ó ã+sgszl' s536?8" -'5s8s890 I 7'09
4ss.l0 e93:ó 64se7 Il' s52'¿-se' -"5584se0 l?'68
455 "02 s')"?"ó Ãqsss"l ' 
s52441 ' - '55s4850 l7 '42
454 .B? ssa. ó 645948? " ç-',52tt98 ' - " 55i1495 O 17 '29
4s4.s6 ee3:ó ãttsç+cs ' s52562 ' -"s5850b0 l7'324s4.sl rooã.ó À+sç:to" ss2635' -'ssBs220 l7's7
454.32 rooé.õ 6459226' 552(r9I' -'5585350 I7"50
4s4.05 lorá'õ 6459106" ''5271?'' -'5s8ss40 t7'68
453.1a rozõ.õ o"ss0is' 552830' .''5585670 r7'77
4s3,31 lozi.õ o"sagao' ss2902" -"558s730 17"39
452.60 1037"0 645894?" 55?'914' -'5585790 17 '24
45t.sB rosi.ó ã+seso:' ss3046" -'s5858s0 17"3e
45l.sr I osó.õ ã+sseo+' ss3t20 " -'s5BseI0 16"87
451.60 rosq"ó 6tr56827' 553191 ' -"s585970 t7'17
451.ó0 ro+tt"ó 6115882T ' 55319I n -'5585970 16'58t¿5?.4?- fc+0.õ À'osea¡s' 553308' -'5585c/l50 I7'I7
¿r53.59 lozo.ó 6¡+5885t. 553427. -"5irj594L 17"15
4s4,za rooö,ó ã'n5¡1063' 5s3544' ".'s5859I0' l7'12
4s4.ls looó".i 64s8876. 553670" -"5585890 l7'14
455.I9 994'0 ó/ì5BBA7' 1553114' -"55S587O 17'24
455.18 'lç8.0 ã'oseaz+' 553833' -"5sE5900 i7'45
4ss,?9 ssä'0 64588s3" 55384s' -"1;585930 i7's5
¿r5ó"73 ç'ii.ó ó45S801" 'ss¡90s" -'fi5860l0 17"58
457.06 seã,0 6458?5?" 554137' -"558r¡080 I7"46
4s?.5I çéá"ó ã'rsertz' ss4l83" -"5sB6ls0 l7's2
4s1 .i3 çéõ. ó 64s365s " 5542/+l ' 
* 
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APPENDIX 11 LOCATION OT' GRAVÌTY TRAVERSES AND GEOLOGIC
CROSS S ECTIONS
1. The location of O. Wej-ss gravj-ty traverses lC,
IA, 1, 2A, 3 and 13 along with geologic sections
30, 62, 92 and 262 are marked on folio figure 8,
a copy of the Broken Hj-II Mining Managers'
Association Line of Code map on a scale of
1:250C0 published in L972 by I.R. Johnson and
G.D. Klingner.
2. The location of regional gravity traverses
discussed in the text are marked on folio
figure 7. Here some individual gravity
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